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1
Introduction

Knowledge must come through
action you can have no test which
is not fanciful, save by trial.

Sophocles

Web analytics aims at understanding behavioral patterns of users of various
web-based services in order to improve their experience. A better understanding
of user interactions with a web service allows us to model user behavior and
to predict future user actions. The ability to predict user preferences helps to
serve suitable content, e. g. adequate advertisements, fitting recommendations,
etc. Ultimately, the goal is to increase user satisfaction and engagement with the
provided information.

The main source of data for those web analytics predictive tasks are the traces
of user interaction behavior, which are inherently sensitive to context. Contextual
information can be defined as a collection of external factors influencing user be-
havior, e. g. location, season, access device, weather, user situation. For instance,
the number of hotel bookings increases during the holiday period. User interaction
with search result pages (SERPs) on mobile devices is different from that on the
desktop, as illustrated in Figure 1.1, due to the difference in the screen size and
as a consequence different behavioral patterns. In short, user behavior can vary
dramatically depending on the context. Thus complementing the web analytics
modeling and prediction techniques with context management mechanisms hold
the potential to make them customized and more accurate. The importance of
contextual information has been recognised by researchers and practitioners across
many disciplines, including recommendation systems, information retrieval, ubiq-
uitous and mobile computing, behavioral targeting and marketing.

In this dissertation, we focus on the contextual customization of web services
to user types, or personas, rather than personalization to specific individuals.
Personalization is not always possible because not enough data is collected or

1



1. Introduction

Desktop View Mobile View

Figure 1.1: Illustration of Desktop (left) and Mobile (right) Views of Booking.com
search page.

due to continuous changes of individual preferences [29]. In our research, we
distinguish between two main types of user behavior:

• Searching—in case a web service needs to respond to a user request, such
as a user issuing a query to a search engine, using contextual information
can help to give more satisfying answers.

• Browsing—in case a web service needs to infer user preferences from user
interaction behavior, such as a user clicking on recommended items, using
contextual information can help to better predict the user’s intent in the
current situation.

Modern web search still relies on the query-response paradigm, which is char-
acterized by a sharp contrast between the richness of data in the index, and the
relative poverty of information in the query, usually expressed in a few keywords
to express a complex need. This is particularly true in online search services,
where the same query may be observed from many users, with considerable varia-
tions in their search intents. Contextual information is the obvious route to try to
restore the balance, and behavioral data related to user’s searching and browsing
activities provides new opportunities to model contextual aspects of user needs.
In this dissertation we investigate the principles that allow effective utilization of
contextual information in various web applications, and translate our insights into
new approaches for fast and accurate understanding and predicting user behavior.

2
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1.1. What is (not) Context?

The main research question that motivates the research presented in this dis-
sertation is:

How to discover, model and utilize contextual information in order to
understand and improve users’ searching and browsing behavior on
the web?

1.1 What is (not) Context?

We will first give an overview of the use of context in an information access
setting: what is contextual information? what web applications benefit of the
use of contextual information? and what are the principled ways to integrate
contextual information into the web analytics process.

Many interpretations of the notion of context have emerged in various fields of
research like psychology, philosophy, and computer science [36]. Applied to web
analytics, a context is presented as additional (situational) information about a
user, e. g. geographical location [1, 110], current date [42, 128, 212], season [21,
209], weather [195], emotional status [40], or interaction pattern [11, 77, 97, 124].
Dey et al. [64] consider context even broader: any information that can charac-
terize and is relevant to the interaction between a user and an application. In this
dissertation we distinguish two types of context:

• explicit context—where we assume that contextual information is given by
a domain expert and easily available with the data, e. g. an expert claims
geographical location is context for this web service and it can be derived
from the attendant web logs;

• implicit context—where we assume that contextual information is not di-
rectly known and available and we need to apply some discovery techniques
to infer it [253, 255].

The summarized timeline of the notable examples of context modeling is presented
in Table 1.1.1

We distinguish three types of web applications, where users perform searching
and browsing behavior. We consider the context discovery and context modeling
techniques typical for behavioral targeting, for recommender systems, and for
information retrieval.

1.1.1 Context in Behavioral Targeting

Behavioral targeting is an active area of research [13, 18, 48, 83, 167, 169]. The
goal of behavioral targeting is to build user profiles of interests fast while users
are interacting with the system, e. g. clicking on ads, sponsored links, or search-
ing for particular products. The history of user interactions is a useful source

1More detailed background for context discovery and modeling techniques is presented in
Section 2.2.1
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Table 1.1: Notable examples of context modeling techniques

Context Year

Location [17, 110, 238] 1992
Emotional status [40] 1997
Taxonomy of explicit context [126, 203] 1999
Predictive features versus contextual [231] 2002
Conceptual models as context [102, 103] 2004
History of previous interaction [180] 2008
Independence of predicted class [253] 2011
Two level prediction model [255] 2012
Focus on automatic context discovery 2013–

to predict user interests and build short–and long–term user profiles. The pro-
cess of building user profiles (P ) based on user interaction (i1, . . . , in) can be
formalized as follows: f : i1, . . . , in → P . One of the directions of behavioral
targeting is the methods for online advertising where we need to understand user
interests and to predict user preferences to serve suitable content (A), e. g. ad-
vertisements. The problem of serving suited content to users is formalized as
the following prediction function: H : P × A → [0, 1]. The ads publishers have
up-to-date contextual knowledge about their audiences such as demographic in-
formation [83] and a history of user behavior [13]. Some targeting methods are
designed to match users with appropriate ads taking contextual information (C)
into account [169]. Then, the behavioral targeting problem can be formalized as
follows: H : P × A × C → [0, 1]. The context of user behavior can consist of
the following explicit factors: the page the user is currently visiting, time, and
user historical behavior online [46]. Three types of targeting methods are popu-
lar in the advertising industry: property, user segment, and behavioral targeting.
Property targeting refers to placing ads on specific web pages where interested
users will appear, such as showing online brokerage ads on financial related pages.
Although this reaches users who visit these finance pages, it may miss users who
do not visit web financial resources but might be interested in finances. User
segment targeting can focus on specific groups, e. g. based on gender and age
of a user etc. However, it is also possible to target broad groups, e. g. women
under 25 years old with high income. Behavioral targeting approaches use more
contextual information to infer more specific user characteristics, e. g. history of
user interaction. Whereas property targeting targets pages, and user segment tar-
geting targets generic groups, behavioral targeting tackle more specific groups or
even individuals. Behavioral targeting methods benefit from adopting contextual
information.
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1.1.2 Context in Recommender Systems

In classical formulations of recommender systems, the recommendation problem
relies on ratings (R) as a mechanism of capturing user (U) preferences for different
items (I). The problem of estimating unknown ratings is formalized as follows:
F : U × I → R. The predicted ratings can be used for ranking of recommen-
dations. The radical departure from the classical, two-dimensional recommender
systems is context-aware recommender systems [3, 4], which attract increasing
attention in academic work [91, 92, 208]. Rating prediction in context-aware rec-
ommender system relies primarily on the information of how (which rating, e. g.
a user giving ‘3’ of ‘5’ stars to an item) and who (which user, e. g. age, gender,
mood, or nationality [221]) rated what (which item, e. g. movie, news article, or
hotel). This additional information is context [189]. The general formulation of
context-aware recommender system rating prediction takes into account the con-
text dimension C as follows [4]: F : U × I × C → R. For example, a temporal
context has emerged for travel recommenders where suggestions about vacation
in the winter are very different compared to summer [21]. The purchase intent
of a customer is considered as implicit contextual information that needs to be
predicted [6]. Then it can be used to select the suitable model. Therefore, the
context-aware recommenders utilize the information about user situation to make
better predictions.

1.1.3 Context in Information Retrieval

The ultimate goal of information retrieval is to develop the technology needed
to provide access to data collections. Context is of particular importance in
web search, where a heterogeneous body of information is served to a highly
heterogeneous set of users. Users issue a query Q and a search engine returns
SERP that is a ranked list of URLs retrieved from the indexed collection of
web pages (D): SERP=(url1, . . . , urli, . . . , urln). A ranking function (G) is the
important part of a search engine that determines the order in which documents
retrieved for a given user query should be presented. The problem of mastering
ranking methods is formalized as follows: G : Q × D → SERP . Developing
reliable ranking techniques may be not easy because user search goals are not
static and depend on the search context, e. g. user background knowledge, age,
or location, or their specific search intents [31, 150, 193]. Context-aware search
adapts SERP using available contextual information (C) as follows: G : Q ×
D × C → SERP . While personalized search considers individual users long
and/or short histories [25, 28, 210], context-aware search focuses on short histories
to reason about current user situation. Contextual ranking techniques adapt
characteristics about groups of users [247], or behavioral changes throughout the
whole search engine audience [145, 148, 185, 186]. Nowadays, searching behavior
is no longer limited to 〈Q,SERP 〉 paradigm. For instance, the use of intelligent
assistants is bringing new challenges [123, 153, 245]. One way to improve quality
of searching behavior is to predict user satisfaction with SERP upfront. User
satisfaction is widely adopted as a subjective measure of search experience. Kelly
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[131] proposes a definition: satisfaction can be understood as the fulfillment of
a specified desire or goal. Contextual information can be utilized to make user
satisfaction prediction for searching more accurately.

1.1.4 Context Integration Strategies

Looking from the perspective of the ranking methods, there are different ways in
which context can be used in the different web applications. We use the following
five strategies for integration of contextual information initially presented in [231]:

1. Feature normalization: context is used to normalize the primary context-
sensitive features, prior to using the prediction model. The purpose is to
process context-sensitive features in a way that reduces their sensitivity to
the context.

2. Feature weighting : context is used to weight the primary features, prior to
prediction. The goal of weighting is to assign more importance to features
that, in a given context, are more useful for prediction.

3. Feature expansion: the feature space composed of primary features can be
expanded with contextual features. The contextual features can be treated
by a learning process in the same manner as the primary features.

4. Model selection: the prediction can proceed in two steps: (1) first selecting
a specialized predictive model based on the context information, (2) then
applying this model to the primary features.

5. Model adjustment: the prediction can proceed in two steps: (1) first training
using only the primary features, (2) then making an adjustment to the
prediction based on the context.

1.2 Research Questions and Outline

Above, we introduced our main research problem, which we break down into four
general research questions.

1.2.1 Useful Contextual Information

We start by defining what is useful contextual information for the prediction
process:

RQ 1: What are the general characteristics of useful contextual in-
formation?

We investigate RQ 1 in Chapter 2, where we introduce the notions of useful
context and optimal contextual models, which we call the contextual principle.
Essentially, the definition of useful context captures the usual operational situa-
tion in which no global optimum is sought, but there is a current system (captured
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by some model) that we seek to improve in terms of prediction quality by taking
context into account. We introduce the contextual principle which shows that the
problem of finding the best model for every test instance can be solved by con-
sidering the sub-problems of finding optimal models for subsets of test instances
belonging to the corresponding contexts. This is a technical result of a desirable
property that allows us to work on customization to user types or profiles, or
personas, rather than personalization to specific individuals. In practice, finding
an optimal model for each context can be as hard as finding an optimal model for
the complete dataset. Hence, it is usually the case that the type of the predic-
tive model is chosen in advance based on the overall goal of an application, e. g.
Markov models for predicting next user action in web sessions.

1.2.2 Explicit Contextual Information

Next, we look at the impact of specific contextual aspects, starting with explicit
context provided in the web logs such as geographical location, time, and user
agent data:

RQ 2: How to identify useful contextual information from the avail-
able list of explicit contexts?

While users browse in a web application, they do not explicitly express their
needs, e. g. through queries. However we can understand their demands reasoning
based on their behavioral patterns and provided additional contextual informa-
tion. Web logs contain various additional information about users such as user
geographical location, detailed information about user device and its operation
system, timestamps etc. We desire to understand if this information is useful
to make contextual predictions. The geographical location of users is one of
the prototypical examples of contextual information. In the literature, it was
shown that the user’s location is useful contextual information in many applica-
tions [17, 203, 238]. A context based on geographical location can have different
levels of granularity like continent, country, city [58, 59, 146] and so on.

We start to investigate RQ 2 in Chapter 2 where we consider it for browsing
behavior. Chapter 2 presents our experiments with StudyPortals2, where we con-
sider a browsing type of task—user next action prediction [256]. It helps to fore-
see user preferences for adapting content if needed. We build contextual Markov
models which are consistent with our contextual principle. We concentrate on
a continent level of geographical location due to limitations from the data size
side. We use IP addresses as a source to derive geographical location associated
with each user session. We have shown in Chapter 2 that for the case of Study-
Portals the geographical location is not a useful context according to contextual
principle. The possible explanation is that the general audience of StudyPortals
consists of students with a certain level of education, approximately same age and
having a high level of English. We showed that geographical location might not
be universally helpful context.

2http://www.studyportals.eu/
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We continue the investigation of RQ 2 in Chapter 3 where we consider broader
types of explicit contexts. Chapter 3 presents our experiments with a Booking.com
service, which allows for finding travel destinations based on users’ preferred ac-
tivities (e. g. ‘hiking’, ‘beach’ etc.)—Destination Finder. This service has both
browsing and searching aspects. Users search for holiday activities and the ser-
vice returns a ranked list of recommended destinations. This process is a complex
exploratory recommendation task. Such applications are not yet widely avail-
able. The Destination Finder can be considered as the application for complex
exploratory recommendations, the examples of its use is presented in Figure 1.2.
Exploratory recommendation tasks are characterized as follows: users do have
preferences what kind of activities they want to do on holidays but they do not
have particular information needs as in standard search tasks, when users run the
particular query (e. g. ‘Find cheapest hotels in Pisa’) and expect to find an answer
with minimum efforts. Users expect that the system would return a ranked list
of reasonable suggestions to explore. For this kind of services, we cannot rely
on the user history because it is usually not available (e. g. a user is new for the
system or a user changes his preferences). Therefore personalization approaches
cannot be used. We called this phenomenon—Continuous Cold Start Problem
(CoCoS). To improve the ranking of retrieved destinations, we propose a method
that builds useful contextual user profiles that follows our contextual principle.
We use explicit contextual data such as user agent data and timestamps to create
profiles. Further, we show how contextual profiles help to customize the ranking
of search destinations by running online experiment with the real user traffic of
Destination Finder.

We present methods how to select useful contexts from the general explicit
contextual information that is available in web logs e. g. user location, user agent
data, and timestamps.

1.2.3 Implicit Contextual Information

Next, we look at the impact of behavioral trails of searching and browsing actions
as implicit contextual aspects:

RQ 3: How to discover users’ behavioral aspects as contextual infor-
mation?

We investigate RQ 3 for browsing behavior also in Chapter 2. User historical
behavior, collected by StudyPortals, is given as a log of web sessions corresponding
to browsing activities of users. In our case the users’ actions are categorized by
the type: searches, clicks on ads, homepage visits etc. Users’ activities and their
possible orderings within user web sessions are summarized as a user navigation
graph3. We desire to understand if there are any groups of nodes in the navigation
graph that reflect different types of user behavior. Then we use this knowledge
to characterize the users’ behavior in order to improve effectiveness of next users’
action prediction. In order to achieve our goal we propose to use several machine

3The example of navigation graph is given in Figure 2.3
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1.2. Research Questions and Outline

Figure 1.2: Illustrations of how Destination Finder can be used to explore holiday
destinations given preferred activities (the screen shots taken in March 2015).
The examples of activities in presented in Figure 3.4 and more examples of how
Destination Finder use is presented in Figure 3.3. To access the current version
the following link can be used http://www.booking.com/destinationfinder.
en-gb.html.
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learning techniques: First, we discover two types of user behavior on a site by
grouping the user navigation graph:

• an expert user, who is experienced with the website interface or searches
extensively to find required information;

• a novice user, who needs more time to learn about a website or is not
interested much in its content.

Second, we discover changes in user intents during one web session while he is
browsing a website. In order to achieve this, we develop a method to segment
user sessions that is directly maximizing the accuracy of next action prediction.
The proposed methods dramatically improve the prediction accuracy of user trails.

As we illustrated before in Figure 1.1 the same search page has different views
for mobiles and for desktops. That affects how users behave while searching,
e. g. on mobile devices the main ways of interactions are touch gestures and voice
control in contrast to mouse movements on desktops [84, 85, 88, 158, 171, 191].
Recently, a new generation of intelligent assistants, powered by voice, such as
Apple’s Siri, Microsoft’s Cortana, Google Now, etc. have become a common
feature on mobile devices. A recent study [81], executed by Northstar Research
and commissioned by Google, found out that 55% of the U.S. teens use voice
search every day and that 89% of teens and 85% of adults agree that voice search
is going to be ‘very common’ in the near future.

We continue our investigation of RQ 3 for different scenarios of searching
behavior in Chapters 4, 5, and 6 where we experiment with the voice-controlled
intelligent personal assistant–Microsoft Cortana4. The main component of these
chapters is that we desire to understand which behavioral signals can be used
to measure user satisfaction with different scenarios of intelligent assistants use.
User satisfaction is widely adopted as a subjective measure of search experience.

More specifically, Chapter 4 presents our findings about types of intelligent
assistants use:

• controlling the device, e. g. call a contact, check the calendar, access an
application, etc.;

• searching mobile web;

• performing a complex task through a dialogue interaction with the intelli-
gent assistant.5

To investigate the difference in use of scenarios we conducted a user study. We
concluded that effort is a key component of user satisfaction across the different
intelligent assistants scenarios.

We continue to investigate RQ 3 in Chapter 5 where we dive deeply into
understanding of search dialogues. We study if contexts such as touch signals

4http://www.windowsphone.com/en-us/how-to/wp8/cortana/meet-cortana
5Examples of search dialogues are presented in Figure 4.1 on page 78 and Figure 5.1 on

page 102.
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are important to predict user satisfaction with search dialogues. For our experi-
mentation we use data collected from the user study in Chapter 4. To conclude if
these contexts are useful we use our general analytical framework from Chapter 1.

Finally, we investigate RQ 3 in Chapter 6 for the mobile web search scenario.
There are many cases where a user may not click on any results on SERP but still
is satisfied. This scenario is referred to as good abandonment [54, 65, 166, 219]
and presents a challenge for most approaches measuring search satisfaction. In
our experiments we use two data-sources: the user study data from Chapter 4
and real snapshots of web traffic. Similarly, we investigate whether touch signals
are useful contexts to detect good abandonment on mobile devices.

We present methods to discover and to evaluate the impact of implicit con-
textual information such as type of user of user behavior, hidden components of
user satisfaction, and touch gestures that are specific for different types of search
tasks on mobile devices.

1.2.4 Dynamic Contextual Information

Finally, we look at behavioral dynamics—changes in aggregated user behavioral
features over time—such as the frequency of query revisions and Satisfied (SAT)
and Dissatisfied (DSAT) clicks to detect changes in user satisfaction and drifts in
query intent:

RQ 4: How to define and to detect changes in user satisfaction with
retrieved search results?

We look at indicators of a drop in user satisfaction due to SERPs trained on
historical data becoming outdated with a drift in query intent happening because
some implicit context (e. g. news event) or over time. When users struggle to find
an answer for query Q they run a follow-up query Q′ that is an expansion of Q.
Query reformulation is the act of submitting a next query Q′ to modify a previous
SERP for a query Q in the hope of retrieving better results [98]. Such a query
reformulation is a strong indication of user dissatisfaction [9]. We call this the
reformulation signal. Our hypothesis is that a decrease in user satisfaction with
〈Q,SERP 〉 correlates nicely with the reformulation signal. In other words, the
probability of reformulating Q will grow dramatically.

We start to investigate RQ 4 in Chapter 7. We propose an unsupervised
approach, called Drift Detection in user SATisfaction (DDSAT), for detecting
drifts in user satisfaction for pairs 〈Q,SERP 〉 by applying the concept drift tech-
nique [80, 202, 241, 252] leveraging the reformulation signal. Concept drift pri-
marily refers to an online supervised learning scenario when the relation between
the input data and the target variable changes over time [80]. Furthermore, the
reformulation signal is considered to be less noisy and if reformulations are fresh
and done only by users’ initiative then we can say that a reformulation signal is
not biased by information coming from the search engine. We conduct a large-
scale evaluation using search log data from Microsoft Bing6. Our experiments
show that the algorithm DDSAT works with a high accuracy.

6http://bing.com/
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We continue our investigation of RQ 4 in Chapter 8, where we extend our
method by taking into account more signs of user frustration (lack of search sat-
isfaction) such as: a rate of search abandonment, a dramatic change in query
volume, a lowering in average click positions. We conducted a large-scale evalu-
ation with one year of search log data from Yandex7. Moreover, our framework
outputs the list of drift terms and the list of URLs, which can be used for the
future re-ranking of SERP . The algorithm of the drift detection in user satisfac-
tion can be incorporated in many search-related applications where freshness is
required, e. g. in recency ranking, query auto-completion.

In this section we presented the main research questions that we investigated
in this dissertation. Next, we will list of the main contributions.

1.3 Main Contributions

In this section we summarize the main scientific and practical contributions of
this dissertation.

1.3.1 Scientific Contributions

The scientific contributions include the following:

• A contextual principle that can be used to preselect useful contextual infor-
mation offline (Chapter 2).

• An approach to predict user intent switch during a web session (Chapter 2).

• An approach to identify the user type in terms of their expertise level based
on interaction behavior (Chapter 2).

• A first characterization of the continuous cold start recommendation prob-
lem (CoCoS) (Chapter 3).

• An unsupervised approach for discovering and using contextual user profiles
for complex exploratory recommendations (Chapter 3).

• The design of the first ever user study to collect interaction signals for search
dialogues for voice-controlled intelligent assistants using realistic tasks from
web logs (Chapter 4).

• A definition of user satisfaction with search dialogues on intelligent assis-
tants (Chapter 5).

• A an effective method to predict user satisfaction with search dialogues on
intelligent assistants using user interaction signals (Chapter 5).

7http://yandex.ru/
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• A an improved method to detect “good abandonment” (queries with sat-
isfying responses yet no further interaction) on mobile devices using user
interaction signals (Chapter 6).

• A first unsupervised methods to detect changes in user satisfaction on the
SERP-level based on behavior dynamics (Chapter 7 and 8 ).

1.3.2 Practical Contributions

All research in this dissertation was conducted using real data from a range of dif-
ferent e-commerce and search applications, in direct collaboration with industry,
having direct and indirect impact on their products and services. There practical
contributions include:

• A ranker for contextual travel recommendations for Destination Finder that
gave significant gains compared to the production baseline at that time: 20%
on click-through, and 21% on clicks per user (Chapter 3).

• An improved user satisfaction metric that was adopted for evaluation of
Microsoft Cortana search dialogues (Chapter 5).

• A metric that was adopted in production settings of Microsoft Cortana to
evaluate good abandonment for mobile web search (Chapter 6).

• A monitoring mechanism to detect outdated SERPs that was adopted as
feature by Microsoft Bing (Chapter 7) and Yandex (Chapter 8).

We presented the the list of main contributions of this dissertation. Next, we
will outline our research methodology.

1.4 Research Methodology

Our general research methodology is to conduct research on realistic data from
various online search services, ensuring our results transfer to operational cases.
This has a number of important consequences:

Experimental Datasets First, wherever possible we use real-world data from
Internet companies in our experiments, including: StudyPortals, Microsoft Bing,
Booking.com, Yandex, and Microsoft Cortana. In addition, we also use the data
from TREC Contextual Suggestion Track 20148 [59, 146]. The data collection
TREC Contextual Suggestion Track 20159 is motivated by our study with Book-
ing.com [61].

Modeling Framework Second, in terms of the modeling framework we develop
theoretical approaches that can be implemented in a production environment.
Therefore, the suggested methods are highly efficient. We embed the developed

8https://sites.google.com/site/treccontext/trec-2014
9https://sites.google.com/site/treccontext/trec-2015
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techniques into prototypes to test them through an evaluation circle (discussed
next). In order to facilitate the subsequent refinement of the proposed methods,
we build prototypes that can be improved in an iterative manner.

Evaluation Circle Third, evaluation is key in operational environments, and
we follow the current state of the art approach to evaluation, consisting of:

• Offline stage—where progressive evaluation (time-wise) or cross validation
(object-wise) is used. For our study with StudyPortals, we use historical
data for performing cross validation to derive final evaluation metrics;

• Online stage—where the developed techniques are integrated into web sys-
tems to test them on real user traffic. For our study of explorative recom-
mendations with the Destination Finder, we employ A/B and multivariate
testing procedures providing reliable estimates of the performance of the
alternative approaches [155, 223];

• User studies—where the data is gathered during the lab study. For our
intelligent assistants studies, we construct the simulated tasks so that user
study participants could relate to them and they would provide enough
imaginative context [38]. The data collected in the user study is of high
quality since users could directly provide information about the tasks.

• Crowdsourcing—where data is collected by employing human judgments
procedures, which is a common approach to collecting labeled data for search
tasks [240]. For our studies with search engines (Microsoft Bing, Yandex
and mobile Microsoft Cortana), we employ judges to label snapshots of data
from the real traffic. The labeled data is used to calculate final evaluation
metrics.

This section described our general research methodology used in this disser-
tation. Next, we will present the dissertation overview and original publications
on which the dissertation is based.

1.5 Dissertation Overview and Origins

This PhD dissertation contributes to the research in predictive web analytics
through a series of empirical studies with different online web-based services listed
previously in Section 1.4. The studies that comprise the different chapters of this
dissertation have been published in peer-reviewed conferences and workshops.

We decided to make each chapter self-contained so it can be read independently
of the rest of the dissertation. The consequence is that some chapters have similar
discussions of related work.

An overview of the studies included in this dissertation also appeared at the
following Doctoral Symposiums:

[139] J. Kiseleva. Context mining and integration into predictive web analyt-
ics. In Proceedings of the International Conference on World Wide Web
(WWW), pages 383–388, 2013.
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Figure 1.3: A visualization of main components for modeling context-aware
systems.

[140] J. Kiseleva. Using contextual information to understand searching and
browsing behavior. In Proceedings of the International ACM SIGIR Con-
ference on Research & Development in Information Retrieval (Doctoral Con-
sorcium), page 1059, 2015.

The main body of this dissertation is structured in three parts. The first
part, comprising Chapters 2 and 3, explores methods to predict user engagement.
The second part, comprising Chapters 4, 5, and 6, explores techniques to predict
user satisfaction with different intelligent assistants scenarios. The third part,
comprising Chapters 7 and 8, explores approaches to predict user satisfaction on
SERP-level.

We visualize the main components for modeling context-aware systems in Fig-
ure 1.3 that is utilized further to give a structured overview of this dissertation.
We distinguish three main components that are represented as a coordinate sys-
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tem in Figure 1.3:

• X = Web Application (WA): first, it is important to understand the
main objectives of web application to make further choices coherently;

• Y = Context Discovery (CD): second, modeling choice is to decide how
contextual information is defined/discovered;

• Z = Context Integration (CI): third, modeling choice is to understand
what is the beneficial way to integrate discovered contextual information
into the application;

In this dissertation, we study context-aware systems within the scope of the cube
presented in Figure 1.3. A context-aware system is not necessarily a point in
the presented space. For instance, it is possible that two or more methods are
employed for context integration, or the system can be mapped to two or more
applications. For example, the Destination Finder serves explorative recommen-
dations so the service can be considered an intersection of recommender systems
and information retrieval. Therefore, in general case, a context-aware system is
a cube in the defined coordinate system (WA, CD, CI). We would use this ab-
straction further to project the modeled context-aware system in every chapter
to the general picture thus making our contributions clear.

The following publications form the basis of chapters in this dissertation.

• Chapter 2 ‘User Trails’ is based on:

[143] J. Kiseleva, H. T. Lam, M. Pechenizkiy, and T. Calders. Predict-
ing current user intent with contextual markov models. In Proceed-
ings of the IEEE International Conference on Data Mining Workshops
(ICDMW), pages 391–398, 2013.

[144] J. Kiseleva, H. T. Lam, M. Pechenizkiy, and T. Calders. Discover-
ing temporal hidden contexts in web sessions for user trail prediction.
In Companion Proceedings of the International Conference on World
Wide Web (TempWeb), pages 1067–1074, 2013.

The modeled context-aware system is:

(WA) behavioral targeting : the goal is to predict next user action on a
website to foresee how a user can be engaged;

(CD) – explicit context: the user geographical location;
– implicit context: the technique to discovering the type of user

behavior: a novice or an expert user for this website;

(CI) model selection: the set of local contextual models are built and a
suitable contextual model is selected for online prediction.

• Chapter 3 ‘Contextual User Profiles’ is based on:
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[29] L. Bernardi, J. Kamps, J. Kiseleva, and M. J. I. Müller. The continuous
cold start problem in e-commerce recommender systems. In Proceed-
ings of the Workshop on New Trends on Content-Based Recommender
Systems co-located with ACM Conference on Recommender Systems,
pages 30–33, 2015.

[149] J. Kiseleva, M. J. I. Müller, L. Bernardi, C. Davis, I. Kovacek, M. Stafseng
Einarsen, J. Kamps, A. Tuzhilin, and D. Hiemstra. Where to go on
your next trip? optimizing travel destinations based on user prefer-
ences. In Proceedings of the International ACM SIGIR Conference on
Research & Development in Information Retrieval, pages 1097–1100,
2015.

[151] J. Kiseleva, A. Tuzhilin, J. Kamps, M. J. I. Müller, L. Bernardi,
C. Davis, I. Kovacek, M. Stafseng Einarsen, D. Hiemstra, and M. Pech-
enizkiy. Ranking travel destinations with contextual user profiles. Un-
der Submission, 2016.

The modeled context-aware system is:

(WA) intersection of recommender system and information retrieval: the
goal is to retrieve a ranked list of holiday destinations given the activ-
ities pre-selected by a user;

(CD) implicit context: the available explicit contextual information (user
agent data and timestamps) is used to build useful contextual profiles;

(CI) model selection: an incoming user is mapped to on the contextual
profile and it activates a particular contextual ranker.

• Chapter 4 ‘Intelligent Assistants’ is based on:

[153] J. Kiseleva, K. Williams, J. Jiang, A. H. Awadallah, I. Zitouni, A. Crook,
and T. Anastasakos. Understanding user satisfaction with intelligent
assistants. In Proceedings of the ACM SIGIR Conference on Human
Information Interaction and Retrieval (CHIIR), pages 121 – 130, 2016.

The modeled context-aware system is:

(WA) information retrieval: the goal is to understand main components
user satisfaction for the three scenarios of user interaction with intel-
ligent assistant: controlling a device, mobile web search, and search
dialogues;

(CD) implicit context: the list of implicit contexts are gathered by con-
ducting the user study:
– general across scenarios: effort users spent, speech recognition

quality;
– specific to the web search: number of queries leading to satisfac-

tion, source of user satisfaction (e. g. the knowledge graph answer,
the image answer, SERP, or visited website),
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– specific to search dialogues: graded user satisfaction with sub-
tasks.

(CI) model adjustment: we look how understanding of user satisfaction
can be adjusted using information about the scenario type.

• Chapter 5 ‘Search Dialogues’ is based on:

[152] J. Kiseleva, K. Williams, A. H. Awadallah, I. Zitouni, A. Crook, and
T. Anastasakos. Predicting user satisfaction with intelligent assistants.
In Proceedings of the International ACM SIGIR Conference on Re-
search & Development in Information Retrieval, 2016.

The modeled context-aware system is:

(WA) information retrieval: the goal is to predict user satisfaction with
search dialogues on intelligent assistants.

(CD) implicit context: the touch-based and voice-based features are in-
ferred from the web logs;

(CI) feature expansion: the feature set is expanded with contextual infor-
mation to train a predictor.

• Chapter 6 ‘Good Abandonment’ is based on:

[245] K. Williams, J. Kiseleva, A. C. Crook, I. Zitouni, A. H. Awadallah,
and M. Khabsa. Detecting good abandonment in mobile search. In Pro-
ceedings of the International Conference on World Wide Web (WWW),
pages 495 – 505, 2016.

[244] K. Williams, J. Kiseleva, A. Crook, I. Zitouni, A. H. Awadallah, and
M. Khabsa. Is this your final answer? evaluating the effect of an-
swers on good abandonment in mobile search. In Proceedings of the
International ACM SIGIR Conference on Research & Development in
Information Retrieval, 2016.

The modeled context-aware system is:

(WA) information retrieval: the goal is to detect good abandonment during
mobile web search;

(CD) implicit context: the touch-based and answer types (e. g. image,
knowledge graph etc. ) features are inferred from the web logs;

(CI) feature expansion: the feature set is expanded with contextual infor-
mation to train a detector.

• Chapter 7 ‘Query Reformulations’ is based on:

[145] J. Kiseleva, E. Crestan, R. Brigo, and R. Dittel. Modelling and de-
tecting changes in user satisfaction. In Proceedings of the ACM In-
ternational Conference on Information and Knowledge Management
(CIKM), pages 1449–1458, 2014.
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The modeled context-aware system is:

(WA) information retrieval: the goal is to detect changes in user satisfac-
tion with 〈Q,SERP 〉 over time;

(CD) implicit context: the change in user intent is happening due to im-
plicit context (e. g. news event). It is discovered using a proxy such
as the reformulation signal which is probability to reformulate a query
measured over some period of time;

(CI) model adjustment: the detected change is the signal to adjust the
SERP ranking.

• Chapter 8 ‘Failed SERPs’ is based on:

[148] J. Kiseleva, J. Kamps, V. Nikulin, and N. Makarov. Behavioral dy-
namics from the SERP’s perspective: What are failed SERPs and how
to fix them? In Proceedings of the ACM International Conference on
Information and Knowledge Management (CIKM), pages 1561–1570,
2015.

The modeled context-aware system is:

(WA) information retrieval: the goal is to detect if 〈Q,SERP 〉 starts to
fail in some moment of time;

(CD) implicit context: the reformulation signal, the rate of search aban-
donment, the dramatic change in query volume, the lowering in average
click positions that are inferred from web logs;

(CI) model adjustment: the detected change is the signal to adjust the
SERP ranking.

• Chapter 9 concludes the dissertation. We revisit the research questions
and gives directions for future research.

The research for the publications that constitute Chapters 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, and 8
was conducted by Julia Kiseleva as a first author. First authorship is shared with
Kyle Williams on the conference publications [244, 245] that make up Chapter 6.

Other Publications In addition to the publications included in this dissertation,
we also published several other papers over the course of this PhD project, as listed
below.

[60] A. Dean-Hall, C. L. A. Clarke, J. Kamps, and J. Kiseleva. Online evaluation
of point-of-interest recommendation systems. In Proceedings of SCST@ECIR,
2015.

[61] A. Dean-Hall, C. L. A. Clarke, J. Kamps, J. Kiseleva, and E. M. Voorhees.
Overview of the TREC 2015 contextual suggestion track. In Proceedings of
the Text REtrieval Conference (TREC), 2015.
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[93] H. Hashemi, C. L. A. Clarke, A. Dean-Hall, J. Kamps, and J. Kiseleva. On
the reusability of open test collections. In Proceedings of the International
ACM SIGIR Conference on Research & Development in Information Re-
trieval, pages 827–830, 2015.

[94] S. H. Hashemi, C. L. A. Clarke, A. Dean-Hall, J. Kamps, and J. Kiseleva. An
easter egg hunting approach to test collection building in dynamic domains.
2016. EVIA@NTCIR.

[146] J. Kiseleva, A. Montes García, Y. Luo, J. Kamps, M. Pechenizkiy, and
P. De Bra. Applying learning to rank techniques to contextual suggestions.
In Proceedings of the Text REtrieval Conference (TREC), 2014.

[147] J. Kiseleva, J. Kamps, and C. L. A. Clarke. Contextual search and explo-
ration. Communications in Computer and Information Science, 2015.

[150] J. Kiseleva, A. Montes García, J. Kamps, and N. Spirin. The impact of
technical domain expertise on search behavior and task outcome. In Pro-
ceedings of WSDM Workshop on Query Understanding and Reformulation
for Mobile and Web Search (QRUMS), 2016.

[162] H. T. Lam, J. Kiseleva, M. Pechenizkiy, and T. Calders. Decomposing a
sequence into independent subsequences using compression algorithms. In
Proceeding of the ACM SIGKDD Workshop on Interactive Data Exploration
and Analytic (IDEA), pages 67–75, 2014.

[218] N. Spirin, M. Kuznetsov, J. Kiseleva, Y. Spirin, and P. Izhutov. Relevance-
aware filtering of tuples sorted by an attribute value via direct optimization
of metrics. In Proceedings of the International ACM SIGIR Conference on
Research & Development in Information Retrieval, pages 979–982, 2015.
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Part I
Predicting User Engagement

In the first part of this dissertation, we explore methods to predict user engage-
ment. We present methods to select useful contexts from the general explicit
contextual information that is available in web logs, e. g. user location, user agent
data, timestamps, and implicit contextual information such as click and browsing
behavior. Specifically, Part I deals with the following research questions:

RQ 1: What are the general characteristics of useful contextual in-
formation?
RQ 2: How to identify useful contextual information from the avail-
able list of explicit contexts?
RQ 3: How to discover users’ behavioral aspects as contextual infor-
mation?

Chapter 2 investigates RQ 1 by introducing the notions of useful context
and optimal contextual models, which we call the contextual principle; RQ 2
by experiments on browsing behavior at StudyPortals focusing on the impact of
geographic context; and RQ 3 focusing on navigation actions in session: searches,
clicks on ads, homepage visits etc. Chapter 2 is based on [143, 144].

Chapter 3 continues the investigation of RQ 2 by considering broader types of
explicit contexts, such as time and user agent data, in experiments at Booking.com
and their Destination Finder service. Chapter 3 is based on [29, 149, 151].
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In many web sites like e-shops and information portals, predictive modeling is used
to understand user intentions based on their browsing behavior. User behavior is
inherently sensitive to context. Identifying the relevant context can help to im-
prove the prediction performance. In this chapter, we propose a formal approach
in which the context discovery process is defined as an optimization problem. For
simplicity, we assume a concrete yet generic scenario in which context is con-
sidered to be a secondary label of an instance, which is either known from the
available contextual attribute (e. g. user location), or can be induced from the
training data (e. g. novice vs. expert user). In an ideal case, the objective func-
tion of the optimization problem has an analytical form, enabling us to design a
context discovery algorithm solving the optimization problem directly. An exam-
ple with Markov models, a typical approach for modeling user browsing behavior,
shows the derived analytical form of the optimization problem. Experiments with
a real-world use-case show that we can discover useful contexts allowing us to
significantly improve the prediction of user intentions with contextual Markov
models.

2.1 Introduction

When exploring available or discovered contextual information for predictive mod-
eling, we aim to focus on a subset of the most promising contexts. For instance,
we can perform data exploration and use domain expertise for choosing an ap-
propriate subset of contexts. However, for complicated and large-scale datasets,
deep understanding of data by exploration can be rather limited. Therefore, an
alternative straightforward context selection approach is to direct an effectiveness
evaluation of every subset of the set of targeted contexts. This solution is com-
putationally demanding when the set of targeted contexts has a high cardinality.
Moreover, in several cases, evaluation must be done in an online setting with a real
information system in operation that is also very expensive and time demanding.

We propose an automatic technique that preselects a set of useful (or effective)
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contexts in offline settings directly by optimizing the effectiveness of a predictive
modeling method. This chapter focuses on concrete predictive modeling applica-
tion—the next action prediction in user session. Therefore, we concentrate on the
following main research question:

How to automatically discover a set of useful contexts to predict a
user’s next action in a web session?

We break down our general research problem into six specific research ques-
tions:

RQ 2.1 What is contextual prediction?

We formulate the definition of useful context discovery from the web logs as
an optimization problem. Even when domain experts are not available and data
exploration gives only partial knowledge about the data and if direct context
evaluation and testing are expensive, it is still possible to select a good set of
contexts if we know the closed form of the objective function of the optimization
problem. On the one hand, an analytical form of the objective function provides
us with useful mathematical insights of the problem. It may give us a good hint
for context discovery even in the case that the optimization problem is hard. On
the other hand, it enables us to evaluate the contexts in an offline setting before
performing an online testing with a small set of selective contexts. For simplicity,
but without loosing the generality of our study we assume that all the contexts
are non-overlapping and that a user is at any moment associated only with one
contextual category.

RQ 2.2 What machine learning methods can be used to discover
useful context for the next action prediction?

We focus on Markov models that are commonly used for modeling web user be-
havior. Our analysis shows that the objective function calculated as the expected
accuracy of prediction using the Markov model has a closed form. Analyzing the
analytical form of the objective function helps us to find interesting properties of
adopting contextual information for prediction with the Markov model. Namely,
if the data are generated by a Markov model, any context preserving the Marko-
vian property in each contextual category is useful in the sense that the accuracy
of prediction using Markov model built for each category of the context is at least
as large as the expected accuracy of the Markov model built for the whole data.
This property is a theoretical justification of context-aware method for prediction
using Markov models.

RQ 2.3 What is the impact of geographical location as contextual
information?

The geographical location of users is one of the prototypical examples of con-
textual information. In the literature, it was shown that the user’s location is
useful contextual information in many applications [17, 203, 238]. A context
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based on geographical location can have different levels of granularity like conti-
nent, country, city and so on. In this section, we use geographical location as a
explicit context and demonstrate how our methodology can be applied to check
if it is useful context.

RQ 2.4 How to discover types of user behavior based on performed
actions?

The type of user behavior is important information [9]. This information
whether a user is very well familiar with a particular website’s functionality or
falls into the category of novice users is not available explicitly. We propose a
context discovery approach that is able to infer information about user expertise
automatically based on the type of actions performed by a user.

RQ 2.5 How to discover changes of user intent within a web session?

We introduce two contextual prediction methods to segment the web session as
demonstrated Figure 2.1. Let us consider for example how contextual information
about user intents can be applied for the next action prediction. Users usually
perform actions in a sequential manner on a website and the set of all actions
is given. The goal is to predict the next action each user will perform given
historical data about user activities. For instance, in Figure 2.1, we present a
web session as a sequence of user’s actions (a, b, f, d, c, a, a) (from the alphabet
{a, b, c, d, e, f}). We assume that under one context users perform a specific set
of actions and when the context is switched to another one, another set of actions
is performed. That means a context is defined as an external factor which is
associated with a specific set of user actions. For instance, in a web session, there
are sets of actions associated with the context like ‘search’ while there are other
sets of actions associated with the context like ‘buying’.

RQ 2.6 How effective is our approach to discover useful contexts on
a realistic sample of traffic?

We validate our approach on the real sample of user traffic from StudyPortals.
Our experiments illustrate that (1) if useful contexts are discovered, the local
Markov models predict user intentions statistically significantly better than the
global model, and (2) local Markov models stil perform well, i. e. not significantly
worse than a global model, even when the contexts are absolutely not useful and
have substantially smaller number of instances to induce local models.

The remainder of this chapter is organised as follows. In Section 2.2 we in-
troduced related work on context-awareness in supervised learning applications.
In Section 2.4 we introduce definitions of context-aware predictive analytics. In
Section 2.5 we introduce a specific case of using contextual information for improv-
ing prediction ability of Markov models. In Section 2.6 we propose the context
discovery method based on navigation graph clustering. We present our experi-
mental study using a real Web portal data sets in Sections 2.7 and 2.8. Section 2.9
concludes.
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Figure 2.1: An example of the switch in user intent within one session: (a, b, f,
d, c, a, a).

2.2 Background and Related Work

In this section, we will discuss related work relevant to the research described in
this chapter, covering two broad strands of research. First, we discuss research
on how contextual information is used for different predictive modeling tasks in
Section 2.2.1. Second, we present overview of how Markov Models are applied for
predictive web analytics in Section 2.2.2.

2.2.1 Integrating Context in Predictive Modeling Tasks

Many studies have demonstrated that integrating context-awareness into predic-
tive modeling helps to better understand user information in computational ad-
vertising [18, 46], recommender systems [4, 180, 189], web search [43] and other
related areas [247]. According to Prahalad [183], a context has temporal (when),
spatial (where), and technological (how) dimensions.

In many web applications, contextual information is available along with the
data. For instance, the contextual information is provided explicitly in the form
of additional features describing, e. g. user current location, user device or gen-
der. These explicit contexts are different from implicit contexts that can be only
discovered from data [233, 254]. In terms of interactive systems, Palmisano et al.
[180] has shown that the previous history of user interaction with the system
should be considered and especially changes in user behavior. Zliobaite [253] cap-
tured context specific information by forcing independence between contexts and
class labels. The context was defined as an artifact in the data that does not
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directly predict the class label, e. g. accent in speech recognition. Mazhelis et al.
[175] considered approaches of using explicit and implicit contextual information
for local model selection. Later, Zliobaite et al. [254, 255] proposed context-aware
systems as two level prediction models for food sales. Each product is classified it
to one of the predefined categories based on structural properties of the sales time
series, then a category specific predictor is applied to predict the future sales.

In machine learning, context was considered as contextual features in super-
vised concept learning [232]. Contextual features do not determine or influence
the class of an object directly, but improve predictive performance when used
together with other predictive features [233]. Recent approaches consider how
to derive such features. The contextual features are useful for classification only
when they are considered in combination with other features. For example, in
medical diagnosis problems, the patient’s gender, age, and weight are often avail-
able. These features are contextual, since they (typically) do not influence the
diagnosis when they are considered in isolation. The context can be used to split
users into subgroups sharing similar backgrounds. Users in the same interest
group or with the same intent usually behave in a similar way. Therefore, user
intentions are easier to recognize when the predictive models cleverly leverage the
available contextual information, e. g. employing local models for each context.

2.2.2 Markov Models for Predictive Web Analytics

Several Markov models were proposed for modeling user web data: first-order
Markov models, hybrid-order tree-like Markov models [68], prediction by partial
match forest [47], kth-order Markov models [63], variable order Markov mod-
els (VOMM) [37] that provide the mean to capture both large and small order
Markov dependencies. It was shown in [50] on a large data set that it is better
to use the variable order Markov models for this purpose. Other, perhaps the
most commonly used techniques, are based on Hidden Markov Models (HMM).
However, working with HMMs typically requires understanding of the domain
and very large training samples [26].

Very recently, efforts have been made in modeling session search using the
Partially Observable Markov Decision Process (POMDP) [172, 173, 248]. This line
of research investigated the best ways to design the states, actions, and rewards
within a POMDP framework for complex information retrieval tasks.

In this chapter, we defined a contextual principle that is a technique to discover
useful contexts, that is formulated as optimization problem. As predictive models
we used Markov models.

To summarize, the key distinctions of our work compared to previous efforts
are: we introduced a definition of useful contexts for predictive web analytics
tasks; we enhance the existing user modeling methods based on Markov models by
introducing the contextual Markov models, and our context discovery technique
(contextual principle) is novel as it formulate as an optimization problem.
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2.3 Preliminaries and Notations

This section will introduce the preliminaries and notations:

Event (a, t). Given a set A = {a1, . . . , am} of event types (all possible actions
users can perform), let an event be a pair (a, t), where a ∈ A is an event
type and t is the occurrence time of event.

Web Session s. Let s be a web session of the user is an ordered sequence of
events:

s = 〈(a1, t1), (a2, t2), . . . , (an, tn)〉 (2.1)

such that ai ∈ A for all i ∈ [1, n] and ti ∈ [ss, se], ti < ti+1 for all i ∈ [1, n−1],
where ss, se are integers denoting the starting and ending time of the session.
Note that we do not have ti = ti+1, i. e. several events cannot occur at the
same time.

Web Log D. Let D = {s1, s2, . . . , sn} be the general representation of users’
historical behavior is given as a log with web sessions.

Contextual Space Θ. Let Θ = C1×C2×C3×· · ·×CN be the space of all possible
contextual features associated with every data instance, where each Ci is a
context.

Contextual Feature C. Let C be a contextual feature with n categories: C =
{c1, c2, . . . , cn} associated with each data instance s ∈ D. For example,
time of the day is the contextual feature with the four categories {c1 =
morning, c2 = afternoon, c3 = evening, c4 = night}.

Contextual feature vector θs. Let us denote θs ∈ Θ as the contextual feature
vector associated with sequence s.

Decision space V . Let V be a decision space for our predictive model. For
example, in the case which predicts the next activity which the user will
perform, the decision space V is the same as the the set of events type A,
i. e. V ≡ A.

Predictive model M . Let M : Θ × D 7→ V be a predictive model that maps
each test sequence s ∈ D associated with the contextual information θs to
the decision space V .

Evaluation Function F . Let F (s,M(θs, s)) : D× V 7→ R be the function eval-
uates how good a model is. An example of the evaluation function is the
number of true predictions made byM over the test instance s. For instance,
assume that the model M predicts s = ababc as M(θs, s) = abedc then it
makes three true predictions corresponding to the underlined activities, i. e.
F (s,M(θs, s)) = 3.

Test Set T . Let T ⊆ D be a set of test instances and denote Pr(s) as the
probability that s ∈ T .
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Evaluation Metric E. To evaluate the performance of the predictive model M
over the test set T we calculate E[T,M ] =

∑
s∈T Pr(s) · F (s,M(θs, s)).

2.4 Contextual Prediction

This section discusses generalized definitions of contextual predictive analytics to
given an answer to our RQ 2.1 What is contextual prediction?

As a running example, we consider a website containing five different activities
with categorical labels a, b, c, d and e. Every user visiting the website produces a
sequence of transition activities corresponding to the categories that the user has
visited. In this example, D is the set of all possible sequences of activities from
the categories a, b, c, d and e. The example of the possible web session is presented
in Figure 2.1. As an additional information we consider an available contextual
features.

To simplify the discussion, we consider contextual feature that have only two
categories. The discussion of the general cases with more than two categories is
very similar. Assume that we have a context C with two categories c1 and c2
dividing the test set into two disjoint subsets T1 and T2 such that T = T1 ∪ T2.
Denote M1 and M2 as two predictive models built for the categories c1 and c2
respectively. Let P (c1) and P (c2) be probabilities that a test instance belonging
to the category c1 and c2 respectively. The value of the expectation E[T,M ] can
be considered as an objective that we need to optimize and assume thatM∗ is the
optimal model, i. e. M∗ arg maxM E[T,M ]. We formulate the following proposing
called Contextual Principle under the described assumptions .

Proposition 1 (Contextual Principle). Let M∗ be an optimal model on T then
it is a combination of M∗1 and M∗2 . Where M∗1 is an optimal model for T1 and
M∗2 is an optimal model for T2.

Proof. Because M∗1 = arg maxM1
E[T1,M1] and M∗2 = arg maxM2

E[T2,M2] we
must have E[T1,M

∗
1 ] ≥ E[T1,M

∗] and E[T2,M
∗
2 ] ≥ E[T2,M

∗]. We further derive:

P (c1)E[T1,M
∗
1 ] ≥ P (c1)E[T1,M

∗] (2.2)
P (c2)E[T2,M

∗
2 ] ≥ P (c2)E[T2,M

∗] (2.3)

P (c1)E[T1,M
∗
1 ] + P (c2)E[T2,M

∗
2 ] ≥ E[T,M∗] (2.4)

On the other hand, since M∗ = arg maxM E[T,M ], we have:

E[T,M∗] ≥ P (c1)E[T1,M
∗
1 ] + P (c2)E[T2,M

∗
2 ] (2.5)

From two inequalities 2.4 and 2.5 we imply that: E[T,M∗] = P (c1)E[T1,M
∗
1 ] +

P (c2)E[T2,M
∗
2 ]. In other words, M∗ is a combination of M∗1 and M∗2 .

Proposition 1 proposes that the problem of finding the best model for every test
instance can be solved by considering the sub-problems of finding optimal models
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for test instances in each individual contextual category. This result provides
us with theoretical judgment for customization and exploitation of contextual
information in predictive analytics.

Nevertheless, in practice finding an optimal model for each contextual category
is usually as hard as finding an optimal model for the whole data. Indeed, it is
usually the case that the type of model is chosen in advance, e. g. Markov models.
Model’s parameters are estimated from training data D. Under this circumstance,
contextual predictive analytics seeks for a context such that it divides the training
data into two subsets D1 and D2 and the predictive models trained on D1 and
D2 improve the predictive performance in comparison to the model trained on
the whole training data. To this end, we define useful contexts as follows:

Definition 1 (Useful Context). Given a model M built based upon the whole
training data D and M1, M2 are two models built based upon D1 and D2 corre-
sponding to each contextual category of a context C respectively. The context C
is useful if and only if: E[T1,M1] ≥ E[T1,M ] and E[T2,M2] ≥ E[T2,M ]

Definition 2 (Contextual Prediction). The contextual prediction is the special
way to design the learning process that restricts the search space of M by defining
the following functions:

• The mapping between the useful contextual feature and the contextual cate-
gories:
G : C → {c1, c2, . . . , cn};

• The mapping between the contextual categories and the individual learner:
H : ci →Mi.

In this section we presented the answer to our RQ 2.1 What is contextual
prediction? by defining explicitly what is contextual prediction. Next, we will
describe the machine learning method that is used to predict next user action
utilizing contextual information.

2.5 Contextual Markov Models

In this section we address our RQ 2.2 What machine learning methods can be
used to discover useful context for the next action prediction? by discussing a
specific case of using contextual information for improving prediction ability of
Markov models. In particular, we are given log of sequences of activities per-
formed by users in a web application. The task is to predict the next activity
in a sequence. Markov model is chosen as a predictive model for this problem.
We are interested in finding useful context such that Markov models built for
each category of the context improve the prediction performance compared to
the Markov model built for the whole data. We call this problem the contextual
Markov model.

To simplify the discussion, we only consider the special case with the first
order Markov model or Markov chain. Generalization of our discussion to Markov
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Figure 2.2: An example of transition distributions from a to the other states. Two
contexts C = {c1, c2} and C∗ = {c∗1, c∗2} have different transition distributions.
The most probable transition paths are highlighted with red-purple color.

models with any order is similar to that special case. A Markov chain M is
associated with a transition probability matrix [P (aj |ai)], where P (aj |ai) is the
probability of transition from the activity ai to the activity aj .

For any activity a ∈ kA, we denotem(a) as the activity with highest transition
probability from the activity a, i. e. m(a) = arg maxb∈ kA Pr(b|a). Given that the
current state is the activity a, if the data follows Markovian property then m(a)
is always the best prediction of the next state. Therefore, we consider a predictor
which always chooses the most probable transition for the next state. If the test
sequences in T are random samples from the Markov model M , the expected
accuracy of the predictor, i. e. the expectation of true prediction rate can be
calculated as follows:

E[T,M ] = Σa∈ kAP (a)P (m(a)|a) (2.6)

Let C = {c1, c2} be any context and M1,M2 are two Markov chains built for
each categories c1 and c2 respectively. Consider a new predictive model that uses
M1 to predict test sequences belonging to T1 corresponding to the first category
c1 and uses M2 to predict test sequences belonging to T2 corresponding to the
second category c2. We also denote [P1(aj |ai)] as the transition matrix of the
Markov model M1 and [P2(aj |ai)] as the transition matrix of the Markov model
M2. If two test sets T1 and T2 contain randomly sampled sequences from two
Markov models M1 and M2 then the expected accuracy of this prediction can be
calculated as follows:

E[T,M1,M2] = P (c1)E[T1,M1] + P (c2)E[T2,M2] (2.7)

where P (c1) and P (c2) stand for the probability of the test sequence belonging
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to the first and the second category respectively and:

E[T1,M1] =
∑
a∈ kA

P1(a)P1(m1(a)|a) (2.8)

E[T2,M2] =
∑
a∈ kA

P2(a)P2(m2(a)|a) (2.9)

Proposition 2. Assume that the test data possess the Markovian property and
this property holds for every category of a context C. Moreover, the training data
D together with D1 and D2 are large enough such that we can learn accurate
Markov models M , M1 and M2 then that context is useful, i. e.: E(T1,M1) ≥
E(T1,M) and E(T2,M2) ≥ E(T2,M)

Proof. Under the category c1, let P (m(a), a|c1) be the probability of the event
indicating that the current activity is a and the next activity is m(a). We have:

E[T1,M ] =
∑
a∈ kA

P (m(a), a|c1) (2.10)

=
∑
a∈ kA

P (m(a)|a, c1).P (a|c1) (2.11)

=
∑
a∈ kA

P (m(a)|a, c1).P1(a) (2.12)

≤
∑
a∈ kA

P1(m1(a)|a, c1).P1(a) (2.13)

≤ E[T1,M1] (2.14)

The inequality E[T2,M ] ≤ E[T2,M2] can be derived in a similar way from which
the proposition is proved.

Proposition 2 shows that if the data possesses the Markovian property then
exploiting any context preserving the Markovian property is always beneficial.
This proposition can be considered as a theoretical judgment for using contexts
to improve Markov model. In practice, Markov models are usually learnt from
training data. The accuracy of model’s parameters estimation is highly dependent
on the amount of available data. When we exploit a context, the training data
is split into smaller portions by the context which may cause the decline in the
accuracy of parameter estimation.

Finally, the contextual Markov problem is defined as an optimization problem
as follows:

Definition 3 (Contextual Markov). Given training data D, find the context C =
{c1, c2} splitting D into D1 and D2 such that the Markov models M1 and M2

learnt from D1 and D2 respectively maximize the evaluation function on the test
set T : E[T,M1,M2].

In this section we answered our RQ 2.2 What machine learning methods can
be used to discover useful context for the next action prediction? by introducing
contextual Markov models. Next, we will present three methods that use concept
of contextual Markov models to predict next user action in the web session.
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2.6 Techniques for discovering Useful Contexts

In this section we present our approaches to discover useful contexts that are either
given (explicit) or needed to be discovered from the data (implicit). In order
to illustrate the key idea behind the proposed technique, consider an example
in Figure 2.2 where transition probabilities P (x|a) (x ∈ {a, b, c, d, e}) from the
current state a to the other states are shown. Figures 2.2.b and 2.2.c show the
transition probability P (x|a,C) (x ∈ {a, b, c, d, e}) in two different contexts C =
{c1, c2} and C∗ = {c∗1, c∗2}.

In Figure 2.2.a, all transitions are equally probable. Therefore, the transition
probability distribution from a has very high entropy making prediction ineffec-
tive. If we use the predictor always predicting the most probable transition, the
expected true prediction rate is 0.2.

The situation is changed when we consider two contexts C and C∗. In partic-
ular, in Figure 2.2.b, the distributions P (x|a, c1) and P (x|a, c2) both have lower
entropy than the transition distribution P (x|a). Under the context C, the true
prediction is P (m(a)|a, c1) = 0.3 in the category c1 and P (m(a)|a, c2) = 0.3 in
the second category. Similarly, under the context C∗ the true prediction rate is
P (m(a)|a, c∗1) = 0.4 in the category c∗1 and P (m(a)|a, c∗2) = 0.4 in the second
category. Therefore, by exploiting the context C∗ we may increase the prediction
accuracy from 0.2 to 0.4.

Common sense tells us that the prediction is easier if the context splits the data
into homogeneous groups. In doing so, users with similar behavior are grouped to-
gether which may result in low-entropy transition distribution. A possible cluster-
ing algorithm to group users is an agglomerative hierarchical clustering algorithm
which uses the objective function E[T,M1,M2] as a principle for merging clusters.
According the definition 2, our approach consists of two important components:
(1) a clustering algorithm, which groups training sequence into groups with simi-
lar sequences and (2) an alignment procedure, which assigns new test sequence to
clusters given partial content of the test sequence being seen so far [215].

2.6.1 Using Geographical Location

This section investigates our RQ 2.3 What is the impact of geographical loca-
tion as contextual information? Our web log contains a user location. In the
literature, it was shown that the users’ location is useful contextual information
in many applications [17, 203, 238]. A context based on geographical location
can have different levels of granularity like continent, country, city and so on. In
our experiments we concentrate on a continent level due to limitations from the
evaluation side.

Grouping session We use user IP addresses as contextual features, then θs = IP
is contextual vector associated with session s. We define six contextual categories:
Cgeo = {C1 = Europe, C2 = Africa, C3 = North America, C4 = South America,
C5 = Asia, C6 = Oceania}.

Geographical alignment function kD is divided into six disjoint training sets
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associated with the continent: kDEurope, kDAfrica, kDAsia, kDNorthAmerica,
kDSouthAmerica, kDOceania.

2.6.2 Discovering User Expertise

In this section, we address our RQ 2.4 How to discover types of user behavior
based on performed actions? Let us recall that a general representation of users’
historical behavior is given as a log of web sessions kD = {S1, S2, . . . , Sn} where
each web session is a sequence of states Si = (a1, a2, · · · , am) corresponding to his-
torical browsing activities of a user. In our case the users’ actions are categorized
by the type of the users’ actions: searches, clicks on ads or homepage visits. A
complete set of used categories is presented in Figure 2.3 as graph nodes. However
the set of all possible activity states depends on the needs of a particular service
e. g. a visit of the home page can be considered as an activity. Thus, activities
and their possible orderings within user web sessions can be summarized as a user
navigation graph.

Definition 4 (User navigation graph). A user navigation graph is a directed
and weighted graph G = (V,E), where V is a set of vertices corresponding to all
possible user actions kA and E are the set of edges (ai, aj). Each edge e of G
is associated with a weight w(e) indicating the transition probability between two
incident vertices of the edges.

Depending on user experience they may perform different activities by visiting
different states in the navigation graph. Therefore, we propose a user action
clustering method based on community detection in the navigation graph. We
want to understand if there are any groups of nodes in the navigation graph and
then use this knowledge to characterize the users’ behavior. Intuitively there are
two types of user behavior on a site: (1) “expert” users, who are experienced with
website interface or searches extensively to find required information, and (2)
“novice” users, who need more time to learn about a website or are not interested
much in content

Assume that we have n graph partitions by using a communities detection
method. Discovered groups of states may be interpreted after analysis e. g. Vi
corresponds to a “novice” user’s behavior. However, if n is too big to analyze then
we have clusters: {Vi}ni=1. To simplify the discussion, we consider two clusters:
Let Vexp and Vnov. Vexp corresponds to states which are visited by an “expert”
user (red states in Figure 2.3) and Vnov consists of activates related to a “novice”
user (green sector in Figure 2.3). Having clusters of states, we can align each
web session with corresponding clusters. If a web session contains both red and
green states, the alignment is performed by examining the sequence from the
left to the right: if an expert state encounters in a sequence then the method
assigns the sequence to Vexp, otherwise, a session is assigned to Vnov so far. Let
us call this procedure sequential user alignment. For example, let Si = ceabbbaa,
Vexp = {a, b} and Vnov = {c, d, e}. The alignment function A aligns the sequence
Si to clusters as follows. First, A sees the state c and Si is temporarily assigned
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Refine Search

Click on Country Link

Click on University Link

Submit Inquiry

Program Impression in related programs

Program Impression in landing-pageFile View

Banner Click

X node

Program Impression in search results

Empty search result

Submit Question

Program link click

Quick Search

Basic Search
University Spotlight Impression

University Impression on nearby universities

Figure 2.3: A user navigation graph. The meaning of nodes is described in Section
2.7.1 in detail. A graph partitioning algorithm is used to detect two communities
in the graph: the red states are associated with ‘expert’ users and the green states
are associated with ‘novice’ users.
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to Vnov. Then, A again sees another “novice” state e and Si remains in Vnov. In
the third step, A encounters “expert” state a and Si is moved to Vexp.

In this case, the type of user behavior is a context. The states in the navi-
gation graph which are visited by a user during session Sj is contextual features
θSj

. {Vi}ni=1 represent contextual categories. The proposed alignment approach
allows us to effectively align training sequences to clusters. More importantly,
the alignment is very convenient for sequentially aligning test sequences to clus-
ters. In the experiments, we show that this approach works well with a specific
real-world use-case. Moreover, the proposed approach can easily be generalized
to any sequence data. Blondel et al. [35] introduce an algorithm that finds high
modularity partitions of networks in a short time and that unfolds a complete
hierarchical community structure for the network, thereby giving access to differ-
ent resolutions of community detection. The modularity of a partition is a scalar
value between -1 and 1 that measures the density of links inside communities
as compared to links between communities. In case of weighted networks, it is
defined as:

Q =
1

2m

∑
i,j

[
wij −

kikj
2m

]
δ(ci, cj), (2.15)

where wij the weight of the edge between two vertices i and j; ki =
∑
j wij is

the sum of the weights of the edges attached to vertex i, ci is the community
to which vertex i is assigned, the δ function is 1 if u = v and 0 otherwise and
m = 1

2

∑
i,j wij . The algorithm takes as input a weighted network of N nodes. It

is divided into two phases that are repeated iteratively. In the initial phase there
are as many communities as there are nodes. Then, for each node i it considers
the neighbors j of i and the algorithm evaluates the gain of modularity that would
take place by removing i from its community and by placing it in the community
of j. The node i is then placed in the community for which this gain is maximum.
This process is applied repeatedly and sequentially for all nodes until no further
improvement can be achieved and the first phase is then complete. This first phase
stops when a local maximum of the modularity is attained, i. e. when no individual
move can improve the modularity. The second phase of the algorithm consists of
building a new network whose nodes are now the communities found during the
first phase. To do so, the weights of the links between the new nodes are given
by the sum of the weights of the links between nodes in the corresponding two
communities. Links between nodes of the same community lead to self-loops for
this community in the new network. Once this second phase is completed, it is
then possible to reapply the first phase of the algorithm to the resulting weighted
network and to iterate.

The described algorithm is very simple, efficient, and perfectly fits into our
schema to find groups of users’ actions in the navigation graphs which is defined
in definition 4. The resulted approach is summarized in Algorithm 1.
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Algorithm 1 User Expertise Discovery (UED)
1: Input: a sequence S = s1s2 · · · sk
2: Output: sequence label as “expert” or “novice”
3: for i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , k} do
4: if (si ∈ Vexp) then
5: return “expert”;
6: end if
7: end for
8: return “novice”
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Figure 2.4: The general schema of proposed hierarchical clustering technique. The
process of dividing training, validation and test sets is represented in Equation
2.20, Equation 2.22 and Equation 2.23 respectively.
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2.6.3 Discovering User Intent Switch

We assume that the data are generated as follows: the events alphabet A is pro-
duced by h contexts. Under one specific context, the web session is generated by
the events in that context only. Under that assumption, our goal is to decompose
the web session (2.1), which is the sequence of users’ actions on the site, into ho-
mogeneous pieces, such that the data in each segment can be described accurately
by a temporal context Ci and a simple prediction model Mi. Formally, we have
to decompose the event space into clusters each corresponds to a hidden context.

The segmentation Segi is defined separately for each web session si ∈ D by
(k + 1) segment boundaries: 1 = b1 < b2 < · · · < bk < bk+1 = (|si| + 1). The
general segmentation for the set of sessions is specified as:

L = {(Seg1, . . . , Segk)i}|D|i=1, (2.16)

where Segi is a homogeneous segment of the session. The problem is (1) to
discover a set of h contexts {Chi=1} and (2) to decompose each si ∈ D into k
segments and (3) for each segments Segj and assignment of the context Ci.

Definition 5 (Events Clustering). A clustering of web-session events A is E =
{E1, . . . , Eh}, where Ei is a cluster of A and each Ei must satisfy the following
properties:

• each cluster is not empty: ∀Ei ∈ E : Ei 6= ∅;

• all clusters are pairwise disjoint: ∀i 6= jEi ∩ Ej = ∅;

• every event belongs to one cluster: ∪iEi = A.

The decomposition of the event space is not arbitrary but aims at maximizing
the accuracy of the local models built for every context. Given the original log of
sequences D that is randomly divided two disjoint Dtrain, Dvalidation and Dtest.
A decomposition of the event space into h clusters uniquely splits each sequence
in the data into segments. Let Ttrain = ∪Freq(Ci)

j=1 (Segj ∈ Dtrain) be the set of
segments in the training set that corresponds the context Ci. We learn sets of
predictive models {Mi}hi=1 based on h sets of sessions segments. We validate our
set of models based on Tvalidation = ∪Freq(Ci)

j=1 (Segj ∈ Dvalidation). And we test
resulted clusters based on Ttest = ∪Freq(Ci)

j=1 (Segj ∈ Dtest). The effectiveness of
one learner can be defined as:

Fci(Tvalidationi
,Mi) =

∑
aj∈Tvalidationi

F (aj ,Mi) (2.17)

For a given decomposition E, at the transition point, we always make wrong
prediction. Therefore, the effectiveness of a decomposition E can be defined as:

EF (E) =

h∑
i=1

Fci(Tvalidationi ,Mi) (2.18)
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The problem of the context switch discovery is defined as an optimization
problem where the goal is to find the event space decomposition E such that the
prediction performance EF (E) is maximized. We evaluate derived E based on
the test set Ttest and provide obtained accuracy that is calculate as in Equation
2.18.

Based on Equation 2.18 our objective function for the hierarchical clustering
is:

EF ∗ = arg max
E

EF (Tvalidation,M)), (2.19)

where E∗ is optimal clustering that satisfies Definition 5.
Algorithm 2 shows the general framework of Context Switch Discovery (CSD).

We start by placing each item in its own cluster (line 1) and building predictive
models based on training sets that are related to each cluster (line 2). For example,
we have two clusters Ei = {a, b, c} and Ej = {d, f, e} and a training set Train.
We split Train into two parts that are related to each clusters accordingly:

abcb︸︷︷︸
covered by E1

/ ef︸︷︷︸
covered by E2

/ aa︸︷︷︸
covered by E1

Train = acb︸︷︷︸
covered by E1

/ efde︸︷︷︸
covered by E2

/ ab︸︷︷︸
covered by E1

ababba︸ ︷︷ ︸
covered by E1

/ efd︸︷︷︸
covered by E2

(2.20)

We obtain the following disjoint sets of sub-sessions:

TrainE1 = {abcb, aa, acb, ab, ababba}
TrainE2 = {ef, efde, ef, efd}

(2.21)

Next, we build two prediction models: M1 andM2 based on TrainE1 and TrainE1

respectively. Then, we calculate effectiveness of obtained models by applying them
on V alidation (line 3). We decompose the validation session using the same way
as in 2.20:

abcac︸ ︷︷ ︸
predict by M1

/ efde︸︷︷︸
predict by M2

V alidation = acab︸︷︷︸
predict by M1

/ efde︸︷︷︸
predict by M2

ab︸︷︷︸
predict by M1

/ ef︸︷︷︸
predict by M2

/ abba︸︷︷︸
predict by M1

(2.22)

Then we iteratively detect two clusters which increase the general effectiveness
(line 7) of the predictive system and merge them (line 9). In other words, during
each iteration the method tries to increase the general effectiveness (2.18) of the
system. If a merge increases the system effectiveness, Algorithm 2 keeps it (line
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Algorithm 2 Context Switch Discovery (CSD)
Input: A web-session dataset D, train sessions Train, validation sessions

V alidation, test sessions Test, predefined type of predictive model M
Output: A clustering of events E =∪hi=1Ei
1: E ← {{a}|a ∈ A}
2: M ← buildPredictiveModels(Train,E))
3: EFopt ← argmaxE E(V alidation,M)
4: while |E| > 1 do
5: Ei, Ej
6: Mk ← buildPredictiveModel(Train ∩ (Ei ∪ Ej))
7: if EF (V alidation,Mk) > EFopt then
8: EFopt ← EF (V alidation,Mk)
9: E ← Ei ∪ Ej

10: end if
11: end while
12: return E

8-9). We have as a result a set of clusters E and a set of predictive models
{Mk}hk=1. We return best clusters (line 12).

The additional benefit of the suggested method is that it produces the “best”
number of clusters thus discover the number of hidden contexts. The general
schema of proposed clustering technique is presented also in Figure 2.4 for our
the running example.

Evaluation of hierarchical clustering In order to evaluate the obtained clus-
ters we decompose the test set Test according to result E = {E1, E2} as presented
in Equation 2.23. As an evaluation metric we use accuracy which is presented in
Equation 2.24.

bcac︸︷︷︸
predict by M1

/ edfe︸︷︷︸
predict by M2

Test = abab︸︷︷︸
predict by M1

/ ffdf︸ ︷︷ ︸
predict by M2

ab︸︷︷︸
predict by M1

/ fdd︸︷︷︸
predict by M2

/ ba︸︷︷︸
predict by M1

(2.23)

Accuracy(E) =

h∑
i=1

Fci(Ttesti ,Mi) (2.24)

The general schema of the proposed experimental evaluation is described also
in Figure 2.4 (Experimental Evaluation) for either our or the running example.
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2.7 Experimental study

This section outlines the experimental methodology we employed to answer ourRQ
2.6 How effective is our approach to discover useful contexts on a realistic sample
of traffic? in the next section. The goal of experimental study is to show that
introducing the list of useful contexts improves predictive accuracy of the model.
First, we describe the dataset that we use for experiments (Section 2.7.1). Then,
we present our methodology for the experiment design (Section 2.7.2).

2.7.1 Data

The anonymized dataset for our case study comes from StudyPortals. The web-
portal provides information about various study programmes in Europe. We used
data that was collected in May 2012, the dataset contained over 350.000 sessions1.
The revenue model for the StudyPortals is based on selling web-based advertising
campaigns and providing sponsored search-results. Thus, it is vital to increase
both the number of visitors and the number of pages viewed by each visitor, but
ultimately to help visitors to find relevant information and enrol into a study
program they are interested in.

Each user’s session is recorded as following:

• user identifier (based on IP address and cookie information);

• timestamp for start of the user session;

• timestamp for end of the user session; and

• the sequence of the user’s actions during the session.

StudyPortals has a categorization of actions that users can perform on the
website. This categorization is used to describe users’ paths on the website which
can be transferred into a navigation graph. The users’ navigation for the Study-
Portals is demonstrated in Figure 2.3, where possible user actions ai are presented:
A = {a1, a2, . . . , a16}. General types of action on the site are:

• view (exp. view study file with additional information);

• click (click on a banner, or a country information link, or a university link,
or a program link);

• submission (user feedback through question or inquiry submit);

• impression (referee to the recommendation actions);

• search (quick search that is a simple search from the homepage);

• basic search (when a user uses special search page);

1The dataset is publicly available as a benchmark, for details we refer to http://www.win.
tue.nl/~mpechen/projects/capa/#Datasets
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• refined search (when additional filters are used); and

• X node (other actions which are out of the categorization scope).

2.7.2 Experiment Design

Our sequential dataset of users’ actions is split randomly into two parts: test set
contains T - 20% of the session log and training set (Tr) contains - 80% of that
log.

Training phase. The whole Tr is used to learn a global predictive model M
(Glob.). Using the sequential user alignment method we divide the whole training
dataset into subsets, which apply to each of the contexts. Assume we have context
C with k categories {c}ki=1 dividing the train set into k disjoint subsets {Tri}ki=1

such that Tr = Tr1 ∪ Tr2 . . . T rk. Let denote {Mi}ki=1 as k predictive models
built for categories {ci}ki=1 respectively.

Testing phase. During the testing stage we calculate the accuracy of global
model M - Acc[T,M ] (Equation 2.6). k categories {c}ki=1 divide the test set T
into k disjoint subsets {Ti}ki=1 such that T = T1∪T2 . . . Tk. Let P (ci) be the prob-
ability that the test instance belongs to the category ci then Acc[T, {M}ki=1] =∑k
i=1 P (ck)Acc[Ti,Mi] (Equation 2.7).
We experiment with various of predictive Markov models M introduced in

Section 2.4. We use the following Markov models: first order Markov models
(FOMM) and variable order Markov models: Context TreeWeighting (CTW) [243]
and Probabilistic Suffix Trees (PST) [192]. To calculate the final metrics we run
the described evaluation procedures 10 times to collect average metrics. We run
the evaluation cycle for two discussed contexts: users’ type (“novice" vs. “ex-
pert") and geographical location. The contextual models are compared agaist
global non-contextual predictive model.

2.8 Results and Findings

In this section we answer our RQ 2.6 How effective is our approach to discover
useful contexts on a realistic sample of traffic? We start by presenting the results
for the explicit context based on a user’s geographical location and how it affects
the overall quality of prediction (Section 2.8.1). Then, we focus on discovered
context based on type of user’s behavior, also we present results for the random
context (Section 2.8.2). We present our final results by reporting the relative
improvements over the predictive accuracy. We investigate the robustness of
our finding by suggesting several constraints for predictions. Finally, we present
results where we discover user intent switch within a web session (Section 2.8.3).

2.8.1 Geographical Location as Context

In this experiment we want to evaluate an impact of context based on geograph-
ical location of a user. We use mapping from contextual feature IP address to a
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Table 2.1: Average accuracies (± standard deviation) of user intent prediction
with the global Markov and local (“location" context) Markov models. “Glob.” -
global model accuracy, “W.Sum” - weighted sum of local model accuracies (Equa-
tion 2.6), “RI” - relative improvement compared to the global models.

Cat. ci Size ci FOMM(%) CTW(%) PST(%)

Global 1 40.6±0.3 49.2±4.3 45.3±0.2
EU 0.45 45.0±0.4 48.3±4.4 47.3± 3.9
AS 0.27 38.9±0.4 47.4±4.1 44.4± 3.3
AF 0.08 34.4±0.7 48.5±3.2 48.4± 3.2
NA 0.16 35.8±0.8 48.3±5.2 49.1± 4.9
SA 0.02 41.7±1.7 48.1±1.6 50.2±4.1
OC 0.01 46.8±2.8 45.2±6.4 49.4±9.1
W.Sum 1 40.1±0.4 48.3±2.6 46.1±1.4
RI - -1.2 -1.8 +1.8

continent as alignment method to cluster the session. Therefore, we have six con-
textual categories: EU - users from continent Europe, AS - users from continent
Asia, AF - users from continent Africa, NA - users from continent North America,
SA - users from continent South America, OC - users from continent Oceania.
We derive six separate predictive models for each continent: {Mci}6i=1 that is
trained for each continent and one global prediction model M that is trained on
whole dataset as output of training stage.

The resulting accuracy is shown in Table 2.1. Clearly, the user’s geographical
location is not a useful context according Definition 3. Because the way as the
context divides data does not give us any benefits in terms of Acc[T, {Mi}6i=1]
that is accuracy. The related improvements of the predictive accuracy are almost
always negative. Only for the case of PST location context gives slightly improve-
ment. Therefore, the geographical location is not a useful context for our domain
in this particular use-case.

2.8.2 User Expertise as Context

In this experiment we want to evaluate an impact of the context based on dis-
covered communities in the user navigation graph. The method to obtain the
context based on the type of user behavior is described in detail in Section 2.6.2.
By applying this method we obtain two communities in our users’ navigation
graph with modularity equals to 0.174.

M is a global model that is built on the whole Tr. We use the alignment
method and as a result we obtain two clusters: Vexper and Vnovice. These clusters
are used to learn two contextual models: Mexpert and Mnovice. The resulting
accuracy is shown in Table 2.2. The related improvement compared to the per-
formance of the global model is high, up to 18.9% in terms of the PST predictor.
Distinctly, the type of user behavior is a useful context according to Definition 3.
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Table 2.2: Average accuracies (± standard deviation) of user intent prediction
with the global Markov and local (“user type" context) Markov models. Relative
improvement compared to the global model (“Glob.”) is given in bold in the round
brackets. “W.Sum” is weighted sum of the local model accuracies (Equation 2.6).

Cat. ci Size ci FOMM(%) CTW (%) PST (%)

Global 1 40.6±0.3 49.2±4.3 45.3±0.2

“expert” 0.11 55.3±0.9
(+36.2)

59.3±3.1
(+20.5)

60.7±1.8
(+34.0)

“novice” 0.89 43.4±0.3
(+6.9)

53.2±1.9
(+8.3)

53.1±2.9
(+17.2)

W.Sum 1 43.4±0.28
(+6.9)

54.4±1.7
(+10.6)

53.9±2.7
(+18.9)

Since this context gives improvement in terms of Acc[T,M1,M2], for all given
predicting models: for FOMM the relative improvement is 6.9%, for CTW the
relative improvement is 10.6%, and for PST the relative improvement is 18.9%.
According to the predictive accuracy it is important to notice that we have much
higher relative improvement for the “advanced” users which are our target group
from our business perspective. This group of users has longer sessions which
again indicates their interest to find a suitable program. Therefore the type of
user behavior is a useful context for our domain in particular use-case of users’
trail prediction.

Therefore, the proposed technique to discover useful contexts that can be used
to improve the prediction models for the user navigation trails.

Random Context We introduce a random context R in order to provide a
support evidence for the presented theory about contextual Markov models. In
particular, we aim to provide an experimental argument that local Markov models
are not worse than global Models.

We randomly select training samples of different size. Assume that a random
context has two categories, so k = 2. Therefore, we divide Tr randomly into two
samples (Tr/2)1 and (Tr/2)2 and build local models MTr/21

and MTr/22
respec-

tively. An alignment function randomly selects model MTr/ni
for a test instance.

Then the expected accuracy Acc[T,MTr/21
,MTr/22

] is calculated (Equation 2.7).
We continue the experiment, recursively splitting the training data until the size
of Tr/n becomes less than 100 sessions. We run the experiment 10 times and
compute averages and standard deviations of generalization accuracies.

The results are presented in Figure 2.5. The blue plot “Weighed random con-
text” shows the accuracy of local models of different size. Figure 2.5 (B) presents
the results for the PTS predictor. We can clearly see that when the training size
becomes less than 4k the standard error increases substantially and the accuracy
declines. The same situation occurs with the CTW predictor in Figure 2.5 (A)
- accuracy drops when the training size becomes less than 4k instances. Both
predictors show the same tendency - the accuracy decreases when the size of the
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Figure 2.5: Mean of accuracy for 10 iterations with standard error (SE). Plot (A)
represents results for the CTW algorithm. Plot (B) represents the results for the
PST algorithm.
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sampled training subset is less than 10-20% of the whole set, and an increase of the
standard error testifies about future reduction of accuracy (or future unexpected
behavior). Figure 2.5 also depicts accuracies and the corresponding standard er-
rors of the global model and considered contexts: geographical location and users’
behavior type. Based on the observations we can hypothesize that if the standard
error is low then the discovered cluster is strong.

2.8.3 Intent Switch as Context

Baseline for Intent Switch Discovery An alternative approach to analyze
the sequential data is a Hidden Markov Model (HMM) [111]. In order to obtain
clusters of user activities we have implemented Context Switch Discovery (CSD)
that is presented in Algorithm 2. Each cluster is associated with a context ac-
cording to Definition 2. We have run both algorithms (HMM and CSD) 10 times.
The method was trained and tested based on randomly split data. The obtained
average metrics are presented in Figure 2.6. It is clear from the plot that CSD
outperforms HMM. The accuracy of global model “Global M.” is depicted as a
green dot in Figure 2.6. The global model equals to CSD when CSD has one
cluster. We also show that the set of contextual local models outperforms the
global model.

Our objective function for CSD reaches a maximum when the number of clus-
ters is 7. Therefore, an average number of elements in the cluster is 2.3. This
happens because users use repetitive states as shown in Equation 2.25.

si = 〈 (A1, t1), . . . , (Ai, ti), . . . , (A8, t8)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Ai = ‘Program impressions in related programs’

, . . . , (A9, t9)︸ ︷︷ ︸
A9=‘Click on Banner’

〉 (2.25)
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Figure 2.6: Resulted effectiveness
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Table 2.3: Resulting clusters

Id Summary Cluster

1 Intensive Search Basic Search, Refine Search,
Empty Search Result

2 Explore information related to program Program impression in search result, Banner click,
Program click , Click on university link

3 Start of browsing University Spotlight impression, Quick search
4 Explore country information File view, Click on country link

5 Explore search result Program impressions in search results,
University impression on nearby universities

6 Explore program Program in landing page, Submit inquiry
7 - Submit question, X-node

Table 2.3 presents seven clusters that we discovered in the dataset. We provide
a summary for each cluster in the table. Such summary can be used to provide a
user’s roadmap on the site. It helps to better understand the user’s behavior on the
site and to discover existing problems. Like in our example, the cluster “Intensive
Search” shows that users encounter a problem in order to find information. The
cluster 7 looks like an outlier because the action ‘Submit question’ can be made
from every page on the site, and we can’t decipher ‘X-node’. It is a good point
that the algorithm can filter out the noise.

Figure 2.7 provides some further insights on the interpretability of the obtained
clustering. The figure shows the correspondence of available navigation across the
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Figure 2.7: Visualization of the clusters.

website pages and obtained clusters. The intensity of colors corresponds to the
values of Jaccard index between the page and the cluster. There is a strong
relation between the possible actions that users can perform at certain website
pages and corresponding clusters; there are five pages that correspond pretty well
to four clusters. We are not interested in the cluster ‘Outlier’, so we do not discuss
it:

1. ‘University page’ corresponds to cluster ‘Explore information related to pro-
gram’;

2. ‘Inquiry submission page’ corresponds to cluster ‘Explore country informa-
tion’;

3. ‘Homepage’ corresponds corresponds to cluster ‘Start Browsing’.

This type of analysis might help to improve the design of a website. But for
our study it serves as additional evidence that the proposed approach for hidden
context discovery is reasonable.

2.9 Conclusions

This chapter investigates how identify contexts that help us to predict users’ trails,
which is an important task of behavioral targeting. In practice, domain experts
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can have many ideas about possible contexts for the domain, based on their intu-
ition, or context is identified using data mining techniques. However, we need to
justify whether the overall system would benefit from the proposed context. It will
be important to be able to detect the effectiveness in an offline evaluation because
the online experimentation can be expensive and time consuming, especially for
web services without a massive amount of traffic. Our main research question in
this chapter was: How to automatically discover a set of useful contexts to predict
a user’s next action in a web session?

We introduced a formal definition of useful context and defined the contextual
principle to answer RQ 2.1 What is contextual prediction? We formulated the
context discovery as a straightforward optimization problem.

We used Markov models to approach RQ 2.2 What machine learning meth-
ods can be used to discover useful context for the next action prediction? We
provided intuitive proofs showing that an optimal global model corresponds to
optional contextual models, and that for Markov models the contextual models
are expected to be at least as good as global ones. We performed an experiment
with random contextual Markov models and it shows that with some constraints
they are almost as good as global models. This fact gives us experimental evidence
about the robustness of the proposed contextual models. Thus, at least for this
class of models, we have a sound justification and motivation for context-aware
predictive analytics. We introduced a method for context discovery which con-
sists of two important components: a clustering algorithm which divides training
sequences into k groups and an alignment method which assigns each new test
sequence to the most appropriate cluster. We presented experiments with real-
world dataset for two specific examples of our method: (1) explicit contexts of
users’ location which is widely used in many applications and (2) implicit context
that is inferred from users’ navigation graphs.

To investigate RQ 2.3 What is the impact of geographical location as con-
textual information? we used geographical location on a continent level for our
contextual prediction models, as there was not enough data to support modeling
locations at a finer grained level. As it turned out, the geographical location is
not a useful context according our earlier defined contextual principle. A possible
explanation is that the general audience of StudyPortals consists of a relatively
homogeneous group of students with a similar level of education, approximately
the same age and having a high level of proficiency in English.

To answer RQ 2.4 How to discover types of user behavior based on per-
formed actions? we discovered two types of user behavior on the site by grouping
user based on their navigation graph: novice and expert users. This discovered
contextual information improved the prediction accuracy.

To investigate RQ 2.5 How to discover changes of user intent within a web
session? we applied contextual principle to discover changes in user intent during a
single session. We showed that the prediction accuracy can be improved by taking
into account the context switches that may occur, leading to more accurate models
of the user’s intent.

Finally, to answer RQ 2.6 How effective is our approach to discover useful
contexts on a realistic sample of traffic?we performed an experimental case study
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2.9. Conclusions

on real world data that can be regarded as an illustration of contextual Markov
models learning. This case study shows that if we can identify useful contexts,
the local Markov models outperform the single global Markov, and if context is
not useful, local models will still perform as good as the global model.
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3
Contextual User Profiles

Many e-commerce websites use recommender systems or personalized rankers to
personalize search results based on their previous interactions. However, a large
fraction of users has no prior interactions, making it impossible to use collabo-
rative filtering or rely on user history for personalization. Even the most active
users may visit only a few times a year and may have volatile needs or differ-
ent personas, making their personal history a sparse and noisy signal at best.
This chapter investigates how, when we cannot rely on the user history, the large
scale availability of other user interactions still allows us to build meaningful pro-
files from the contextual data and whether such contextual profiles are useful to
customize the ranking, exemplified by data from a major online travel agent.

Our main findings are threefold: First, we characterize the Continuous Cold
Start Problem (CoCoS) from the viewpoint of typical e-commerce applications.
Second, as explicit situational context is not available in typical real world appli-
cations, implicit cues from transaction logs used at scale can capture essential fea-
tures of situational context. Third, contextual user profiles can be created offline,
resulting in a set of smaller models compared to a single huge non-contextual
model, making contextual ranking available with negligible CPU and memory
footprint. Finally we conclude that, in an online A/B test on live users, our
contextual ranker increased user engagement substantially over a non-contextual
baseline, with click-through-rate (CTR) increased by 20%. This clearly demon-
strates the value of contextual user profiles in a real world application.

3.1 Introduction

In addition to the handful of general web search engines, there are millions of
online e-commerce websites driving the online economy [45]. Many of these e-
commerce websites are built around personalized search and recommendations
systems. Amazon.com recommends books, Booking.com recommends accommo-
dations and destinations, Netflix recommends movies, Reddit recommends news
stories and so on. Recommender systems predict unknown ratings based on past
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(A)

(B)

Figure 3.1: Continuously ‘cold’ users at Booking.com. Activity levels of two ran-
domly chosen users over time. (A): The top user has only rare activity throughout
a year. (B): the bottom user exhibits different personas by making a leisure and
a business booking without much activity in between.

or/and current information about users and items, such as past user ratings, user
profiles, item descriptions. If this information is not available for new users or
items, the recommender system runs into the Standard Cold Start Problem: it
does not know what to recommend until the new, ‘cold’ user or item gets ‘warmed-
up’, i. e. until enough information has been received to produce recommendations.
For example, which hotels should be recommended to someone who visits Book-
ing.com for the first time? If the recommender system is based on the history
of users click‘ in the past, the first recommendations can only be made after the
user has clicked on a couple of hotels on the website.

Several approaches have been proposed to deal with the cold-start problem,
such as utilizing baselines for cold users [154], combining collaborative filtering
with content-based recommenders in hybrid systems [201], eliciting ratings from
new users [187], promoting diversity in recommendations [105], or exploiting the
social network of users [204]. In particular, content-based approaches have been
very successful in dealing with cold-start problems in collaborative filtering [200,
201]. However, these approaches deal explicitly with ‘cold’ users or items, and
provide a ‘fix’ until enough information has been gathered to apply the core
recommender system. Thus, rather than providing unified recommendations for
‘cold’ and ‘warm’ users, they temporarily bridge the period during which the user
or item is ‘cold’ until it is ‘warm’. This can be very successful in situations in
which this warm-up period is short, and when warmed-up users or items stay
warm.

However, in many practical e-commerce applications, users or items remain
‘cold’ for a long time, and can even ‘cool down’ again, leading to the Continuous
Cold Start Problem (CoCoS). For example in Booking.com, many users visit and
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Figure 3.2: Continuously cold items at Booking.com. (A): Thousands of new
accommodations are added every month. (B): The user ratings of a randomly
chosen hotel change continuously over the year.

book infrequently because they have only one or two vacations per year, leading
to a prolonged cold-start and extreme sparsity of collaborative filtering matrices,
see Figure 3.1 (A). In addition, even ‘long term warm’ users can cool down as they
change their needs over time [129], e. g. coming from Booking.com of youth hos-
tels for backpacking to booking of resorts for family vacations. Such ‘cool-downs’
can happen more frequently and rapidly for users who book accommodations for
different travel purposes, e. g. for leisure holidays and business trips as shown in
Figure 3.1 (B). Moreover, we have a mirror problem in the items to recommend:
new items appear frequently leading to many items without prior interactions
as shown in Figure 3.2 (A) for accommodations at Booking.com, and items can
change their characteristics as shown in Figure 3.2 (B), making historical interac-
tions a noisy signal. The CoCoS is ignored in the literature despite its relevance
in industrial applications. Classical approaches to the cold-start problem fail in
the case of a CoCoS, since they assume that users get warmed up in a reasonable
time and stay warm after that.

This chapter proposes a new approach of using contextual user profiles for
personalized search and recommendations in the context of a major online travel
agent, in particular using the Destination Finder. Situational context provides
powerful cues about user preferences that hold the promise to improve the quality
of recommendations over the use of traditional long term interests [e. g., 5, 21, 22].
In this setup, rankings are computed based on the current context of the current
visitor and the behavior of other users in similar contexts [e. g., 6, 100, 208]. This
type of data is readily available in most e-commerce settings. This approach
naturally addresses sparsity by clustering users into contexts. Since context is
determined on a per-action basis, user volatility and multiple personas can be
addressed robustly.

Working in a real world setting comes with specific challenges for search and
recommendation systems [155]. First, in an online service, context is shallow but
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available at scale. Context can be almost anything—ranging from explicit user
profiles to data about moods and attitudes—but explicit user context is typically
not available in online services. There is an abundance of situational context (day,
time, device, etc) in server logs which may hold important implicit contextual
cues. Hence, although rich contextual information is not available for a large
fraction of users, the large scale availability of implicit situational context may
still allow us to capture essential context features. Second, if it’s not fast it isn’t
working. Due to the volume of traffic, offline processing—done once for all users
—comes at marginal costs, but online processing—done separately for each user
—can be excessively expensive. Clearly, response times have to be sub-second,
but even doubling the CPU or memory footprint comes at massive costs. Hence
we cannot include implicit contextual features directly or build an adaptive model
for each unique user, but we can build profiles offline and map incoming users to
one of the profiles at negligible online processing costs.

We are trying to answer the following main research question: Can we auto-
matically detect contextual user profiles and does customized ranking with these
profiles improve travel search and recommendation? We break down our general
research problem into four specific research questions:

RQ 3.1: How to characterize the continuous cold start problem in
travel recommendation?

We introduce and characterize the Continuous Cold Start Problem (CoCoS)
that happens when users or items remain ‘cold’ for a long time, and can even
‘cool down’ again after some time.

RQ 3.2: How to define and discover contextual user profiles from
multi-criteria ranking data in an unsupervised setup?

We combine multi-criteria ranking data with the n-dimensional contextual
space in order to discover contextual user profiles.

RQ 3.3: How to apply contextual user profiles for the ranking of
travel destinations in a continuous cold start setting?

We propose a novel approach exploiting contextual user profiles which are
defined as ‘closely connected’ regions of an n-dimensional contextual space.

RQ 3.4: How effective are contextual profiles for real-world users of
the destination finder system in terms of user engagement measures?

We set up a large-scale online A/B testing evaluation with live traffic from
Booking.com, and demonstrate how contextual travel ranking leads to a significant
increase in user engagement.

The remainder of this chapter is organised as follows. In Section 3.2 we dis-
cuss the most relevant prior work, and position our research with respect to it.
The problem setup is introduced in Section 3.3. As our approach is generally
applicable to any multi-criteria ranking data associated with standard contextual
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information from web logs, Section 3.4 outlines our approach as a general frame-
work for discovering and using contextual user profiles. Next, in Section 3.5, we
detail the specific application to our online travel agent service. In Section 3.6, we
describe the results of the online evaluation of the approach in an A/B test with
live traffic. Finally, Section 3.7 concludes our work in this chapter and highlights
future directions.

3.2 Background and Related Work

In this section, we review related work in the following two areas. First, we
summarize previous work on the attempts to solve CoCoS. Second, we review
approaches to build situational recommendations.

3.2.1 Cold Start Problem

In classical formulations of Recommender Systems (RS), the recommendation
problem relies on ratings (R) as a mechanism of capturing user (U) preferences
for different items (I). The problem of estimating unknown ratings is formalized as
follows: F : U×I → R. Due to practical applications, RS have been an expanding
research area since the first papers on collaborative filtering in the 1990s [190, 205].
Many different recommendation approaches have been developed since then, in
particular content-based and hybrid approaches have supplemented the original
collaborative approaches [3]. For instance, RS based on latent factor models have
been effectively used to understand user interests and predict future actions [7, 8].
Such models work by projecting users and items into a lower-dimensional space,
thereby grouping similar users and items together and subsequently computing
similarities between them. This approach can run into data sparsity problems and
into CoCoS when new items continuously appear. Although, to our knowledge,
the CoCoS as defined in this work has not been directly addressed in the literature,
several approaches are promising.

Tang et al. [225] propose a context-aware recommender system, implemented
as a contextual multi-armed bandits problem. Although the authors report ex-
tensive offline evaluation (log based and simulation based) with acceptable CTR,
no comparison is made from a cold-start problem standpoint.

Sun et al. [222] explicitly attack the user volatility problem. They propose a
dynamic extension of matrix factorization where the user latent space is modeled
by a state space model fitted by a Kalman filter. Generative data presenting
user preference transitions is used for evaluation. Improvements of RMSE when
compared to time SVD [156] are reported. Consistent results are reported in [52],
after offline evaluation using real data.

Tavakol and Brefeld [226] propose a topic driven recommender system. At the
user session level, the user intent is modeled as a topic distribution over all the
possible item attributes. As the user interacts with the system, the user intent
is predicted and recommendations are computed using the corresponding topic
distribution. The topic prediction is solved by factored Markov decision processes.
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Evaluation on an e-commerce data set shows improvements when compared to
collaborative filtering methods in terms of average rank.

3.2.2 Context-Aware Recommendations

The radical departure from classical, two-dimensional RS is context-aware recom-
mendation system (CARS) [4], which attract an increasing attention in academic
work [91, 92, 208]. Rating prediction in CARS relies primarily on the information
of how (which rating, e. g. a user giving ‘3’ of ‘5’ stars to an item) and who (which
user, e. g. gender, mood or nationality) rated what (which item, e. g. movie, news
article, or hotel). This additional information is called context. The general for-
mulation of CARS rating prediction takes into account the context dimension C
as follows [4]:

F : U × I × C → R. (3.1)

Defining context is an important research question in itself. The structured
definition of context was introduced in [44]. Multidimensional context C is defined
as a group of contextual feature-category pairs:

C = {(Fn : {vm}Mm=1)}Nn=1, (3.2)

where Fn are contextual features, and vm are categories for Fn. For example, the
contextual feature location has the contextual categories ‘USA’, the ‘Netherlands’
etc. Contextual categories are often predefined by taxonomies [24, 100, 251].
Alternatively, an unsupervised technique is used to discover contextual informa-
tion [144, 174]. Moreover, context discovery can be formulated as an optimization
problem [143] or a feature selection problem [233, 235].

Incorporating contextual information into CARS can be viewed as a separate
area of research, and can be classified into five groups [4] presented in Section 1.1.4.
Adomavicius et al. [5] introduce a multidimensional approach taking various con-
textual aspects into account in collaborative filtering. They use a reduction based
approach mapping a three-dimensional prediction function (of Equation 3.2) to
a two-dimensional one. Baltrunas and Ricci [21, 22] introduce item splitting for
dealing with context by generating new items, where context sensitive items are
duplicated and the ratings divided over the respective contextual conditions, re-
ducing it to a classical RS problem. This approach is expanded by Baltrunas and
Ricci [23] and evaluated on synthetic and real world data sets.

Contextual information is initially ignored for post-filtering approaches, which
also can be referred to as contextualization of the recommendation output [181].
The ratings are predicted using any traditional two dimensional RS set-up on the
entire data. Then, the resulting set of recommendations is adjusted (contextual-
ized) for each user using the contextual information.

A common context modeling approach is to use contextual information to
expand the feature set, thus treating context as a predictive feature. For exam-
ple, Rendle et al. [189] proposed a novel approach applying Factorization Ma-
chines [188] to model contextual information and provide context-aware rating
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predictions, using context explicitly specified by a user to expand the set of pre-
dictive features.

Tensor Factorization, which is a generalization of Matrix Factorization, al-
lows a flexible and generic integration of contextual information by modeling the
data as a User-Item-Context N-dimensional tensor instead of the traditional 2D
RS [130, 207]. In terms of an interactive system, Palmisano et al. [180] has shown
that it was useful to consider the history of user interactions, more specifically
changes in these entities. In [91], a co-occurrence analysis is used to mine the top
frequent tags for songs from social tagging web sites, and topic modelling is used
to determine a set of latent topics for each song. Recently, more techniques for
context modeling were developed [27, 92, 224].

In multi-criteria RS [2, 6, 160] (MCRS) the rating function has the following
form:

F : U × I → r0 × r1 · · · × rn. (3.3)
The overall rating r0 for an item shows how well the user likes this item, while cri-
teria ratings r1, . . . , rn provide more insight and explain which aspects of the item
she likes. MCRS predicts the overall rating for an item based on the past ratings,
using both overall and individual criteria ratings, and recommends to users the
item with the best overall score. According to [2], there are two basic approaches
to compute the final rating prediction in the case when the overall rating is known.
First, in similarity based approaches, the similarity between users is calculated
based on their detailed ratings (e. g. Euclidean distance, Chebyshev distance, or
Pearson correlation). Second, in aggregation function based approaches, we ex-
ploit the assumption of a relationship between the overall and the criteria ratings,
r0 = f(r1, . . . , rk) (e. g. multiple linear regression techniques can be used). These
two approaches have been significantly improved in [117] by using Support Vector
regression and combining user- and item-based regression models with a weighted
approach. Liu et al. [170] assumed that the overall rating highly correlates with
criteria ratings that are particularly significant for individuals.

RS methods are not easy to apply for large scale industrial applications. A
large scale application of an unsupervised RS is presented in [106], where the
authors apply topic modeling techniques to discover user preferences for items in
an online store. They apply Locality Sensitive Hashing techniques to overcome
performance issues when computing recommendations.

To summarize, the key distinction of our work compared to previous efforts
is twofold: First, we introduce new Continuous Cold Start (CoCoS) settings that
is common in e-commerce. Second, we propose the discovery of contextual user
profiles (CUPs) within a CoCoS setting. CUPs are used both to build customized
context-aware rankers (which can be done offline), and to map incoming users to
the closest contextual user profile to provide contextual recommendations.

3.3 Problem Setup

In this section we will study our RQ 3.1: How to characterize the continuous
cold start problem in travel recommendation? First, we characterize the Contin-
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Search for
‘Nightlife’

and 
‘Beach’

Suggested
destinations

Figure 3.3: Example of Destination Finder use: a user searching for ‘Nightlife’
and ‘Beach’ obtains a ranked list of recommended destinations (top 4 are shown).

ues Cold Start Problem (CoCoS) in Section 3.3.1. Second, we introduce a Book-
ing.com service Destination Finder that ‘suffers’ from CoCoS in Section 3.3.2. It
will be our platform for experimentation in the remainder of the chapter.

3.3.1 Characterizing Continuous Cold Start

CoCoS can in principle arise on both the user side and the items side. We charac-
terize it using the following four features: S: data sparsity, related to the original
cold-start problem; V: volatility, or the degree of variation in the object of in-
terest; I: object identity, due to different technical [177] or law regulation related
problems complicating correct identification; P: ‘personas’, or the different types
of behavior expressed by one user in different situations.

The User Continuous Cold Start Problem (UCoCoS) can be characterized by:

• S: new or rare users;

• V: users’ interests change over time;

• I: a failure to match data from the same user;

• P: users have different interests at different, possibly close-by points in time.

New users arrive frequently as shown in Figure 3.1(A), or may appear new when
they do not log in or use a different device so we would fail to match their identity.
Some websites are prone to extreme sparsity in user activity when items are
purchased only rarely, such as travel, cars etc. Most users change their interests
over time (volatility), e. g. movie preferences evolve, or travel needs change. On
even shorter timescales, users have different personas. Depending on their mood
or their social context, they might be interested in watching different movies.
Depending on the weather or their travel purpose, they may want to book different
types of trips as presented in Figure 3.1 (B).

Similarly we characterize Item Continues Cold Start Problem (ICoCoS):

• S: new or rare items;

• V: item properties or value change over time;
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• I: a failure to match data from the same item;

• P: an item appeals to different types of users.

New items appear frequently in e-commerce catalogues, as shown in Figure 3.2
(A) for accommodations at Booking.com. Some items are interesting only to niche
audiences, or sold only rarely, for example books or movies on specialized topics.
Items can be volatile if their properties change over time, such as a phone that
becomes outdated once a newer model is released, or a hotel that undergoes a
renovation. Figure 3.2 (B) shows fluctuations of the review score of a hotel at
Booking.com. Some items have different ‘personas’ in that they target several
user groups, such as a hotel that caters to business as well as leisure travellers.
When several sellers can add items to an e-commerce catalogue, or when several
catalogues are combined, correctly matching items can be problematic so we run
into an item identity problem.

3.3.2 Optimizing Destination List within CoCoS

To motivate our problem set-up, we introduce a Booking.com service which allows
to find travel destinations based on users’ preferred activities: the Destination
Finder. Consider a user who knows what activities she wants to do during her
holidays, and is looking for travel destinations matching these activities. This
process is a complex exploratory recommendation task in which users start by
entering activities in the search box as shown in Figure 3.3. The service returns
a ranked list of recommended destinations [149].

The underlying data is based on ‘endorsements’ of users that have booked a
hotel at some destination via the online travel agent in the past. After the users
visited the destination, they are asked to endorse the place using a set of en-
dorsements. Initially, the set of endorsements was extracted from users’ free-text
reviews using a topic-modeling technique such as LDA [34, 179]. Nowadays, the
set of endorsements consists of 256 activities such as ‘Beach,’ ‘Nightlife,’ ‘Shop-
ping,’ etc. These endorsements imply that a user liked a destination for particular
characteristics. Two examples of the collected sets of endorsements for two des-
tinations ‘Bangkok’ and ‘London’ are shown in Figure 3.4. As an example of the
multi-criteria endorsement data, consider three endorsements: e1 = ‘Beach’, e2 =
‘Shopping’, and e3 = ‘Family Friendly’ and assume that a user uj after visiting
a destination dk (e. g. ‘London’) provides the review ri(uj , dk) as:

ri(uj , dk) = (0, 1, 0). (3.4)

This means our user ranks London for the ‘Shopping’ activity only. However, we
cannot conclude that London is not ‘Family Friendly’, i. e. negative user opinions
are hidden. In contrast to the ratings data of the traditional recommender systems
setup, we are dealing with multi-criteria ranking data. Destination Finder is a
good example of the service which is working under the CoCoS settings from both
sides: users and items.

UCoCoS at Destination Finder It is used to plan holidays, so many users
visit it infrequently because they have only one or two vacations per year, leading
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Figure 3.4: The Destination Finder endorsement pages of London and Bangkok.

to the sparsity problem. Since users interact with service rarely—many changes
can happen and they might shift their preferences from backpacking activities to
family friendly places. Users can use different devices to search over Destination
Finder without login to the system, so user matching is an actual problem. Users
can express different types of preference while planning trips, e. g. they might go
to a family friendly resort while traveling with children and look for ‘Shark Diving’
while planning holidays alone, so we need to deal with different user ‘personas’.

ICoCoS at Destination Finder The list of destinations is growing continuously
over time because users share their experience about new places, so we run into
the item sparsity problem. User reviews for destination depends on contextual
information. For example, the resort ‘The Hague at North Sea’ is widely endorsed
for the activity ‘Beach’ during summer, but not during winter, so we run into
the item volatility. Moreover, destination might change over time, e. g. a new
aquarium is build and users start to endorse a place for it. Some destinations have
different ‘personas’ in which they target several user groups, such as a destination
which can be family friendly but at the same time has rich night live. Therefore,
we have places that are expressing different ‘personas’.

These aspects of CoCoS at Destination Finder can be addressed partially
by taking context into account. We propose that the described multi-criteria
endorsements can be enhanced by contextual information. We build a contextual
ranker for recommending destinations, whereas the current live systems uses an
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Figure 3.5: An overall framework for discovering multidimensional contextual user
profiles.

advanced non-contextualized ranker.

To summarize, we introduced the continuous cold start problem, and charac-
terized the user and item sides of the CoCoS. We also introduced the Destination
Finder setup that we used in this work as follows:

• we have a set of geographical destinations such as ‘Paris’, ‘London’, ‘Ams-
terdam’ etc.;

• each destination is ranked by users who visited the place using a set of
endorsements under some situation (which can be described by a set of
contexts).

In the setting of CoCoS, our main goal is to find ways to map any incoming
user, without assuming prior history or explicit profiles, to some cluster of like-
minded previous users using only contextual data. In the next section, we will
discuss how to discover such contextual user profiles.

3.4 Multidimensional Contextual User Profiles

In this section we will study our RQ 3.2: How to define and discover contex-
tual user profiles from multi-criteria ranking data in an unsupervised setup? We
present an overview of our framework for discovering multidimensional contextual
user profiles (CUPs), as outlined in Figure 3.5. It has two main stages: offline
(A), and online (B). The discovery of multidimensional CUPs (A.1) happens
during the offline stage and is described in Section 3.4.1. The process of using
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discovered CUPs is as follows: (A.2) during the offline stage, we apply the set of
discovered CUPs to learn a customized ranker; and (B) during the online stage,
we assign incoming users to one of the CUPs. The process of using CUPs is pre-
sented in Section 3.4.3. Section 3.4 defines CUPs in a generic way. In Section 3.5
we show how the framework can be applied to the Destination Finder.

3.4.1 Defining Contextual User Profiles

Apart from the reviews, as defined in Equation 3.4, there is additional contextual
information about the situation in which users made their choice (to consider
or not to consider the suggested destination), e. g. the geographical location, the
time (when a user is using Destination Finder), the users’ device type, or the
referral (where is a user coming from). We adopt the definition of the context as
described in Equation 3.2.

In many real world RS it is not feasible to track user identity information uj
for several reasons: (1) privacy issues: only a limited part of the user interaction
history can be stored; (2) the cold-start problem: when a new user comes without
prior history of interaction with the system; (3) a user does not have to be logged
in: so we cannot make use of his interaction history. However, we would like to
predict user preferences in order to supply him with suitable recommendations.
Therefore, we want to detect a list of typical user situations using contextual
information. This type of situational information we call CUPs.

Contextual information can be represented as a n-dimensional space where
the dimensions are the set of contextual features, {Fn}Nn=1, and the coordinates
for each dimension are the contextual categories, {vm}Mm=1. For example, the
contextual feature F1, ’User Device’, is represented by the following contextual
categories:

F1 = {v1 = ‘Mobile’, v2 = ‘Tablet’, v3 = ‘PC’}. (3.5)

To simplify the notation we rewrite Equation 3.5 as:

F1 = {F11 = ‘Mobile’, F12 = ‘Tablet’, F13 = ‘PC’}. (3.6)

The 3-dimensional example (cube) of contextual space is presented in Figure 3.6
(A) where we have three dimensions: {F1 = ‘OS’, F2 = ‘Browser’, F3 = ‘Time’}.

A contextual user profile is a region in the n-dimensional contextual space that
represents ‘typical’ user behavior. When a user visits our service we can map him
to one of the CUPs and use this insight into his preferences to improve the qual-
ity of the service, i. e. serving better travel recommendations in the Destination
Finder.

3.4.2 Discovering Contextual User Profiles

We now discuss in more detail the process of discovering CUPs, as outlined in
Figure 3.5 (A.1). The review entities as defined in Equation 3.4 can be contextu-
alized, i. e., extended by multidimensional contextual information C as depicted
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Figure 3.6: An example for discovering a contextual user profile from 3-
dimensional contextual space. The 3D contextual space can be visualized as
a cube (A), of which the contextual user profile is a cube region (B).

in Figure 3.5 (A.1.1). We use the context definition presented in Equation 3.6.
The contextual review ri has the following form:

ri(uj , dk) = (e1, . . . , eX , F11, . . . , FNM ), (3.7)

where:

1. uj is user information that is not stored explicitly, but in our setup we have
contextual information regarding how a review is made;

2. dk is a destination which a user uj ranks using multi-criteria endorsements;

3. e1, . . . , eX are endorsements represented as binary values;

4. F11, . . . , FNM are contextual features represented in a binary way. For ex-
ample, if a user is using a device with ‘Windows’ as OS and a ‘Firefox’
browser on Sunday, then the context vector is (1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1).

In our setup we combine CARS and MCRS presented in Equation 3.1 and 3.3
accordingly. A key difference to standard settings is that we are dealing with
sparse multi-criteria ranking data, not with ratings. Therefore, negative user
opinions are hidden from us.

Our assumption is that users give similar endorsements in similar situations,
and that we can represent it by a subspace of contexts. In order to enrich the
contextual space, we use the review entities with endorsements as an additional
dimension to the n-dimensional contextual space. We apply clustering techniques
to discover ‘closely connected’ regions in the contextual space. After finding the
contextual regions in the extended (n + 1)-dimensional cube we eliminate the
endorsement dimension in order to derive CUPs which consist solely of contexts.
This allows us to map new incoming users to CUPs.

The CUP is represented as an agglomeration of a discovered region. For
example, if a clustering technique is applied then a cluster center would be an
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example of CUP, as we will explain in Section 3.5.2. In the example in Figure 3.5
(A.1.2), we discover two CUPs: CPp and CPq. The choice of the clustering
method depends on the type of application. We detail the application to the
Destination Finder in Section 3.5.2. Next, we discuss how the discovered CUPs
can be used for ranking suggested destinations.

3.4.3 Using Contextual User Profiles

The process of using discovered CUPs can be divided into two main parts, see
Figure 3.5: (A.2) offline application of CUPs; and (B) online mapping of an
incoming user to one of the CUPs.

During the offline stage, the set of CUPs can be used for splitting reviews
in order to build a set of contextual rankers {Rl}Ll=1 where L is the number
of discovered CUPs. Our assumption is that a set of contextual rankers serves
‘better’ (more suitable) results than a base ranker Rb which is trained based on
all reviews.

During the online stage, an incoming user is mapped to one of the CUPs. A
user is represented by a vector of contexts as shown in Figure 3.5 (B.1). In order
to map a user to one of the CUPs, CS1 or CS2, we can employ any distance
metric D. The user would be assigned to the ‘closest’ CUP, which is CP1 in our
example in Figure 3.5 (B). Then the user is supplied with a contextual ranker R1

which corresponds to CS1.

To summarize, we presented a general framework for discovering and using
contextual user profiles. In principle, any contextual features can be used, includ-
ing relatively shallow implicit situational context available in any online context.
Also any ratings, reviews or other multi-criteria ranking data can be used, in-
cluding travel endorsements. In the next section, we apply the framework to the
Destination Finder application described in Section 3.3.

3.5 Contextual Travel Recommendations

In this section we will study our RQ 3.3: How to apply contextual user profiles for
the ranking of travel destinations in a continuous cold start setting? We present an
example how our framework for discovering contextual user profiles (CUPs) from
Section 3.4 can be applied to the Destination Finder. First, we describe the data
used for our experimental pipeline in Section 3.5.1. Second, we use a clustering
technique to discover contextual user profiles (CUPs) in Section 3.5.2. Third,
we present in Section 3.5.3: (1) how these CUPs can be used within a ranking
technique based on Naive Bayes; (2) how the customized rankings are deployed
for online user traffic. We use standard clustering and ranking methods, such
as k-means and Naive Bayes, which scale well to the volume of data available.
These methods are sufficient to answer our main question about the value of
context-aware recommendations. Further optimization is left for future work.
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3.5.1 Data

In the offline training stage, we use reviews collected within the year 2014. The
final set contains in total 5,138,494 reviews. We derive two types of data from
web logs as contextual information:

• user agent data which is presented by four dimensions such as ‘Device
Type’ with 5 contextual categories (mobile, tablet etc.), ‘OS’ with 27 con-
textual categories (Windows 8.1, Android, Linux, OS X etc.), ‘Browser’
with 114 contextual categories (Internet Explorer 6, Firefox 30, Firefox 34,
Safari 7 etc.), and ‘Traffic Type’ with 16 contextual categories (web, mobile
browser, application etc.);

• time data which is one dimensional : the day of the week (Monday, Tuesday
etc.).

This type of contextual information is available in all typical web logs, and can
be used to contextualize the reviews as presented in Figure 3.5 (A.1.1). In total,
the contextual space has 5 dimensions with 397 coordinates. In the online testing
stage, we run our experiment on live user traffic for 26,868 users.

3.5.2 Clustering Contextualized Reviews

We use a clustering technique to discover CUPs as shown in Figure 3.5 (A.1.2).
We apply k-means clustering [116] over the set of contextualized reviews as pre-
sented in Equation 3.7. The number of clusters is selected based on Silhouette
validation [194], which results in 20 clusters as the optimal number.

After obtaining the final set of clusters, we eliminate the endorsement dimen-
sion by projecting on the contextual space. We analyze the set of contexts that
is associated with the clusters in order to derive the set of CUPs. Because of
the projection on the contextual space, clusters may overlap in some contextual
categories.

The cluster centers represent the set of discovered CUPs. We calculate weights
for the coordinates of the cluster centres as the ratio of the (number of times the
coordinate Fnm appears within cluster Ci) divided by the (number of times the
coordinate Fnm appears within all clusters). This weight wij (where i is a cluster
identifier and j is an identifier of a coordinate Fnm) shows how strongly the
contextual category Fnm is associated with cluster i: The closer wij to 1, the
stronger the association.

We employ a pruning technique over the obtained list of CUPs in order to
clean up some obvious noise. If wij is too small for some contextual category
Fnm, then this category is distributed widely over all CUPs and it does not en-
hance our definition of CUP. After trails of experiments we empirically determine
a threshold:If Fnm has wij < 0.2, we do not include it into the CUPs. For ex-
ample, sometimes contextual categories such as ‘Monday’, ‘Tuesday’ are removed
because apparently they do not reflect any ‘specific’ behavior. By applying this
pruning technique we ended up with 17 clusters. We present an example of two
pruned CUPs in Table 3.1, which correspond to intuitions about similar users
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Table 3.1: An example of two obtained cluster centers from real data. Cluster i
can be characterized as ‘users coming from mobile devices’ and Cluster i + 1 as
‘users coming from windows-based devices on Fridays and Sundays’.

Cluster
i-1 i i+1 i+2

. . . iPhone.OS.7.Chrome Windows.Phone . . .
iPhone.OS.5.Chrome Windows.Vista
iPhone.OS.6.Chrome Friday
Android.2.2 Sunday
Android.2.2.Tablet
Android.3.1.Tablet
Android.4.0.Tablet
Android.4.4.Tablet
Android.2.1.Tablet
Android.3.0.Tablet
Android.4.1
Android.4.3.Tablet

Table 3.2: Results of the Destination Finder A/B testing based on the num-
ber of unique users, searches and clicks. The contextual ranker does not signif-
icantly change conversion (probability to click at least once), but significantly
increases clicks-per-user and click-though-rate (CTR). Significance is assessed as
non-overlapping 95% confidence intervals.

Ranker Users Searches Clicks Conversion Clicks/user CTR

Baseline 13,306 34,463 6,373 21.7±0.7% 0.479±0.012 18.5±0.4%
Contextual 13,562 35,505 7,866 21.3±0.7% 0.580±0.013 22.2±0.4%

based on context. It may not be a priori clear why such a cluster provides mean-
ingful context, but the clustering informs us that they have distinct interests and
preferences.

Next, we will describe how the discovered CUPs can be applied to destination
ranking.

3.5.3 Using Contextual User Profiles for Destination Ranking

As a primary ranking technique we use a Naive Bayes approach. We will describe
its application with an example. Let us consider a user running the searching for
‘Beach’. We need to return a ranked list of destinations. For instance, the ranking
score for the destination ‘Miami’ is calculated using the following formula:

P (Miami,Beach) = P (Miami)× P (Beach|Miami); (3.8)
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where P (Beach|Miami) is the probability that the destination Miami gets the en-
dorsement ‘Beach’. P (Miami) is a prior knowledge about Miami. In the simplistic
case the prior would be a ratio of the number of endorsements for Miami to the
total number of endorsements in our database.

If a user uses a second endorsement (e. g. + ‘Food’) the ranking score is cal-
culated in the following way:

P (Miami,Beach,Food) = P (Miami)× P (Beach|Miami)
×P (Food|Miami);

(3.9)

If our user provides n endorsements, Equation 3.9 becomes a standard Naive
Bayes formula.

We split our set of reviews according to the obtained clusters. Then we train
a set of contextual rankers using the same approach as described in Equation 3.9
to obtain the customized rankers R(Ci)

17
i=1. This process can be mapped to the

general framework presented in Figure 3.5 (A.2).
During the online stage, which is shown at general framework work-flow in

Figure 3.5 (B), an incoming user to the Destination Finder is mapped to the
closest CUP. As we use only situational context that does not change per session,
we only have to assign our user to the nearest cluster once, and there is no need
to update the assignment during the session. Then we use a ranker R(Ci) which
corresponds to CUP.

As a distance metric we use Euclidean distance, which deals well with the
different nature of some of the clusters (e. g., some clusters capture aspects of the
day of the week, and others capture aspects of the used devices). More advanced
mapping of users as mixtures of CUPs is left to future work, as our main goal in
this chapter is to determine the impact of contextual ranking.

To summarize, we described the use of the framework for discovering contex-
tual user profiles for the Destination Finder. We contextualized reviews with user
agent and time data. Our main goal is to determine the impact of contextual
ranking, hence we use standard clustering and ranking methods. Specifically, we
use k-means for clustering and Naive Bayes for ranking and we map incoming
users to the nearest cluster based on euclidean distance. In the next section, we
will present our experimental pipeline which involves online A/B testing at the
major travel agent Booking.com.

3.6 Experiments and Results

In this section, we will study our RQ 3.4: How effective are contextual profiles
for real-world users of the destination finder system in terms of user engagement
measures? To test the effectiveness of contextualization, we perform experiments
on users of Booking.com where an instance of the Destination Finder is running.
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3.6.1 Research Methodology

We take advantage of a production A/B testing environment at the major on-
line travel agency Booking.com. A/B testing randomly splits users to see either
the baseline or the new variant version of the website, which allows to measure
the impact of the new version directly on real users [155, 223]. As baseline we
use a non-contextualized ranker corresponding to the live system. This is an opti-
mized system, trained on a massive volume of traffic, and far superior to standard
baselines such as popularity [149].

As our primary evaluation metric in the A/B test, we use clicks-per-user and
click-through-rate (CTR) [161]. As explained in the motivation, we are dealing
with an exploratory task and therefore aim to increase customer engagement.
More clicks-per-user and higher CTR are signals that users click more on the
suggested destinations and interact more with the system.

3.6.2 Results

Table 3.2 shows the results of our A/B test. We see that the contextual ranker
does not significantly change conversion compared to the baseline non-contextual
ranker, i. e. the probability for a user to click at least once remains the same. Thus,
our recommendations do not influence the basic user intent of using the Destina-
tion Finder. In contrast, the contextual ranker significantly increases further user
engagement after the first click: The CTR increases by absolute 3.7%, and both
CTR and clicks-per-user increase dramatically by relative 20% and 23%, respec-
tively. Our contextual recommendations invite users to perform more searches
and click on more recommendations, both per search and per user. In total, users
are significantly more engaged with the Destination Finder when presented with
contextual recommendations.

We achieved this substantial increase in clicks with a simple contextualization
using straightforward k-means clustering of reviews and a Naive Bayes ranker.
Most computations can be done offline, and only simple calculations have to
be performed online. Thus, our model could be trained on large data within
reasonable time, and did not negatively impact wallclock and CPU time for the
Destination Finder web pages in the online A/B test. This is crucial for a webscale
production environment [155].

To summarize, we compared our contextual travel recommendations against
the same non-contextualized ranker. This allowed us to compare the effect of
contextualization independently of the underlying ranking. This is a hard baseline
corresponding to the current live system applied to the exact same data. We
observe a dramatic increase in user engagement, with click-through rates and
clicks by users increasing by 20%. The simplicity of our contextual models
enables us to achieve this engagement without significantly increasing online CPU
and memory usage. The experiments clearly demonstrate the value of contextual
profiles in a real world application.
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3.7 Conclusions

This chapter investigated the common case in e-commerce websites relying on
search and recommendation to satisfy their user’s needs, yet standard person-
alization and recommender systems rely on rich user profiles but the majority
of users are new or visit highly infrequently—we face a continuous cold start
recommendation problem. We specifically studied this problem in the context
of Booking.com, one of the largest travel websites, and its Destination Finder
service.

Our first research question was RQ 3.1: How to characterize the continuous
cold start problem in travel recommendation? We introduced and characterized
the Continues Cold Start Problem (CoCoS) that happens when users (UCoCoS)
or/and items (ICoCoS) remain ‘cold’ for a long time, and can even ‘cool down’
again after some time due to some external signals.

Our second research question was RQ 3.2: How to define and discover contex-
tual user profiles from multi-criteria ranking data in an unsupervised setup? We
presented a general framework for discovering and using contextual user profiles.
Since we work in settings of CoCoS clients visit infrequently and have volatile
interests, we cannot rely on historical user interactions. Mining situational pro-
files to which we can map an incoming user is an effective way to deal with data
sparsity and changing user interests. In principle, any contextual features can
be used, including relatively shallow implicit situational context available in any
online context. Also any ratings, reviews or other multi-criteria ranking data can
be used, including travel endorsements. Similar endorsement data is being used
in a venue recommendation benchmark [227].

Our third research question was RQ 3.3: How to apply contextual user pro-
files for the ranking of travel destinations in a continuous cold start setting? We
used the general framework for discovering contextual user profiles for the Des-
tination Finder. As explicit situational context is not available in typical real
world application, implicit cues from transaction logs used at scale can capture
the essential features of situational context. We contextualized reviews with user
agent and time data. Our main goal is to determine the impact of contextual
ranking, hence we used standard methods, specifically k-means for clustering and
Naive Bayes for ranking. We mapped incoming users to the nearest cluster based
on Euclidean distance.

Our fourth research question was RQ 3.4: How effective are contextual pro-
files for real-world users of the destination finder system in terms of user en-
gagement measures? We compared our contextual travel recommendations to a
non-contextual ranker. This is a hard baseline corresponding to the current live
system. Contextual user profiles can be created offline, resulting in a set of smaller
models compared to the single, huge, non-contextual model, making contextual
ranking available with negligible CPU or memory footprint. We observed an in-
crease in user engagement, with higher click-through rates (20%) and higher clicks
per user (21%).

Our general conclusion is that our contextual ranking approach shows a dra-
matic increase in user engagement over a non-contextual baseline, clearly demon-
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strating the value of contextualized profiles in a real world application that suffers
from CoCoS. We focused on an e-commerce setting, applicable to millions of online
companies, where the continuous cold start is the rule rather than the exception.
But also in settings such as the web search engines where interactions are frequent
and rich profiles are typically available, our approach has large potential value.
The problem of fast changing content is well-known [66]. Perhaps the fraction of
new users is small, yet they may be important enough to warrant extra effort,
think of new users considering a search engine switch [239].

Our future work is to further investigate the following directions. First, we
plan to extend the contextual space, for example using the geographical loca-
tion of the user. However, this is not straightforward since simple splitting using
some ontological knowledge, e. g. country, can lead to very skewed distributions
of traffic within the contextual features and fails to capture deeper relations in
the data. More generally, we plan to look into unsupervised techniques for the
context discovery, over a wider range of contextual conditions including aspects
of the session at hand. Second, it is promising to extend our method of mapping
incoming users to one of the discovered CUPs to a ‘fuzzy’ mapping in which a
user can be assigned to two or more CUPs. This will allow to serve a personalized
ranking based on the resulting mixture weights in the model, while still maintain-
ing online efficiency. Third, we will look into possibilities of more efficient and
accurate CUPs discovery techniques, looking also in adaptive models that take
into account long term trends such as seasonal differences.
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Part II
Predicting User Satisfaction
with Intelligent Assistants

In the second part of this dissertation, we study methods to predict user satis-
faction with the voice-controlled intelligent personal assistant Microsoft Cortana.
intelligent assistants introduce a significant change in information access, not only
by introducing voice control and touch gestures but also by enabling dialogues
where the context is preserved. Specifically, Part II continues our work on the
following research question:

RQ 3: How to discover users’ behavioral aspects as contextual infor-
mation?

Chapter 4 conducts a user study on user satisfaction across the different intelli-
gent assistants scenarios: i) device control, e. g. call a contact, check the calendar,
access an application, etc.; ii) mobile web search; and iii) performing a complex
task through a dialogue style interaction. Chapter 4 is based on [153].

Chapter 5 proposes an automatic method to predict user satisfaction with
intelligent assistants that exploits all the interaction signals, including voice com-
mands and physical touch gestures on the device, using ground truth data on
dialogue style tasks obtained from the user study in the previous chapter. Chap-
ter 5 is based on [152].

Finally, Chapter 6 investigates good abandonment, cases where a user may not
click on any results on the SERP but still is satisfied, using mobile web search data
from the user study in Chapter 4 and real snapshots of web traffic, using gesture
interactions such as reading times and touch actions as signals for differentiating
between good and bad abandonment. Chapter 6 is based on [244, 245].
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4
Intelligent Assistants

Voice-controlled intelligent personal assistants, such as Cortana, Google Now, Siri
and Alexa, are increasingly becoming a part of users’ daily lives, especially on mo-
bile devices. They introduce a significant change in information access, not only
by introducing voice control and touch gestures but also by enabling dialogues
where the context is preserved. This raises the need for evaluation of their effec-
tiveness in assisting users with their tasks. However, in order to understand which
types of user interactions reflect different degrees of user satisfaction we need ex-
plicit judgments. In this chapter, we describe a user study that was designed
to measure user satisfaction over a range of typical scenarios of use: controlling
a device, web search, and structured search dialogue. Using this data, we study
how user satisfaction varied with different usage scenarios and what signals can be
used for modeling satisfaction in the different scenarios. We find that the notion
of satisfaction varies across different scenarios, and show that, in some scenarios
(e. g. making a phone call), task completion is very important while for others
(e. g. planning a night out), the amount of effort spent is key. We also study
how the nature and complexity of the task at hand affects user satisfaction, and
find that preserving the conversation context is essential and that overall task
-level satisfaction cannot be reduced to query-level satisfaction alone. Finally,
we shed light on the relative effectiveness and usefulness of voice-controlled in-
telligent agents, explaining their increasing popularity and uptake relative to the
traditional query-response interaction.

4.1 Introduction

Spoken dialogue systems [176] have been around for a while. However, it has only
been in recent years that voice controlled intelligent assistants, such as Microsoft’s
Cortana, Google Now, Apple’s Siri, Amazon’s Alexa, Facebook’s M, etc., have
become a daily used feature on mobile devices.

Intelligent assistants enable new mechanisms of information access, that are
very different from traditional web search. Figure 4.1 shows two examples of di-
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Q1:	how	is	the	weather	in	Chicago	

Q2:	how	is	it	this	weekend	

Q3:	find	me	hotels	in	Chicago	

Q4:	which	one	of	these	is	the	cheapest	

Q5:	which	one	of	these	has	at	least	4	stars	

Q6:	find	me	direc>ons	from	the	Chicago	airport	to	number	one	

Q1:	find	me	a	pharmacy	nearby	

Q2:	which	of	these	is	highly	rated	

Q3:	show	more	informa>on	about	number	2	

Q4:	how	long	will	it	take	me	to	get	there	

thanks	

User’s	dialogue	
with	Cortana:	

Task	is	“Finding	a	
hotel	in	Chicago”	

User’s	dialogue	
with	Cortana:	
Task	is	“Finding	
a	pharmacy”	

(A)

(B)

Figure 4.1: Two real examples of users’ dialogues with an intelligent assistant:
In the dialogue (A), a user performs a ‘complex’ task of planning his weekend in
Chicago. In the dialogue (B), a user searches for the closest pharmacy.

alogues with intelligent assistants sampled from the interaction logs. They are
related to two tasks: (A): searching things to do on a weekend in Chicago, and
(B): searching for the closest pharmacy. Users express their information needs
in spoken form to an intelligent assistant. The user behavior is different com-
pared with standard web search because in this scenario an intelligent assistant
is expected to maintain the context throughout the conversation. For instance,
our user anticipates intelligent assistants to understand that their interaction is
about ‘Chicago’ in the transitions: Q1 → Q2, Q3 → Q4 in Figure 4.1(A). These
structured search dialogues are more complicated than standard web search, re-
sembling complex, context-rich, task-based search [234]. Users expect their intel-
ligent assistants to understand their intent and to keep the context of the dialogue
—some users even thank their intelligent assistant for its service, as in example
in Figure 4.1(B).

Users communicate with intelligent assistants through voice commands for
different scenarios of use, ranging from controlling their device—for example to
make a phone call, or to manage their calendar—to complex dialogues as shown
in Figure 4.1. These interactions between users and intelligent assistants are more
complicated than web search because they involve:

• automatic speech recognition (ASR): users communicate mostly through
voice commands and it has been shown that errors in speech recognition
negatively influence user satisfaction [121];

• understanding user intent: an intelligent assistant needs to understand user
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Knowledge Pane	

Image Answer	 Image Answer	

Location Answer	

Organic Results	

Queries: 	

(A)	 (B)	 (C)	

Figure 4.2: An example of mobile SERPs that might lead to ‘good abandonment’.

intent in order to take action on the intended task, or to provide an exact
answer when possible;

• dialogue-based interaction: users expect an intelligent assistant to maintain
the context of the dialogue;

• complex information needs: users express more sophisticated information
needs while interacting with intelligent assistants.

This prompts the need to better understand success and failure of intelligent
assistant usage. When are users (dis)satisfied? How can we evaluate intelligent
assistants in ways that reflect perceived user satisfaction well? Can we resort to
traditional methods of offline and online evaluation or do we need to take other
factors into consideration?

Evaluation is a central component of many web search applications because it
helps to understand which direction to take in order to improve a system. The
common practice is to create a ‘gold’ standard (set of ‘correct’ answers) judged
by editorial judges [119]. In case of intelligent assistants, there may be no general
‘correct’ answer since the answers are highly personalized and contextualized (e. g.,
by the user’s location, prior queries or interactions) to fit user information needs.
Another way to evaluate web search performance is through implicit relevance
feedback such as clicks and dwell time [11, 77, 97, 124, 125]. However, we know
that user satisfaction for mobile web search is already very different [159].

In the examples in Figure 4.2, different types of answers are shown for queries
such as ‘Location Answer’, ‘Image Answer’ or ‘Knowledge Pane Answer’. Users
can find required information directly on the search result page (SERP) and they
do not need to perform any further interactions (e. g. clicks). So we cannot assume
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User:
“Do I need 
to have a 

jacket 
tomorrow?”

Cortana: “You 
could probably go 
without one. The 

forecast shows …”

Figure 4.3: An example of a ‘simple’ task with a structured search dialogue.

that users who do not interact with the SERP are dissatisfied. This problem of
‘good’ abandonment received a lot of interest in recent years [53, 54, 65, 166].
An example of a users’ dialogue about ‘weather’ is shown in Figure 4.3. All
information about the weather is already shown to the users and they do not
need to click. In case of structured dialogue search, the lack of standard implicit
feedback signals emerges even more because users talk to their phones instead of
making clicks. One example of this is the transition Q2 → Q3 in Figure 4.1(B).

In light of the current work, this chapter aims to answer the following main
research question:

What determines user satisfaction with intelligent assistants?

We break down our general research problem into five specific research ques-
tions. Our first research question is:

RQ 4.1: What are characteristic types of scenarios of use?

Based on analysis of the logs of a commercial intelligent assistant; and from
previous work [123], we propose three types of scenarios of intelligent assistant
use: (1) controlling the device; (2) searching the web; and (3) perform a complex
(or ‘mission’) task in a dialogue interaction. We characterize key aspects of user
satisfaction for each of these scenarios.

Our second research question is:
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RQ 4.2: How can we measure different aspects of user satisfaction?

We set up user studies with realistic tasks derived from the log analysis, fol-
lowing the three scenarios of use, and measuring a wide range of aspects of user
satisfaction relevant to each specific scenario.

Our third research question is:

RQ 4.3: What are key factors determining user satisfaction for the
different scenarios?

In order to understand what the key components of user satisfaction are, we
analyze output of our user studies for different intelligent assistants scenarios. We
aim at understanding what factors influence user satisfaction the most: speech
recognition quality, complexity of the task, or the amount of effort required to
complete the task.

Our fourth research question is:

RQ 4.4: How to characterize ‘abandonment’ in the web search sce-
nario?

‘Good abandonment’ makes it difficult to measure user satisfaction with web
search scenario using conventional implicit feedback behavioral signals. We ana-
lyze the way in which users interact with the intelligent assistant following a web
search; we characterize user satisfaction in general, and over the number of issued
queries, and types of answers found.

Our fifth research question is:

RQ 4.5: How does query-level satisfaction relate to overall user sat-
isfaction for the structured search dialogue scenario?

The structured search dialogue scenario introduced a new mechanism for users
to interact with intelligent assistants which has not received a lot of attention in
the literature. We analyze the data for the search dialogue interactions, and
investigate satisfaction over tasks with increasing complexity; we consider how
sub-task level satisfaction relates to overall task satisfaction.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 describes
earlier work and background. Then, Section 4.3 introduces scenarios of user inter-
action with intelligent assistants, discusses differences and similarities in user be-
havior. Section 4.4 describes different types of user studies developed to evaluate
user satisfaction for intelligent assistants different scenarios. Finally, Section 4.5
reports our results and findings. We summarize our findings, discuss possible
extensions of the current work in Section 4.6.

4.2 Background and Related Work

In this section, we will discuss related work relevant to the research described in
this chapter, covering three broad strands of research. First, we discuss research
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on spoken dialogue systems in Section 4.2.1. Then, we present an overview of the
methods for evaluating user satisfaction in web search systems in Section 4.2.2.
Finally, we focus on user studies for the evaluation of intelligent assistants in
Section 4.2.3.

4.2.1 Spoken Dialogue Systems

The main difference between traditional web search and intelligent assistants is
their conversational nature of interaction with users. In the considered scenarios
of usage of intelligent assistants, the technology can refer to the users’ previous
requests in order to understand the context of a conversation. For instance, in the
dialogue (A) in Figure 4.1, the user asks for Q2 and assumes that the intelligent
assistant will ‘remember’ that he is interested in Chicago. Therefore, the spoken
dialogue systems [176] are closely related to intelligent assistants because the spo-
ken dialogue systems understand and respond to the voice commands in a dialogue
form. This area has been studied extensively over the past two decades [228–230].
Most of these studies focused on systems that have not been deployed in a large
scale and hence did not have the necessary means to study how users interact with
these systems in real-world scenarios. However, intelligent assistants are different
from traditional spoken dialogue systems because they also support interactions
and ‘understand’ user intent. Furthermore, intelligent assistants display an an-
swer which users can interact with and they are not purely based on speech—
users can type in responses as well. From these perspectives, intelligent assistants
are similar to multi-modal conversational systems [101, 236].

4.2.2 Evaluating User Satisfaction

User behavioral signals have been extensively studied and used for the evaluation
of web search systems [9, 10, 95–97, 122, 134, 237]. Historically, the key objective
of information retrieval systems is to retrieve relevant information (typically doc-
uments) or references to documents containing required information [196, 199].
Given this query-document relevance score, many metrics have been defined:
MAP, NDCG, DCG, MRR, P@n, TBG, etc. [119]. For such setup we have a
collection of documents and queries that are annotated by human judges. It is
a common setup used at TREC1. In this case we evaluate system performance
at the query-level for the pair 〈Q,SERP 〉. Building such data collections needed
for this type of evaluation is both expensive and time consuming. There is a risk
that such collections may be noisy, given that third-party annotators have limited
knowledge of an individual user intent.

User satisfaction is widely adopted as a subjective measure of search expe-
rience. Kelly [131] proposes a definition: ‘satisfaction can be understood as the
fulfillment of a specified desire or goal’. Furthermore, recently researchers studied
different metrics reflective of user satisfaction such as effort [249] and it has been
shown that user satisfaction at the query-level can change over time [145, 148]
due to some external influences. These changes lead to the necessity of updating

1Text REtrieval Conference: http://trec.nist.gov/
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the data collection. Unfortunately, query-level satisfaction metrics ignore the in-
formation about a user’s ‘journey’ from a question to an answer which might take
more than one query [120]. Al-Maskari et al. [14] claim that query-level satisfac-
tion is not applicable for informational queries – users can run follow-up queries
if they are unsatisfied with the returned results; reformulations can lead users to
an answer; this scenario is called task-level user satisfaction [66, 97]. Previous re-
search proposed different methods for identifying successful sessions: Hassan et al.
[97] used a Markov model to predict success at the end of the task; Ageev et al. [9]
exploited an expertise-dependent difference in search behavior by using a Condi-
tional Random Fields model to predict a search success – authors used a game-like
strategy for collecting annotated data by asking participants to find answers to
non-trivial questions using web search. On the other hand, situations when users
are frustrated have also been studied: Feild et al. [75] proposed a method for
understanding user frustration. Hassan et al. [98] and Hassan Awadallah et al.
[99] have found that high similarity of queries is an indicator of an unsuccessful
task. All described methods focus on analyzing user behavior when users interact
with traditional search systems.

4.2.3 User Studies of Intelligent Assistants

In recent years voice-controlled personal assistants have become available to the
general public. There are few studies researching intelligent assistants, and there
is only one earlier paper that organizes a user study [123]. Jiang et al. [123] focus
on simulated tasks for device control, as well as chat and web search, and identify
satisfactory and unsatisfactory sessions based on features used in predicting sat-
isfaction on the web, as well as acoustic features of the spoken request. Our work
extends this study focusing on a wider range of scenarios of intelligent assistant
use, including complex dialogues, and analyzing crucial aspects determining user
satisfaction under these different conditions.

More broadly, intelligent assistants are often used for longer sessions and tasks
that involve sub-tasks and complex interactions, and task complexity has been
studied in many user studies. Wildemuth et al. [242] reviewed over a hundred in-
teractive information retrieval studies in terms of task complexity and difficulty,
and found that the number of sub-tasks, the number of facets, and the indeter-
minably were the main dimensions of task complexity. The structured search
tasks we use in our study score high on these dimensions. Recently, Kelly [132]
linked perceived task complexity with effort, suggesting that user satisfaction may
depend on the amount of effort required to complete a complex task. We also
look specifically at the role of effort relative to task-level user satisfaction.

To summarize, the key distinctions of our work compared to previous efforts
are: we studied how users interact with intelligent assistants; we studied how we
can use these interactions to understand ‘good abandonment’ ; we explored three
main scenarios of user interactions with intelligent assistants and a definition of
user satisfaction for these scenarios.
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4.3 User Interaction with Intelligent Assistants

This section reports our study findings pertaining to the RQ 4.1: What are
characteristic types of scenarios of use? In order to answer our research question
we used the Microsoft intelligent assistant — Cortana. Historically, the scenario
of controlling devices through voice commands was implemented first. It is de-
scribed in detail in Section 4.3.1. From a user-satisfaction perspective, the main
difference of this scenario compared with an information seeking task is that the
‘right answer’ is clear; in order to satisfy a user, an intelligent assistant needs
to interpret requests correctly and give access to the correct functionality. In
contrast, for information seeking tasks [115, 246] users exhibit different behavior.
Cortana responds to a general search scenario by returning a variant of the Bing
Mobile SERP, which may include answers or tiles from the knowledge pane as well
as organic search results (see Figure 4.2); we discuss this scenario in Section 4.3.2.
Another mechanism by which users interact with information systems that some
intelligent assistants support is the ‘structured search dialogue’ (Figure 4.1). In
this case, intelligent assistants are able to maintain the context of a conversation
as the system engages with the user in a dialogue; it is definitely more complex
(for the system) but at the same time a more natural (for the user) form of ‘com-
munication’ between users and information systems. This scenario is presented
in Section 4.3.3.

4.3.1 Controlling a Device

The first scenario of using intelligent assistants that we study is the direct access
of on-device functionality – e. g., call a contact, check the calendar, access an
app, etc. This scenario is useful because, ordinarily, it takes several actions to
complete on existing smartphones. For example, in order to make a phone call,
the user needs to first access a contact list on the phone and then identify the
desired person. The ordinary process is time consuming, especially when the user
is not familiar with the device. Instead, one can directly talk to the intelligent
assistant to solve the problem, e. g., ‘call Sam’. As long as the intelligent assistant
can correctly recognize the user’s words and task context, this largely reduces the
user’s effort.

Our user study includes the following types of on-device tasks that are popular
in Cortana’s usage logs:

• Call a person;

• Send a text message;

• Check on-device calendar;

• Open an application;

• Turn on/off wi-fi;

• Play music.
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We group these tasks into one category because they share the similarity that
users try to access these on-device functions through the intelligent assistants.
These functions are normally not provided by the intelligent assistants, but offered
by the device hosting it. In these tasks, intelligent assistants serve as a quick and
efficient interface for accessing on-device functionality.

4.3.2 Performing Mobile Web Search

Another popular usage scenario for intelligent assistants is the general web search
scenario. For this scenario, input can be either speech or text and there is no need
for the system to be state-aware since it does not provide a multi-turn experience.
During web search on mobile devices, the intent can be ambiguous. Therefore,
the search result page (SERP) is very diverse and may include different types of
answers such as:

• ‘Answer Box’. A box such as the knowledge pane (Figure 4.2(A)) or di-
rections to a location (Figure 4.2(C)). These answer boxes are present for
specific query intents.

• ‘Image’. In this case, just seeing an image may have satisfied a user’s infor-
mation need (e. g. Figure 4.2(A,B)).

• ‘Snippet’. The user’s information need is satisfied by a snippet of text
appearing below an organic search result (e. g. Figure 4.2(B)).

These different elements on a SERP can all lead to user satisfaction. For
instance, the knowledge pane might contain the answer that the user is looking
for or a user may be satisfied by the text in a snippet.

In some cases, the SERP is able to directly satisfy the user’s information need
and it can lead to the absence of one of the most studied user interaction signals
(i.e. clicks on the SERP). Previous work on general web search has shown that
presenting these types of answers affects user behavior [159] and leads to ‘good
abandonment’ [54, 166] where the user appears to have abandoned the results but
was actually satisfied without the need to engage with the SERP using clicks.

4.3.3 Structured Search Dialogue

In the structured search dialogue scenarios, the users are engaged in a conversation
with the system using voice as we show in Figure 4.1. Cortana returns a structured
answer that is distinguishably different from the usual SERP (Figure 4.2). The
key component of this scenario is the ability of the intelligent assistant to maintain
the context of the conversation. Examples of tasks where this scenario is activated
include places (e. g. restaurants, hotels, travel, etc.) and weather. There are two
types of dialogues that fall under this scenario: single task search dialogues and
multi-task search dialogues.
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Cortana: 
“Here are ten 
restaurants 
near you”

Cortana:
“Here are ten 
restaurants 

near you that 
have good 
reviews”

Cortana:
“Getting you 

direction to the 
Mayuri Indian 

Cuisine”

User:
“show 

restaurants 

near me”

User:
“show the 

best 
restaurants 

near me ”

User:
“show 

directions to 
the second 

one”

Figure 4.4: An example of a structured search dialogue (multi-task search dia-
logue).

Single Task Search Dialogues

Single task search dialogue have one underlying atomic information need and
mostly consist of one query and one answer. An example of multi-task search
dialogue is the weather-related task shown in Figure 4.3. multi-task search di-
alogues can be very similar to web search scenarios. We expect that they can
be evaluated using a paradigm of query-level satisfaction because such dialogue
usually consists of one query and one answer.

Multi-Task Search Dialogues

Multi-task search dialogue consist of multiple interactions with Cortana that lead
towards one final goal (e. g. ‘find a place for vacation’). The final task can be
divided into sub-tasks; the complexity of ‘missions’ is dependent on the need to
understand the context of the conversation.

The example of a places-related multi-task search dialogues is presented in
Figure 4.4. A user makes the following transitions:

• (1) ‘asking for a list of the nearest restaurant’ → (2) ‘sorting the derived
list to find best restaurants’;

(Comment for the transition 1 → 2 : Cortana ‘knows’ that a user is
working on the same list of restaurants)

• (2) → (3) ‘selecting the restaurant from the list and asking for the direc-
tions’;

(Comment for the transition 2 → 3 : Cortana ‘knows’ that a user is
working with the sorted list of restaurants)
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This type of interaction can be viewed as a sequence of user requests (‘user
journey towards a information goal’) where each request is a step towards user
satisfaction or frustration. Much of the frustration happens when Cortana is not
able to keep the context and users need to re-attempt the task from the start.
Going back to the example in Figure 4.1 (B), if Cortana did not carry the context
across the transition Q3 → Q4 (e. g. due to automatic speech recognition (ASR)
error) then the user has to restart the task. Overall, user satisfaction goes down
dramatically in this case, especially because the mistake happens at the end of
the session.

To summarize, in this section, we categorized three distinct scenarios of user
interactions with intelligent assistants. Cortana was used as an intelligent assis-
tant example. We discussed difficulties in evaluating user satisfaction in each of
these scenarios. For the controlling a device scenario, users’ requests cannot be
characterized by information needs. In order to satisfy users’ needs the system
is required to recognize their speech correctly and map a request to the right
functionality. The web search and structured search dialogue are more complex
because a comprehensive information seeking process is involved. The effect of
good abandonment makes it difficult to measure user satisfaction. The structured
search dialogue is a novel way of users’ interactions that support complex tasks
which consist of more than one singular objective. We refer to these complex
tasks as multi-task search dialogues.

4.4 Designing User Studies

This section addresses RQ 4.2: How can we measure different aspects of user sat-
isfaction? by describing the design of user study to collect user interaction data
and ratings for different intelligent assistant scenarios. We start by characterizing
the participants of our study in Section 4.4.1 followed by a description of the
environment of the studies in Section 4.4.2. The general procedure for the study
is presented in Section 4.4.3. Then, we present the detailed tasks and user study
procedure for the different scenarios separately: device control in Section 4.4.4,
structured search dialogue in Section 4.4.6, and mobile web search in Section 4.4.5.
While designing the user study tasks we follow two requirements: (1) the simu-
lated tasks should be realistic and as close as possible to real-world tasks ; (2)
following Borlund [38] we construct the simulated tasks so that participants could
relate to them and they would provide ‘enough imaginative context.’

4.4.1 Participants

We recruited 60 participants through emails sent to a mailing list of an IT com-
pany located in the United States. All participants were college or graduate
students interning at the company or full time employees. They are reimbursed
$10 gift card for participating in an experiment. The average age of participants
is 25.53 years (± 5.42). The characteristics of the participants regarding gender
(A), field of education (B) and native language (C) are presented in Table 4.1.
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Table 4.1: Demographics of the user study participants: gender (A), native lan-
guage (B), and field of education (C)

Gender Native language Field of education

Male 75% English 55% Computer science 82%
Female 25% Other 45% Electrical engineering 8%

Mathematics 7%
Other 3%

4.4.2 Environment

Participants performed the tasks on a Windows phone with the latest version of
Windows Phone 8.1 and Cortana installed. If the task needed to access some
device resources, functions or applications (e. g. maps), they are installed to make
sure users would not encounter problems. The experiment was conducted in a
quiet room, so as to reduce the disturbance of environment noise. Although the
real environment often involves noise and interruption, we eliminate those factors
to simplify the experiment.

4.4.3 General Procedure

The participants were first asked to watch a video introducing the different usage
scenarios of Cortana, and then complete a background questionnaire with demo-
graphics and previous experience with using intelligent assistants. Then, they
work on one training task and eight formal tasks. We instructed participants that
they could stop a task when they had accomplished the goal or if they became
frustrated and wanted to give up. Finally, they were asked to answer an exten-
sive questionnaire on their experience and share further details during a short
interview.

For each task, we asked participants to listen to an audio recording that ver-
bally described the task objective. We did not show the participants the task
description while they were working on the task, because in an earlier pilot study,
many participants directly used the sentences shown in task descriptions as re-
quests. We strongly want to avoid such outcome because our goal is to simulate
real user behavior. After completing the task, participants were directed to the
questionnaires. The questions depend on the objectives of the experiment and
vary per user study. Participants answered all questions using a standard 5-point
Likert scale.

4.4.4 User Study for Controlling Device

The first user study is to conduct the most basic scenario–controlling a device.
We will now describe the tasks and the specific procedure for this study.
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Tasks

In total we develop nine device control tasks. We rotated the assignment of tasks
using a Latin square such that 20 participants worked on each unique task. Some
examples of these tasks are:

• Ask Cortana to play a song by Michael Jackson (a song by the artist is
downloaded on the device prior to the task).

• You are on your way to a meeting with James, but will be late due to heavy
traffic. Send James Smith a text message using Cortana and explain your
situation.

• Create a reminder for a meeting with James next Thursday at 3pm.

• Ask Cortana to turn off the Wi-Fi on your phone.

• Ask Cortana to open WhatsApp (the name of a popular App, and the App
is installed on the device prior to the task).

Procedure

The instructional video about the controlling device scenario is about 2 minutes
long. Our informal observation is that the video instructions were effective and
felt like a natural extension of the speech interaction of the study, framing the
study for the participants better than written instruction would do. When the
participants worked on this user study, they were asked to use mostly voice for
interactions. After terminating a task, they answered questions regarding their
experience, including:

1. Were you able to complete the task?

2. How satisfied are you with your experience in this task?

3. How well did Cortana recognize what you said?

4. Did you put in a lot of effort to complete the task?

The total experiment time was about 20 minutes.

4.4.5 User Study for Web Search

The next use-case for the user study is general web search. There has already been
significant research involving search on mobile phones [159, 211]; however, ‘good
abandonment’ in mobile search has had limited investigation. It is a particularly
interesting problem to investigate as queries in mobile search have been described
as quick answer types and previous research has shown that users formulate mobile
queries in such a way as to increase the likelihood of the query being satisfied
directly on the SERP [166]. For this reason, in this user study we choose to focus
on tasks that have an increasing likelihood of leading to good abandonment. We
first introduce the used tasks and then the specific procedure for this study.
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Tasks

The tasks for web search were designed to encourage answer-seeking behavior and
increase the likelihood of good abandonment. The tasks involved:

• A conversion from the imperial system to the metric system.

• Determining if it was a good time to phone a friend in another part of the
world.

• Finding the score of the user’s favourite sports team.

• Finding the user’s favourite celebrity’s hair colour.

• Finding the CEO of a company that lost most of its value within the last
10 years.

After data cleaning, we retained the data from 55 users who completed a total
of 274 tasks, 194 of which were labeled as SAT, while the remaining 70 were
labeled as DSAT. There were a total of 607 queries for these tasks of which 576
were abandoned, thereby indicating that we were successful in designing tasks
that had a higher potential of leading to good abandonment.

Procedure

The user study starts with the instructional video (about 3 minutes long) that
contains an example task for general web search. After completing each task,
users were asked:

1. Were you able to complete the task?

2. Where did you find the answer?

(Suggested Answers: In an answer box ; On a website that I visited ; In a
search result snippet ; In an image.)

3. Which query led you to finding the answer?

(Suggested Answers: First; Second; Third; Fourth or later)

4. How satisfied are you with your experience in this task?

5. Did you put in a lot of effort to complete the task?

The purpose of the second question was to allow us to better understand where
users find information that they are looking for. The option ‘On a Website that I
visited’ means a user clicked on a search result and visited a website to find the
information that they were looking for.

The purpose of the third question was to allow us to tie a success event within
a task to a specific query for future evaluation. We did not ask users about ASR
quality because we gave users the option of using text input instead of speech.
The reason for doing this is that, since we wanted to study good abandonment, we
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tried to reduce the level of frustration due to speech recognition errors. However,
even though that was the case, we still found that most of the participants used
voice input because they found it more convenient. The total experiment time
was about 20 minutes.

4.4.6 User Study for Structured Search Dialogue

This Section introduces the design of the user study to explore user satisfaction
for the structured search dialogue. Again, we first describe the way we create
tasks for our user study and tasks examples and then we describe the specific
procedure for this study.

Tasks

In order to come with the list of tasks for participants, Cortana’s logs (over 400K
requests) are analyzed. We look at the terms distribution to get an idea for what
kind of places users are looking for. Based on our analysis we come up with eight
tasks, designed to cover a large portion of topics used by Cortana’s users.

Among these eight tasks we have:

• (A) one single task search dialogue task that is related to the weather where
almost all participants are satisfied;

• (B) four multi-task search dialogues that include two sub-tasks;

• (C) three multi-task search dialogues tasks that require at least three switches
in a subject.

Tasks are given to participants in a free/general form in order to get query
diversity and stimulate use satisfaction or frustration with returned results. For
instance, let us consider the multi-task search dialogues with 3 sub-tasks: ‘You
are planning a vacation. Pick a place. Check if the weather is good enough for the
period you are planning the vacation. Find a hotel that suits you. Find the driving
directions to this place. By giving a free-form task we stimulate the information
need of participants (they need to come up with their own goal and they are more
involved in the tasks) so this scenario should lead to satisfaction or frustration.
For instance, out of 60 responses for the described task we get 46 unique places.

As a result of free-form task-formulation we obtained a diverse query set,
characterized by the following: participants performed a total of 540 tasks that
incorporated 2, 040 queries, of which 1, 969 were unique and the average query-
length is 7.07. The single task search dialogue generated 130 queries in total;
five (B)-type tasks generated 685 queries; three (C)-type tasks generated 1, 355
queries.

Procedure

The introductional video for this user study is about 4 minutes long and informs
participants how to use the structured search dialogue. During this user study,
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we instruct participants to verbally interact with Cortana. We instruct them to
use text input only if Cortana does not understand their requests more than three
times. Only after completing a task, they are redirected to questions regarding
their experience in this task session. For multi-task search dialogues, users are
asked to indicate their satisfaction with both the sub-tasks and the whole task
in general. In order to stimulate participant involvement in the tasks, we asked
them to answer clarifying questions. For instance, if the task was ‘what is the
weather tomorrow’, the user also needed to indicate the temperature; this way we
keep participants engaged.

Participants answer the following four questions after completing the tasks:

1. Were you able to complete the task?

2. How satisfied are you with your experience in this task in general?

If the task has sub-tasks participants indicate their graded satisfaction e. g.
a. How satisfied are you with your experience in finding a hotel? b. How
satisfied are you with your experience in finding directions?

3. Did you put in a lot of effort to complete the task?

4. How well did Cortana recognize what you said?

The total experiment time was about 30 minutes.

To summarize, we described how we designed the user study with the objective
of understanding user satisfaction with different scenarios of intelligent assistants,
measuring relevant variables as speech recognition quality, task completion, and
the effort taken. The introductory videos designed for the user study are avail-
able.2 Detailed descriptions of the tasks and the recording on the tasks can be
accessed.3

4.5 Results and Findings

This section presents the results and findings from the user studies, investigating
our three remaining research questions (RQ 4.3, RQ 4.4 and RQ 4.5). In
Section 4.5.1, we focus on the user satisfaction relative to the different usage
scenarios, and in relation to other measures like the speech recognition, task
completion and effort taken. In Section 4.5.2, we analyze ‘good abandonment’
in web search, in short sessions where answers may be shown without the need
for further interaction. In Section 4.5.3, we focus on structured search dialogues
and how session- or task-level satisfaction relates to subtask-level satisfaction for
longer sessions.
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Figure 4.5: User satisfaction (A) and effort (B) across scenarios and in three
discussed scenarios separately. Mean is red dot. Median is horizontal line.

4.5.1 Scenarios of Use

We will now investigate RQ 4.3: What are key factors determining user satisfac-
tion for the different scenarios? The scenarios of use differ considerably in terms of
complexity, session duration, type of outcome, and more, suggesting that different
factors may play a role in determining user satisfaction.

We first discuss the distribution of user satisfaction across all aforementioned
mechanisms of intelligent assistant use, both over the entire session and broken
down by scenario—device control, web search on a mobile device, and structured
search dialogue —which is presented in Figure 4.5(A). The user satisfaction is very
high with means around 4 on a 5-point scale, both overall sessions and for each of
the three scenarios. The high level of satisfaction showcases the maturity of the
current generation of intelligent assistants, and explains the increasing adoption.
As a case in point, many participants had (almost) never used the service, and
were impressed by its effectiveness. We can see that user satisfaction with the
device controlling tasks (mean of 4.5) is somewhat higher on average than with
the information seeking tasks (mean of 3.7), plausibly because the information
seeking tasks are open domain and more complex.

We also show the distribution of user effort, both across scenarios and sepa-
rately, in Figure 4.5(B). Here we see relatively low scores for effort overall, con-
sistent with high levels of satisfaction4. When we break down the effort over the
scenarios, a similar picture emerges as with user satisfaction: participants spend
more effort on search tasks, especially structured search.

We now perform a correlation analysis of user satisfaction and its components.
Table 4.2 presents the correlation of user satisfaction with (1) speech recognition
quality (ASR), (2) task completion (participants indicate if they are able to com-

2https://goo.gl/6Gv5Y5
3https://goo.gl/0jXu2J
4To be precise, this is based on the response to the question ‘was a lot of effort required to

complete the task?’, measured on a Likert scale, where low scores indicate disagreement with
the statement, hence that not much effort was required.
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Table 4.2: Correlations of user satisfaction with other measures: ASR quality,
Task Completeness, User Efforts. The sign ∗ stands for statistically significant
results (p < 0.05)

Measures All Device Web Struct.
Control Search Dialogue

SAT vs. ASR 0.57∗ 0.57 –† 0.56∗
SAT vs. Completion 0.18∗ 0.59∗ 0.10 0.10∗
SAT vs. Effort -0.75∗ -0.64∗ -0.65∗ -0.80∗
ASR vs. Completion -0.22∗ -0.27∗ –† -0.19∗
ASR vs. Effort -0.54∗ -0.56∗ –† -0.51∗
Completion vs. Effort -0.11∗ -0.39∗ -0.08∗ -0.05∗
†ASR was not calculated for web search as both spoken and typed queries were
used.

plete the suggested task), and (3) effort spent (participants report the perceived
effort to complete the task). We also look at the correlation between effort and
completion. An obvious finding is that user satisfaction depends on ASR qual-
ity which is consistent with previous research [123]. Hence ASR quality is a key
component of user satisfaction. We find a more interesting pattern for task com-
pletion: there is a high correlation with satisfaction for device control, but a low
correlation for the information seeking scenarios. This suggests that users are
able to find the required information and complete their tasks even in cases where
their user satisfaction is suboptimal. And the strong negative correlation between
satisfaction and effort shows that users spend a considerable amount of effort to
complete their task.

This has important methodological consequences: we cannot equate ‘success’
in terms of task completion with user satisfaction for the informational scenarios,
and have to incorporate the effort taken as a key component of user satisfaction
across the different intelligent assistant scenarios. This finding is in line with
recent work on task complexity or difficulty and effort, which postulates that
satisfaction is low (high) for tasks that take more (less) effort than expected [132].
In addition, ASR quality is of obvious influence on user satisfaction. However,
speech recognition is improving constantly and reached the levels that users can
recover from misrecognition within a dialogue and still complete their task, at the
cost of some extra effort and frustration.

4.5.2 Good Abandonment for Web Search

We continue with investigating our RQ 4.4: How to characterize ‘abandonment’
in the web search scenario? Whilst intelligent assistants can encourage highly
interactive sessions, many results are provided as answers in speech or on the
screen, requiring no further interaction of the user (e. g. no need to open a web
page and read further to extract the requested information). Hence many sessions
stop without an explicit user action, making it hard to discern good and bad search
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Figure 4.6: User satisfaction in the web search scenario: satisfaction over the
number of queries that users run to find a required answer (A), and over where
users find a required answer (B). The mean is represented by the dot and the
median is the horizontal line.

abandonment from interaction log data.
We analyze the phenomenon of ‘good abandonment’ from two perspectives:

(1) the session length and (2) where users find the answer addressing their in-
tent. Figure 4.6(A) presents the dependency of user satisfaction and how much
effort was required to find an answer. Effort is associated with the number of
queries that participates issued to find the required information. Our observa-
tions suggest that user satisfaction is higher if users use fewer queries to reach
their goal. Figure 4.6(A) suggests that if users cannot find an answer after their
first query their satisfaction goes down dramatically. Longer sessions lead to user
frustration; however, task completion levels are high for the web search scenario,
indicating that unnecessary effort was spent in completing the task.

Figure 4.6(B) shows the dependency of user satisfaction on the place where
users find the desired answer. Furthermore, users are more satisfied if they can
find a required result directly (‘Answer Box’ and ‘Image’) without the need to
interact with the SERP such as (1) finding an answer in snippets (‘SERP’); (2)
clicking on SERP (‘Visited Website’). Hence, cases without further interaction
(‘Answer Box’ and ‘Image’) lead to higher levels of satisfaction than those requir-
ing interaction (‘SERP’ and ‘Visited Website’). This has important methodolog-
ical consequences: we have to consider cases of ‘good abandonment’. To measure
user satisfaction in this case we need to investigate the other forms of interaction
signals that are not based on clicks, such as touch or swipe interactions.

4.5.3 Analyzing Structured Search Dialogues

We now investigate our RQ 4.5: How does query-level satisfaction relate to
overall user satisfaction for the structured search dialogue scenario? Structured
search dialogues are complex interactions with a longer session and different sub-
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Figure 4.7: A distribution of overall user satisfaction for different types of tasks:
single task search dialogues, and multi-task search dialogues with two and three
objectives.

Table 4.3: Correlations of overall task user satisfaction and different summations
over sub-tasks satisfaction. All presented results are statistical significant (p <
0.05)

Measures Multi-Task Dialogues

Overall SAT vs. Average Sub-task SAT 0.50
Overall SAT vs. Minimum Sub-task SAT 0.69
Overall SAT vs. Maximum Sub-task SAT 0.71

tasks and changes of focus within the same context. This is very different from
traditional search in the query-response paradigm, and session context becomes
of crucial importance.

We start our analysis of the collected user interactions with structured search
dialogues by introducing the satisfaction distribution for the different types of
tasks presented in Figure 4.7. We see that users are more satisfied with the single
task search dialogue (A), where almost all participants give the highest possible
rating. The multi-task search dialogues (B and C), that are more complex have
a less skewed satisfaction distribution. This immediately shows the complexity of
context in structured search dialogues: when viewed independently the quality of
the results is comparable for each step of the interaction, and the high levels of
satisfaction for the single task search dialogue confirm that the quality is high,
yet the satisfaction levels go down considerably when tasks are of increasing com-
plexity. This suggests that the intelligent assistant loses context of a conversation,
and requires more effort and interaction to restart the dialogue and get back on
track. This observation is in line with our previous finding that the amount of
effort users spend on a task is a principal component of user satisfaction.

We look now in greater detail at the multi-task search dialogues that contain
2 or more sub-tasks, and try to find out how overall user satisfaction is related
to user satisfaction per sub-task. Table 4.3 presents the correlation between the
overall task -level satisfaction and the minimum, mean, and maximum query-level
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satisfaction per sub-task. The results suggest that overall user satisfaction with
the complex dialogues depends more on either user frustration—some sub-tasks
result in low satisfaction and frustration dragging down the overall satisfaction
fast—or on user success—high levels of satisfaction with the main sub-task solving
the problem lead to high levels of overall satisfaction. This has important method-
ological consequences: user satisfaction with the structured search dialogues can-
not be measured by averaging over satisfaction with sub-tasks, suggesting that
task-level satisfaction is different from sub-task or query-level satisfaction, and
session-level features are a crucial component.

To summarize, this section showed the main results of the user study. We
first looked at user satisfaction and found high levels of satisfaction throughout,
but important differences between the scenarios on the factors contributing to
overall satisfaction: the device control scenario completion correlates well with
user satisfaction—it either worked or it did not—but the informational scenarios
effort has a much higher correlation with user satisfaction than completion. We
then looked in detail at the web search scenario. We found satisfaction dropping
fast with the number of issued queries. We also found that direct answers (not
requiring interaction) had higher levels of user satisfaction than SERP or web-
page results (requiring further interaction) making ‘good abandonment’ a frequent
case and necessitating to take other features (e. g. touch, swipe, acoustic) into
account to discern good and bad abandonment. Finally, we zoomed in on the
structured search dialogues and found high level of satisfaction per sub-task, but
a drop in overall satisfaction for multi-task search dialogues with multiple sub-
tasks addressing different aspects, showing the importance of preserving session
context and demonstrating that task-level satisfaction cannot be reduced to query-
or impression-level satisfaction.

4.6 Conclusions

This chapter aimed to answer the following main research question: What deter-
mines user satisfaction with intelligent assistants?, by investigating key aspects
that determine user satisfaction for different scenarios of intelligent assistant us-
age. Our first research question was: RQ 4.1: What are characteristic types of
scenarios of use? We proposed three main types of scenarios of use: (1) device
control; (2) web search; and (3) structured search dialogue. The scenarios were
identified on the basis of three factors: their proportional existence in the logs of
a commercial intelligent assistant; the way requests are handled at the intelligent
assistant backend (e. g. user requests are redirected to the different services and
they serve different interfaces); and the way scenarios were defined in previous
works [123]. Next, we investigated: RQ 4.2: How can we measure different as-
pects of user satisfaction? We designed a series of user studies tailored to the
three scenarios of use, with questionnaires on variables potentially related to user
satisfaction. The used tasks were based on an extensive analysis of logs of a
commercial intelligent assistant.
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Q1:	  what	  do	  you	  have	  medicine	  for	  the	  stomach	  ache	  
Q2:	  stomach	  ache	  medicine	  over	  the	  counter	  
Q3:	  show	  me	  the	  nearest	  pharmacy	  
Q4:	  more	  informa5on	  on	  the	  second	  one	  
Q5:	  do	  they	  have	  a	  stool	  so7ener	  
Q6:	  does	  Fred	  Meyer	  have	  stool	  so7eners	  

General	  Search	  	  

Structured	  Local	  
Search	  

Combina5on	  of	  
scenarios	  

User’s	  dialog	  with	  Cortana	  related	  to	  the	  problem	  with	  ‘stomach	  ache’	  	  

Figure 4.8: Example of a mixed dialogue.

The data collected in the user study was used to investigate the remaining re-
search questions. First, we looked at: RQ 4.3: What are key factors determining
user satisfaction for the different scenarios? We collected participant’s responses
on their satisfaction with the task, their ability to complete a task, and the es-
timated effort it took. Our main conclusion is that effort is a key component
of user satisfaction across the different intelligent assistants scenarios. Second,
we focused on the web search interactions: RQ 4.4: How to characterize ‘aban-
donment’ in the web search scenario? We clearly demonstrated a ‘presence’ of
’good abandonment’ in the web search scenario, and concluded that to measure
user satisfaction we need to investigate the other forms of interaction signals that
are not based on clicks or reformulation. Third, we zoomed in on the structured
dialogue interactions: RQ 4.5: How does query-level satisfaction relate to overall
user satisfaction for the structured search dialogue scenario? We looked at user
satisfaction as ‘a user journey towards an information goal where each step is im-
portant,’ and showed the importance of session context on user satisfaction. Our
experimental results show that user satisfaction cannot be measured by averaging
over satisfaction with sub-tasks. Hence, frustration with some steps in a user’s
‘journey’ can greatly affect their overall satisfaction.

Our general conclusion is that the factors contributing to overall satisfaction
with a task are different between the scenarios. Task completion is highly cor-
related with user satisfaction for the device control scenario—it either worked or
it did not. For information seeking scenarios, user satisfaction is more related to
effort than task completion. We demonstrated that task-level satisfaction can-
not be reduced to query or impression-level satisfaction for information seeking
scenarios.

Research on intelligent assistants for mobile devices is a new area, and this
chapter addresses some of the important first steps. This work can be extended
in two main directions. First, our taxonomy of three types of scenarios could be
extended in various ways. In the logs we noticed that users use a mix of scenarios
in order to satisfy their information needs. Consider for example the dialogue
in Figure 4.8, in which the user combined multiple different scenarios in order
to accomplish his/her task: The user started by using general web search (Step
1: Q1 → Q2) to get information about his/her problem. Then he/she used the
structured search dialogue (Step 2: Q3 → Q4) to find a pharmacy. Afterwards,
he/she attempted to combine the information from the prior steps through com-
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plex requests (Step 3: Q5 → Q6). Unfortunately, this led to dissatisfaction as the
intelligent assistant failed to process Step 3. Therefore, it is essential to study
user satisfaction when users use a mix of scenarios. Second, we found that typical
behavioral signals in interaction logs (e. g. clicks) are not sufficient to infer user
satisfaction with intelligent assistants. Going forward, therefore, it will be impor-
tant to make use of other types of interactions such as touch or swipe, or acoustic
signals to predict user satisfaction. It has been shown [89, 123, 159] that these
signals are promising to detect user satisfaction with intelligent assistants and
hold the potential to construct accurate predictions of task-level user-satisfaction
based on behavioral data. Ultimately, such signals can be used in production
systems to improve the quality of human interaction with intelligent assistants.
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5
Search Dialogues

There is a rapid growth in the use of voice-controlled intelligent personal assistants
on mobile devices, such as Microsoft’s Cortana, Google Now, and Apple’s Siri.
They significantly change the way users interact with search systems, not only
because of the voice control use and touch gestures, but also due to the dialogue-
style nature of the interactions and their ability to preserve context across different
queries. Predicting success and failure of such search dialogues is a new problem,
and an important one for evaluating and further improving intelligent assistants.
While clicks in web search have been extensively used to infer user satisfaction,
their significance in search dialogues is lower due to the partial replacement of
clicks with voice control, direct and voice answers, and touch gestures.

In this chapter, we propose an automatic method to predict user satisfaction
with intelligent assistants that exploits all the interaction signals, including voice
commands and physical touch gestures on the device. First, we conduct an ex-
tensive user study to measure user satisfaction with intelligent assistants, and
simultaneously we record all user interactions. Second, we show that the dialogue
style of interaction makes it necessary to evaluate the user experience at the over-
all task level as opposed to the query level. Third, we train a model to predict
user satisfaction, and find that interaction signals that capture the user reading
patterns have a high impact: when including all available interaction signals, we
are able to improve the prediction accuracy of user satisfaction from 71% to 81%
over a baseline that utilizes only click and query features.

5.1 Introduction

Spoken dialogue systems have been thoroughly studied in the literature [176, 228–
230]. However, it has only been in recent years that a new generation of intelligent
assistants, powered by voice, such as Apple’s Siri, Microsoft’s Cortana, Google
Now, etc. have become a common feature on mobile devices. A recent study
[81], executed by Northstar Research and commissioned by Google, found out
that 55% of the U.S. teens use voice search every day and that 89% of teens
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Q1:	what's	the	weather	like	in	San	Francisco	
Q2:	what's	the	weather	like	in	Mountain	View	
Q3:	can	you	find	me	a	hotel	close	to	Mountain	View	
Q4:	can	you	show	me	the	cheapest	ones	
Q5:	show	me	the	third	one	
Q6:	show	me	the	direcBons	from	SFO	to	this	hotel	
Q6:	show	me	the	direcBons	from	SFO	to	this	hotel		Q7:	go	back	to	first	hotel		(misrecogniBon)		
Q8:	show	me	cheap	hotels	in	Mountain	View	
Q9:	how	me	cheap	hotels	in	Mountain	View	
Q10:	show	me	more	about	the	third	one	
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Figure 5.1: Example of search dialogue with intelligent assistant.

and 85% of adults agree that voice search is going to be ‘very common’ in the
near future. One of the reasons for the increased adoption is the recent signifi-
cant improvement in accuracy of automatic speech recognition [178]. Intelligent
assistants support multiple scenarios ranging from web search to proactive user
recommendations [211]. In this work, we focus on dialogue mode of interaction
with intelligent assistants. In this mode, a conversation takes place between the
user and the intelligent assistant: the user speaks to the intelligent assistant,
it responds and the user speaks back, frequently referring to the subject of the
previous request. This method of interaction is a more natural way for people
to communicate and is often faster and more convenient (e. g., while driving)
than typing. We call this type of interaction with intelligent assistants —search
dialogue.

In search dialogue, users go through a sequence of steps in order to reach a
desired goal: they solve one or more tasks, each of which consists of one or more
search queries. As an example, consider the user dialogue in Figure 5.1: our
user is trying to arrange a weekend in San Francisco. She has many tasks, from
checking the weather to finding a hotel, or finding directions, etc. The user is
engaged in a ‘true’ dialogue, i. e. the context is carried over across queries. When
the intelligent assistant loses this context on Q7, the user has to repeat some
of the queries to rebuild the context and most probably gets dissatisfied with
the intelligent assistant. So search dialogues are complex interactions, powered
by voice control, with longer sessions consisting of different tasks and changes of
focus within the same context. This is very different from traditional search in the
query-response paradigm, and here session context becomes of crucial importance.

Clearly, evaluation of user satisfaction is an essential part of the development
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of any intelligent assistant, as well as any traditional web search application. The
ability to measure user satisfaction provides an understanding of the direction to
take in order to improve the system. We can see from the example in Figure 5.1
that user satisfaction with search on intelligent assistants makes sense only for
the entire dialogue, not as satisfaction with each query of a dialogue separately.

This prompts the need to better understand how users interact with search
dialogue and how to define success and failure in terms of user experience—when
are users (dis)satisfied? More specifically, we want to understand how we can
measure and predict user satisfaction with search dialogue in ways that reflect
perceived user satisfaction, and whether we can use traditional methods of off-
line and online evaluation or need to take other factors into consideration. The
common practice for evaluating is to create a ‘gold’ standard (set of ‘correct’
answers) judged by editorial judges [119]. In the case of search dialogue, there
may be no general ‘correct’ answer since the answers are highly personalized
and contextualized (e. g. to a user’s location or a user’s past searches) to match
better user-information needs. Another way to evaluate web search performance
is through the use of implicit relevance feedback such as clicks, query length and
landing page dwell time [11, 77, 97, 124, 125].

User satisfaction is widely adopted as a subjective measure of the quality of the
search experience [131]. We know that user satisfaction for mobile web search is
already very different when compared to desktop search [159] . The case of search
dialogue is even more challenging for the measurement of user satisfaction [123].
Due to voice input-output to obtain answers directly from search dialogue without
clicking, implicit relevance signals become far more important The use of voice
commands leads to a substantial increase in the length of queries: from 3.26
terms per query on average for mobile search to 4.48 for search dialogue, while
also dramatically lowering the number of clicks per Search Engine Result Page
(SERP): from 0.67 to 0.30.1 Previous work [123] has modeled user satisfaction
with intelligent assistants using generic explicit interaction signals (e. g. clicks,
intelligent assistants request and response features, etc.) to simulate mobile search
tasks, but the characteristics of more complex interactions and important touch-
based signals were left unexplored. In this chapter, we encompass all touch-based
physical gestures that control the mobile viewport location (visible region on
the mobile device), and screen taps (clicks), for the purpose of inferring user
satisfaction with search dialogue. Concretely, our main research problem is:

How can we automatically predict user satisfaction with search dia-
logues on intelligent assistants using click, touch, and voice interac-
tions?

We break down our general research problem into three specific research ques-
tions.

RQ 5.1: How can we define user satisfaction with search dialogues?

1Statistics are calculated based on two weeks traffic of a commercial intelligent assistant in
July 2015.
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As we show in Figure 5.1, a search dialogue is a sequence of user queries
where each query is a step towards user satisfaction or frustration. We analyze
interactions within search dialogue, gradually increasing complexity of tasks and
looking at satisfaction with tasks.

RQ 5.2: How can we predict user satisfaction with search dialogues
using interaction signals?

Clicks in web search have been extensively used to infer user satisfaction, but
clicks in search dialogue have lower significance due to the use of voice control and
direct answers that do not require users to click. More insights can be gained by
considering other interaction signals that characterize physical interaction with
mobile devices. We investigate whether users’ touch interactions provide useful
signals for modeling user satisfaction for search dialogue and if they are more
effective than using general query, session, and click-based features.

RQ 5.3: Which interaction signals have the highest impact on pre-
dicting user satisfaction with search dialogues?

While training an interaction-based predictor of satisfaction for search dialogue,
we analyze if touch-based features are important. Furthermore, we investigate
which interaction signals are more important to predict user satisfaction by per-
forming a correlation analysis between the interaction features. To answer our
research questions, we set up a lab study with realistic tasks [38] for search dia-
logue derived from real user logs of a commercial intelligent assistant, measuring
a wide range of aspects of user satisfaction. We use the outcome of the user study
to understand and predict user satisfaction with intelligent assistants.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.2 describes
earlier work and background. We define user satisfaction though interaction sig-
nals for search dialogues in Section 5.3. Then, Section 5.4 introduces an approach
for modeling user interaction with search dialogues. Section 5.5 provides a de-
tailed description of the user study design to gather satisfaction labels. Finally,
Section 5.6 reports our results, findings, and limitations. We conclude and discuss
possible extensions of the current work in Section 5.7.

5.2 Background and Related Work

This chapter is relevant to three broad strands of research. First, we discuss re-
search on spoken dialogue systems which are predecessors of the current intelligent
assistants on mobile devices. Section 5.2.1 will extend our discussion of spoken
dialogue systems from Section 4.2.1. Second, our work is related to evaluation
of search quality because we propose a new model to evaluate user satisfaction
with search dialogues (Section 5.2.2). Third, our work is closely connected to the
previous studies about user satisfaction in web search systems because we suggest
a way to define and predict user satisfaction for search dialogues. Section 5.2.3
supplements our discussion about user satisfaction started in Section 4.2.2 and
Section 4.2.3.
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5.2.1 Spoken Dialogue Systems

The main difference between traditional web search and intelligent assistants is
their conversational nature of interaction. In the conversation mode of intelligent
assistant, the technology can refer to the previous users’ requests in order to un-
derstand the context of a conversation. For instance, in Figure 5.1 by asking Q4

the user assumes that the intelligent assistant will ‘know’ that she is still inter-
ested in ‘hotels in Mountain View’. Therefore, spoken dialogue systems [176] are
closely related to intelligent assistants. Spoken dialogue systems understand and
respond to the voice commands in a dialogue form; this area has been studied
extensively over the past two decades [228–230]. Most of these studies focused
on systems that have not been deployed in a large scale and hence did not have
the necessary means to study how users interact with these systems in real-world
scenarios, which led to most of the effort in evaluating spoken dialogue systems
focusing on offline evaluation. Moreover, intelligent assistants on mobile devices
support multiple scenarios of use compared with traditional spoken dialogue sys-
tems. For example, in addition to voice system response, intelligent assistants
on mobile devices provide web search results, direct answers or proactive recom-
mendations [211]. From these perspectives, intelligent assistants are similar to
multi-modal conversational systems [101, 236].

This work is different from previous work on spoken dialogue systems in a way
that, we study intelligent assistants on mobile devices and focus on analysis of
user behavior that allows us to evaluate the system in an online setting, as well
as to identify instances of dissatisfaction with the system performance.

5.2.2 Search Quality Evaluation

Historically, the key objective of information retrieval systems is to retrieve rel-
evant information, typically in the form of documents or references to docu-
ments [196, 199]. In the simplest form, relevance can be defined as a score for a
query-document pair. Given this query-document relevance score, many metrics
have been defined, such as MAP, NDCG, DCG, MRR, P@n, TBG, etc. [119]. For
such a setup, we have a collection of documents and queries that are annotated
by human judges; such a setup is commonly used at TREC2.

Recently online controlled experiments, such as A/B testing, have become
widely used a technique for controlling and improving search quality based on
data-driven decisions [155]. This methodology has been adopted by many leading
search companies such as Bing [62], Google [223], Facebook [20], and Yandex [71].
An A/B test is designed to compare two variants of a method (e. g. ranking on
SERP, ads ranking at the same time by exposing them to two user groups and
by measuring the difference between them in terms of a key metric (e. g. the
revenue, the number of visits, etc.), also known as an overall evaluation crite-
rion. There are many existing studies towards better online evaluation which
were devoted to inventing new metrics [70, 73] or improving existing ones [71].
The main goal of these studies was to make these metrics more consistent with

2Text REtrieval Conference: http://trec.nist.gov/
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the long-term goals [155]. User engagement metrics show different aspects of user
experience. For instance, they can reflect (1) user loyalty – the number of ses-
sions per user [216], (2) user activity – the number of visited web pages [165]
or the absence time [73]. The periodicity engagement metrics of user behavior,
which resulted from the Discrete Fourier transform of state-of-the-art engagement
measures were applied in [70].

Our work is related to the online evaluation line of work since our objective
is to build models that can be used to evaluate intelligent assistants, possibly in
A/B testing settings. Our work is different in the way that we do not focus on
how to run A/B experiments, but we only focus on creating models that can be
used to predict satisfaction.

5.2.3 User Satisfaction

User satisfaction is widely adopted as a subjective measure of search experi-
ence. Kelly [131] proposes a definition: ‘satisfaction can be understood as the ful-
fillment of a specified desire or goal’. Furthermore, recently researchers studied
different metrics reflective of user satisfaction, such as effort [249], and it has been
shown that user satisfaction at the query-level can change over time [145, 148]
due to some external influence. These changes lead to the necessity of updat-
ing the data collection. Query-level satisfaction metrics ignore the information
about users’ ‘journey’ from a question to an answer which might take more than
one query [120]. Al-Maskari et al. [14] claim that query-level satisfaction is not
applicable for informational queries. Users can run follow-up queries if they are
unsatisfied with the returned results; reformulations can lead users to an answer
– this scenario is called task-level user satisfaction [66, 97]. Moreover, Kelly et al.
[133] have provided evidence that the most complex search tasks were similar to
the work [41] characterization of complex tasks with respect to having multiple
interdependent parts that needed to be addressed separately.

Previous research proposed different methods for identifying successful ses-
sions. Hassan et al. [97] used a Markov model to predict success at the end of
the task. Ageev et al. [9] exploited an expertise-dependent difference in search
behavior by using a Conditional Random Fields model to predict a search success.
Authors used a game-like strategy for collecting annotated data by asking par-
ticipants to find answers to non-trivial questions using web search. On the other
hand, situations when users are frustrated have also been studied. Feild et al.
[75] proposed a method for understanding user frustration. Hassan et al. [98] and
Hassan Awadallah et al. [99] have found that high similarity of successive queries
is an indicator of an unsuccessful task. Our work is different from this line of work
in the way that we focus on intelligent assistants while all these methods focus on
analyzing user behavior when users interact with traditional search systems.

Most recently, user satisfaction for intelligent assistants on mobile devices
started to gain attention [123]. Jiang et al. [123] focused on simulated tasks
for device control and web search, and identify satisfactory and unsatisfactory
sessions based on features used in predicting satisfaction on the web, as well as
acoustic features of the spoken request. They do not focus on complex search
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dialogues and use use generic signals commonly used in Web search satisfaction
modeling such as clicks and queries.

Sometimes, the information displayed on a SERP is sufficient to satisfy the
users’ information need. This phenomenon is called good abandonment [166, 217]
and was studied in [90] for mobile devices. The authors modeled viewing behavior
based on touch interaction, and demonstrated the correlation of document rele-
vance and viewport changing patterns on touch-enabled mobile devices. Recent
research by Lagun et al. [159] extended this line of research to model the viewport
for inferring user attention and satisfaction with SERPs. The absence of clicks is
an emerging problem for intelligent assistants as well, because they are frequently
controlled by voice input.

Wildemuth et al. [242] reviewed over a hundred interactive information re-
trieval studies in terms of task complexity and difficulty, and found that the num-
ber of tasks and the number of facets were the main dimensions of task complexity.
Recently, Kelly [132] linked perceived task complexity and effort, suggesting that
user satisfaction may depend on the amount of effort to complete a complex task.

Our work focuses on modeling user satisfaction for intelligent assistants. We
specifically focus on complex interactions—search dialogue. We show that in-
teraction signals are essential to infer user satisfaction with search dialogue and
demonstrate how they can be used in practice. We also focus on studying new in-
teraction signals (such as touch and viewport changes) to model user’s attention.
We introduce a general notion of user satisfaction and exploit an extended list of
interaction signals in order to predict user satisfaction with search dialogue

To summarize, the key distinctions of our work compared to previous efforts
are: we studied a new method of user interaction with intelligent assistants on
mobile devices, search dialogue, and we proposed a method to measure and predict
user satisfaction for search dialogue using touch-interaction signals. Our metric
is applicable to evaluation both online (e. g., introducing a new ranker or answer
type for the intelligent assistant) and offline (e. g., mining search dialogues where
users are dissatisfied).

5.3 Defining User Satisfaction

In this section we investigate RQ 5.1: How can we define user satisfaction with
search dialogues? In the case of search dialogue, the key distinction of this scenario
is the ability of the intelligent assistant to maintain the context of the conversation.
Moreover, responses provided by intelligent assistants can be either in the form
of a structured answer or in the form of the usual mobile SERP. Figure 5.2 (A)
and (B) illustrate examples of structured answers from a commercial intelligent
assistant. Examples of tasks, when this type of interaction is activated, include
requests about restaurants, hotels, travel, weather, etc. Structured answers differ
significantly from the usual mobile SERP (e. g., Figure 5.2 (C)). We characterize
different types of search dialogues based on our broad analysis of the logs from a
commercial intelligent assistant, Section 5.3.1 supplements our discussion search
dialogue types started in Section 4.3.3. We also present a generalized definition
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User:	
Q3:	“Show	
direc+ons	to	
the	second	

one”	

User:	
Q2:	“Show	
the	best	

restaurants	
near	me	”	

User:	
Q1:	“Show	
restaurants	
near	me”	

User	
Q1:	“Do	I	need	

to	have	a	
jacket	

tomorrow?”	

Intel.	Assistant:		
“Here	are	ten	

restaurants	near	
you”	

Intel.	Assistant:	
	“You	could	
probably	go	

without	one.	The	
forecast	shows	

…”	

Intel.	Assistant:	
“Here	are	ten	

restaurants	near	
you	that	have	
good	reviews”		

Intel.	Assistant:	
“GeFng	you	

direc+on	to	the	
Mayuri	Indian	

Cuisine”		

(A)	 (B)	
Main	Task:	Checking	weather		

Task	1:	Finding	restaurant	 Task	2:	GeDng	DirecFons	

Main	Task:	Arrange	a	dinner	

General	Web	Search	
(C)	

Figure 5.2: Examples (A) and (B) represent different types of intelligent assis-
tant’s response structured single task search dialogue and structured multi-task
search dialogue accordingly. Example (C) represents a general SERP on mobile
device.

of user satisfaction with search dialogue using interaction signals in Section 5.3.2.

5.3.1 Search Dialogue Types

After intensive analysis of the logs of a commercial intelligent assistant, we split
search dialogues into two types: single task search dialogues and multi-task search
dialogues. Roughly 50-55% of interactions can be characterized as single task
search dialogues, the rest as multi-task search dialogues.3

Single Task Search Dialogue Single task search dialogue has one underlying
atomic information need and mostly consists of one query and one answer. An
example of a single task search dialogue is the weather-related information need,
shown in Figure 5.2 (A). Single task search dialogues are very similar to mobile
web search and follow the query-response paradigm. We expect that they can be
evaluated using query-level satisfaction.

Multi-Task Search Dialogue Multi-task search dialogue consists of multiple
interactions with the intelligent assistant that lead towards one final goal e. g.
‘plan a night out’. These long and complex interactions can be divided into a
series of tasks. Obviously, multi-task search dialogues are more complex than
other search dialogues because of a greater number of interactions whereby the
user speaks to the intelligent assistant, the intelligent assistant responds, the user
speaks back to it and so on.

An example of multi-task search dialogue is presented in Figure 5.2 (B): the
intelligent assistant is used to arrange a dinner. The user makes the following
transitions in this search dialogue:

• Q1 : asking for a list of the nearest restaurants.

• Q2 : sorting the returned list to find the best restaurants (During the tran-
sition Q1 → Q2, the intelligent assistant ‘knows’ that the user is referring

3The terminology to characterize search dialogue types, which was introduced in Section 4.3.3,
is changed here as new terminology suits better for research questions of this chapter.
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Q1:	what	do	you	have	medicine	for	the	stomach	ache	
Q2:	stomach	ache	medicine	over	the	counter	

Q3:	show	me	the	nearest	pharmacy	
Q4:	more	informa5on	on	the	second	one	

Q5:	do	they	have	a	stool	so7ener	
Q6:	does	Fred	Meyer	have	stool	so7eners	

General	Search		

Structured	Search	

General	Search	

User’s	search	dialogue		related	to	the	problem	with	‘stomach	ache’		

Figure 5.3: An example of the search dialogue where structured answer and gen-
eral web SERP are used.

to the list of restaurants from the previous query).

• Q3 : selecting a restaurant from the list and asking for the directions (Dur-
ing the transition Q2 → Q3 : the intelligent assistant ‘knows’ that the
user is working with the sorted list of restaurants).

We notice that some user needs turn out to be too complex to answer with the
structured interface. An example where a user needs help with a stomach ache
that is shown in Figure 5.3. In this case, the intelligent assistant used both general
web search and structured dialogue interface to respond to the user’s requests.
The intelligent assistant redirects a user to general search if the intelligent assistant
deems that general SERP will satisfy the user’s information needs better such as
for queries: Q1, Q2, Q5 and Q6 in Figure 5.3.

A search dialogue is not just a sequence of 〈Q,SERP 〉 pairs consisting of
the SERP returned by the intelligent assistant in response to the voice query
Q. Search dialogue consists of one or more tasks, each of which consists of one
or more queries. To better understand requirements for the user study setup,
we divide search dialogues into single- and multi-task. Our hypothesis is that
it is important for evaluation of user satisfaction with intelligent assistants if a
response to a voice query Q can be either in a structured form (SERP str, see
Figure 5.2 (A) and (B)) or in a form of a general web search (SERPweb, see
Figure 5.2 (C)).

5.3.2 User Satisfaction with Search Dialogues

Based on our analysis of a commercial intelligent assistant logs4 we hypothesize
that much of the frustration happens when the intelligent assistant is not able to
maintain the context and users need to start their search over in order to complete
their tasks. As we present in the example in Figure 5.1, the intelligent assistant
lost the context in the transition Q6 → Q7 due to an automatic speech recognition
error, and the user had to start over. Overall user satisfaction with the search

4We used logs of Microsoft Cortana.
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dialogue decreases dramatically in this case despite the fact that the user seemed
to be satisfied with the previous transitions: Q1 → · · · → Q6. Furthermore, it is
likely to be especially frustrating since the mistake happens after the context was
transferred between the previous six queries (at the end of the session).

Single task search dialogue has one main task T that can be represented as
follows: T =

(
〈Q1, SERP1〉, . . . , 〈Qn, SERPn〉

)
. For any given task T , there is

a set of interaction signals (e. g. touch, viewport change, etc.) that we denote as
I(T ) and it can be defined as function f that combines all interactions for every
〈Q,SERP 〉 pair in T :

I(T ) = f
(
I
(
〈Q1, SERP1〉

)
, . . . , I

(
〈Qn, SERPn〉

))
. (5.1)

In the case of multi-task search dialogue, the search dialogue has more than one
task and can be viewed as a sequence of tasks: T1, . . . , Tm. Interaction signals
within the search dialogue are defined through the function g that aggregates user
interaction over tasks happening during search dialogue:

I(T1, . . . , Tm) = g
(
I(T1), . . . , I(Tm)

)
. (5.2)

Our objective is to define a function h that given a set of interaction sig-
nals would predict whether the user was satisfied or not. For multi-task search
dialogues, h can be defined as:

SAT (T1, . . . , Tm) = h
(
I(T1, . . . , Tm)

)
. (5.3)

In the case of a single task search dialogue that consists of one task T , Equa-
tion 5.3 would be simplified to SAT (T ) = h

(
I(T )

)
. If a single task search

dialogue consists of a single query, the equation can be further simplified to
SAT (T ) = h

(
I(〈Q,SERP 〉)

)
, like in standard query-level satisfaction.

In this section, based on extensive analysis of the logs of an intelligent assistant,
we characterized search dialogues as single- and multi-task, divided queries as
giving either a structured or a general web search response, and conceptually
modeled user satisfaction with search dialogues. Additionally we illustrated that
the overall user satisfaction with search dialogue cannot be reduced to the query
or even task level satisfaction, because of the dependency between them and the
expectation that the intelligent assistant maintains the context during the whole
interaction within a dialogue.

5.4 Modeling User Interactions

This section addresses RQ 5.2: How can we predict user satisfaction with search
dialogues using interaction signals? First, we describe used interaction signals
that are logged as the following two types of features: (1) general implicit fea-
tures which have been used in previous work on characterizing user behavior with
general Web search [11, 77, 97, 124] and intelligent assistants [123] (Section 5.4.1),
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Table 5.1: Description of implicit features per search dialogue

Feature Name Feature Description

F1 NumQueries Number of queries
F2 NumClicks Number of clicks
F3 NumSATClicks Number of clicks (> 30 sec. dwell time)
F4 NumDSATClicks Number of clicks (≤ 15 sec. dwell time)
F5 TimeToFirstClick Time (seconds) until the first click
F6 MetaphoneLevenstein Levenstein similarity between pronunciation and writ-

ing
F7 MetaphoneSubstring Substring similarity between pronunciation and writing

and (2) touch and attention features which, we believe, provide a different per-
spective for modeling satisfaction with search dialogues (Section 5.4.2). Note that
some of these features were also shown to be useful for predicting the relevance
of web search results [89, 90, 159]. These two types of features are used to de-
fine I(〈Q,SERP 〉) which is a component of Equation 5.1. Finally, we present a
method for modelling user interaction with the search dialogue task T to represent
I(T ) from Equation 5.1 (Section 5.4.3).

5.4.1 Query, Session and Voice Features

Table 5.1 lists the utilized implicit features: (F1, . . . , F7).

Queries and Click Features (F1, . . . , F5): In our case click means tapping a
result item (e. g. the best answer from a list of candidates). We use the following
features that are calculated across the entire search dialogue task: the number
of queries (F1) the number of clicks (F2), the number of satisfied clicks, defined
as clicks with dwell time > 30 seconds (F3), as well as the number of dissatisfied
clicks, defined as clicks with dwell time ≤ 15 seconds (F4), and the total time (sec-
onds) before the first click in search dialogue (F5). Note that previous work [77]
has shown that long dwell time clicks (> 30 seconds) are highly likely to indicate
satisfaction while quick-back clicks (≤ 15 seconds) are highly likely to indicate
dissatisfaction.

Acoustic Features (F6, F7): We utilize acoustic features to characterize voice
interaction happening in search dialogues. More specifically, we use the phonetic
similarity between consecutive requests to identify patterns of repetition. Meta-
phone representation [182] is a way of indexing words by their pronunciation that
allows us to represent words by how they are pronounced as opposed to how
they are written. Phonetic similarity is assessed by computing the edit distance
between the Metaphone representation of two utterances. For example, a voice
query ‘WhatsApp’ may be incorrectly recognized as ‘what’s up’, but their meta-
phone codes are both ‘WTSP’. In such cases, this phonetic similarity feature helps
us detect repeated or similar requests that are missed by normal text similarity
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Table 5.2: Description of touch features per search dialogue

Feature Name Feature Description

F9 NumSwipes Number of Swipes
F10 NumUpSwipes Number of up-swipes
F11 NumDownSwipes Number of down-swipes
F12 SwipedDistance Total distance swiped (pixels)
F13 AvgNumSwipes Number of swipes normalized by time
F14 AvgSwipeDistance Total distance divided by number of swipes
F15 DistanceByTime Total swiped distance divided by time
F16 DirectionChanges Number of swipe direction changes
F17 DurationPerAns SERP answer duration (seconds) which is shown on

screen (even partially)
F18 FractionPerAns Fraction of visible pixels belonging to SERP answer
F19 ReadTimePerAns Attributed time (seconds) to viewing a particular ele-

ment (answer) on SERP
F20 1DReadTimePerPix Attributed time (seconds) per unit height (pixels) asso-

ciated with a particular element on SERP
F21 2DReadTimePerPix Attributed time (milliseconds) per unit area (square pix-

els) associated with a particular element on SERP

features based on recognized speech. As similarities metrics we use Levenstein
Distance (F6) and Substring (F7).

5.4.2 Touch Features

One of the main contributions of this work is the introduction of touch and at-
tention features for detecting user satisfaction with search dialogue. We focus on
touch-based features related to the way in which users interact with the screen and
features based on elements visible to users. This serves as a surrogate for what
the user is paying attention to on the page and how this changes throughout the
search dialogue. Table 5.2 lists the utilized touch features.

Capturing touch events is not easy in practice because of non-standard instru-
mentation [107]. We derive interaction features and the exact information that
was displayed on the phone screen at any given time using mobile viewport log-
ging. This allows us to record the portion of the answer/result currently visible
on the screen, as well as bounding boxes of all results shown on the page. For
instance, if an element is visible in the viewport at some point in time and then
no longer visible, one can infer that a gesture must have taken place. Further-
more, if an element below the original element becomes visible, then one can infer
that it must have been a downward swipe action. We use element-tracking in
the viewport to infer features related to swipes happening during search dialogue:
F9, . . . , F16.

Lagun et al. [159] showed that there is a strong correlation between the time
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3	seconds	 6	seconds	
33%	of	ViewPort		 66%	of	ViewPort		

ViewPort	
Height	

2	seconds	
20%	of	ViewPort		

1s	 4s	 0.4s	 5.4s	+ + =

(A)	F19	=ABributed	Reading	Time	per	SERP	Answer	

(B)	ABributed		Reading	Time	per	Pixel	for	SERP	Answer	

Reading	Time:	5.4s	
400	pixels	

Pixel	Area:		
(400	pix	x	300	pix)	

0.045	ms/pix2	=	

300	pixels	 Reading	Time:	5.4s	

Pixel	Height:	400	pixels	
0.0135	s/pix	=	F20	 =	

F21	 =	

Figure 5.4: The illustration how to capture (A): F19 ReadingTimePerAnswer and
(B): F20, F21ReadingTimePerPixel.

for which a result is visible and its gaze time. Following this observation, we
approximate how much attention different SERP elements get. Features F17, F18

are used to characterize visibility of SERP answers. The feature F19 attempts
to attribute the time the user spends looking at each stationary viewport to the
different elements based on their area. Features F20 and F21 are responsible for
reading time per pixel, they normalize the attributed reading time so that size
of the content region does not introduce a systematic weight into the metric.
Figure 5.4 illustrates how F19 is captured in the example (A) and how F20 and
F21 are calculated in the example (B). To aggregate the features F17, . . . , F21 at
the 〈Q,SERP 〉-level, we use four types of aggregation: average (Avg), maximum
(Max), minimum (Min), and standard deviation (Stdev).

We presented a list of implicit and touch features that are collected on 〈Q,SERP 〉-
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level during user interaction with search dialogues on intelligent assistants. We
define I(〈Q,SERP 〉) by the feature vector: (F1, . . . , F21). Next, we will explain
how to model user interaction on the task level—I(T ).

5.4.3 User Interactions over Search Dialogues

We showed that search dialogue tasks have an underlying semantic structure and
potentially can be divided into single task search dialogues and multi-task search
dialogues. There is no automatic search dialogue analyser available so we cannot
split search dialogues into tasks on the fly. The goal of this work is to deliver an
online metric for user satisfaction with search dialogues on intelligent assistants.
Potentially, the semantic structure of a search dialogue task is not entirely flat
and it might have a tree structure. Developing an automatic tool to mine the
search dialogue structure is a promising direction for future work.

The intelligent assistant has two types of response to a voice query Q: either
in a structured form, SERP str as illustrated in Figure 5.2 (A) and (B), or in
the form of a general web search, SERPweb as illustrated in Figure 5.2 (C).
Our hypothesis is that the type of response of intelligent assistants can be used
to approximately divide search dialogues into the different types of tasks. Our
assumption relies on the internal logic of the intelligent assistant that returns
SERP str when tasks are about different types of location (restaurants, hotels,
pharmacies, shops etc.), directions to locations, or weather. If the intelligent
assistant deems that information from general web is more suitable for a query
then it returns SERP str. This kind of intelligent assistant response still differs
from general mobile search because it looks like a dialogue. For example, if a
user voice query can be answered using the knowledge graph then, the intelligent
assistant speaks the answer out aloud.

We define the function f from Equation 5.1 through aggregation. Further, in
our experiment we use geometric mean as aggregation. We experimented with
other aggregation functions, and they yielded similar or worse performance. We
apply three techniques to define I(T ) for the search dialogue consisting of n queries
in total, m queries resulted in SERP str and k queries resulted in SERPweb:

A1: considering only interaction with 〈Q,SERP str〉:

I(T ) =
( m∏
i=1

I
(
〈Qi, SERP stri 〉

))1/m

; (5.4)

A2: considering interactions with all 〈Q,SERP 〉 equally:

I(T ) =
( n∏
i=1

I
(
〈Qi, SERPi〉

))1/n

; (5.5)

A3: separating interactions with 〈Q,SERP str〉 and 〈Q,SERPweb〉 as two differ-
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ent tasks T str and Tweb:

I(T str, Tweb) =
[( m∏

i=1

I
(
〈Qi, SERP stri 〉

))1/m

,

( k∏
j=1

I
(
〈Qj , SERPwebj 〉

))1/k]
.

(5.6)

In this section we introduced the list of features to model user interactions. We
focused specifically on presenting interaction signals which are promising for mod-
eling user interaction with intelligent assistants. Next, we will describe the setup
for our lab study with real-world tasks for search dialogue derived from real user
logs. The outcome of the study will be used to understand how important inter-
action signals are for modeling user satisfaction with search dialogue.

5.5 User Study

This section describes the design of the user study to collect user interactions
for search dialogues. The more general discussion about designing user studies
for intelligent assistants is initially presented in Section 4.4. The collected data is
used to investigate our research questions: RQ 5.2 and RQ 5.3. While designing
tasks for our user study, we rely on the following requirements: (1) the suggested
tasks should be realistic; (2) following Borlund [38] we construct the tasks so that
participants could relate to them and they would provide ‘enough imaginative
context.’

Participants We recruited 60 participants to participate in the study. All par-
ticipants were college or graduate students residing in the United States. They
all had good command of English. 75% of the participants were male and the
remaining 25% were female. The average age of the participants is 25.5 (± 5.4)
years. They were reimbursed by a $10 gift card for participating in the study.

Tasks We analyzed over 400,000 search dialogues from the search logs of a
commercial intelligent assistant to generate tasks for the user study. Based on
our analysis we generated eight tasks for the user study that were designed to
cover approximately 70-80% of subjects queried by real users of the intelligent
assistant. We formulated tasks in a free form in order to encourage query diversity
and stimulate either genuine satisfaction or frustration with returned results. The
final tasks for the user study consist of:

• one single task search dialogue that is related to the weather e. g. Task A:
‘Check if you need to a coat tomorrow?’;

• four multi-task search dialogues that include two subjects e. g. Task B:
‘You are planning a night out. Pick a restaurant based on your preferences:
cheap, best review, or closest. Find out driving directions to the selected
restaurant;
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• three multi-task search dialogues that require at least three switches within
the same context e. g. Task C: ‘You are planning a vacation. Pick a place.
Check if the weather is good enough for the period you are planning the
vacation. Find a hotel that suits you. Find out driving directions to this
place.

For each task, we recorded an audio that verbally described the task objective.
Following the study [123], we did not show the participants the written description
while they were working on the task as it was demonstrated many participants
directly used the sentences shown in descriptions as requests. We strongly wanted
to avoid such outcome because our goal was to simulate real user behavior.

Study Setup Participants performed the tasks on a mobile phone with a com-
mercial intelligent assistant installed. If the task needed access to specific device
resources, functions or applications (e. g. maps), they were pre-installed to make
sure users would not encounter problems. The experiment was conducted in a
quiet room, so as to reduce the disturbance of external noise. Although the real
environment often involves noise and interruption, we eliminated those factors to
simplify the experiment. While participants were doing the user study all their
interactions were logged using an internal API.

The participants watched a 4 minutes video with instructions that explained
how to use the intelligent assistant. Then, participants worked on one training
task and eight formal tasks. We instructed participants that they should stop
a task when they had accomplished their goal or if they became frustrated and
wanted to give up. After completing each task, participants were asked to answer
the following four questions:

1. Were you able to complete the task?

2. How satisfied are you with your experience in this task in general?

In case of multi-task search dialogue participants indicate their graded sat-
isfaction e. g. for Task C questions were:

2.1 How satisfied are you with finding a hotel?
2.2 How satisfied are you with finding a direction?

3. Did you put in a lot of effort to complete the task?

4. How well did the intelligent assistant recognize your voice?

Except for the first question which required a Yes/No answer, all questions were
answered using a 5 point Likert scale. Additionally, to stimulate participants’
involvement in search dialogues, we asked them to answer clarifying question(s)
about task output. For example, if the task was about finding a restaurant the
participant would need to indicate its name in the questionnaire. The total ex-
periment time was about 30 minutes.

User Study Summary We stimulated participants’ involvement by giving free
form tasks. They needed to formulate their own goals for the task and it leads
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Table 5.3: Measurements of prediction quality based on different subsets of
features. The relative improvements compared to the baseline are provided in
parentheses

Predictor Acc
(%) P

SAT (%)
R F1 P

DSAT (%)
R F1

Avg. F1

(%)
AUC
(%)

Baseline:
A1(F1, . . . , F5)

70.62 70.72 92.91 80.31 70.50 30.37 42.45 61.38 61.51

P1:
A1(F1, . . . , F7)

78.53∗
(11.20)

81.81∗
(15.68)

85.73
(-7.73)

83.72
(4.25)

71.24
(1.76)

65.55∗
(115.84)

68.51∗
(61.37)

76.11∗
(24.00)

81.20∗
(32.01)

P2:
A1(F1, . . . , F21)

78.78∗
(11.55)

80.98∗
(14.51)

87.75
(-5.55)

84.23
(4.88)

74.69
(5.94)

62.61∗
(106.16)

68.12∗
(60.46)

76.17∗
(24.10)

83.59∗
(35.90)

P3:
A2(F1, . . . , F21)

80.21∗
(13.58)

82.55∗
(16.73)

87.99
(-5.30)

85.18
(6.07)

76.28∗
(8.20)

66.07∗
(117.55)

70.81∗
(66.80)

78.00∗
(27.07)

83.31∗
(35.44)

P4:
A3(F1, . . . , F21)

80.81∗
(14.43)

84.89∗
(+20.04)

85.42
(-8.06)

85.15
(6.03)

73.45
(4.18)

72.55∗
(138.89)

73.00∗
(71.95)

79.08∗
(28.83)

85.62∗
(39.20)

to satisfaction or frustration. For example, out of 60 responses for Task C we
extracted 46 references to unique places. As a result of free task formulation
we obtained a diverse query set, characterized as follows: in total, participants
perform 540 tasks that involved 2, 040 queries in total of which 1, 969 were unique;
the average query length was 7.07. The single task search dialogue as Task
A generated 130 queries in total, four multi-task search dialogues as Task B
generated 685 queries, and three multi-task search dialogues as Task C generated
1, 355 queries.

5.6 Results and Findings

We now investigate our RQ 5.3: Which interaction signals have the highest im-
pact on predicting user satisfaction with search dialogues? We begin by introduc-
ing our results on the prediction quality of user satisfaction with search dialogues
(Section 5.6.1). We conclude by presenting a correlation analysis between the
interaction features and user satisfaction (Section 5.6.2).

5.6.1 Predicting User Satisfaction

The purpose of this study is to predict overall user satisfaction with search dia-
logues. Therefore we do not utilize graded satisfaction in this work but it would
be useful for future research. In our user study, users reported overall satisfaction
using a 5 point Likert scale. Due to the large difference in rating distributions
between the single- and multi-task search dialogue we consider the evaluation as a
binary classification problem. We divide the labeled search dialogues into binary
classes: satisfied (SAT) – users provided 5 or 4; dissatisfied (DSAT) – everything
else. This resulted in the following proportion of positively and negatively labeled
search dialogues: SAT – 64% and DSAT – 36%.

We formulate a supervised classification problem where, given a search dia-
logue, the goal is to classify it to SAT or DSAT. We train Gradient Boosted De-
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cision Trees (GBDT) [78] as a satisfaction predictor h presented in Equation 5.3.
We experiment with other classifiers (logistic regression, SVM), and they yield
similar or worse performance. Hence we only report the results of GBDT.

We use 10-fold cross validation. For each training fold, we use grid search
to optimize the number of leaves, tree depth, and the number of leaves required
to split. We train our predictors based on different subsets of features from
(F1, . . . , F21). For each experiment we report the overall accuracy (Acc), average
F1 score (Avg. F1), area under the curve (AUC); and precision (P), recall (R) and
F1 score (F1) for SAT and DSAT separately. The results are shown in Table 5.3.

The baseline is the classifier trained on queries and click features which are
aggregated over a search dialogue using Equation 5.4. We observe that the base-
line is overly optimistic with a low DSAT recall (30%) and high SAT recall (93%),
showing that it is effective in picking up the imbalance in SAT/DSAT distribution
but far less effective in distinguishing satisfaction from dissatisfaction. We train
the predictor P1 on an expanded feature set, adding the Methaphone features
(F6, F7). From Table 5.3, we can see that the predictor P1 shows statistically
significant improvement (p < 0.05) in Acc, SAT P, DSAT R, DSAT F1, Avg. F1

and AUC when compared against the baseline. Next, we expand feature set by
adding the touch signals from Table 5.2.

We use the three proposed techniques for feature aggregation over task(s)
while training based on (F1, . . . , F21): A1 (Equation 5.4) for the predictor P3, A2

(Equation 5.5) for P4, and A3 (Equation 5.6) for P5. Based on results in Table 5.3,
we can infer that the predictors P2, P3 and P4 demonstrate statistically signifi-
cant improvements (p < 0.05) in Acc, SAT P, DSAT R, DSAT F1, Avg. F1 and
AUC when compared against the baseline, indicating that the touch features in-
corporated in prediction models are fundamental to evaluation of user satisfaction
with search dialogues. Also from Table 5.3, we can infer that the aggregation A3

(when we separate user interactions: SERP str and SERPweb) is the most bene-
ficial one, when compared against the baseline. In the next subsection, we present
features analysis to characterize the relative importance of different features.

5.6.2 Features Analysis

To understand the impact of implicit features (F1, . . . , F7) from Table 5.1, we
calculate the Pearson correlation between the user satisfaction label (SAT) and
each feature. The results are presented in Table 5.4. Feature F7(Qi, Qi+1), which
indicates that the subsequent query Qi+1 in the task contains prior query Qi,
is positively correlated with SAT. Expanding the query, or rather refining the
query to better specify the intent, is a common user behavior and is expected to
increase the probability of finding satisfactory content on the subsequent SERP.
The complementary feature, F7(Qi+1, Qi), however, reflects the case where the
subsequent query Qi+1 in the task is contained within the prior query Qi; this
feature is negatively correlated with SAT. Speech recognition errors in Qi → Qi+1

can give rise to this type of feature, and the negative correlation is expected from
such transitions. Our findings are similar to the previously reported results [123].
Based on relatively high correlation between click-based features (F2, . . . , F5) we
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Table 5.4: Pearson correlations between satisfaction (SAT) and implicit features.
Results are statistically significant (p < 0.05)

Feature Type Correlation
F7(Qi, Qi+1) [MetaphoneSubstring] 0.45
F4 [NumDSATClicks] 0.31
F5 [TimeToFirstClick] 0.30
F2 [NumClicks] 0.27
F6 [MetaphoneLevenstein] 0.23
F3 [NumSATClicks] 0.12
F7(Qi+1, Qi) [MetaphoneSubstring] -0.16
F1 [NumQueries] -0.49

infer that clicks during search dialogues can be interpreted as a sign of user sat-
isfaction. We find that the search dialogue length, in terms of F1, is negatively
correlated with satisfaction. Long conversations can be the result of two types of
behavior: (a) multiple attempts of users to have their speech properly recognized,
or (b) the loss of context by the intelligent assistant during the conversation, forc-
ing users to restart the conversation; both of these explain the observed negative
correlation.

Table 5.5 shows the results of correlation analysis for the touch features (F8, . . . , F21)
using aggregations A2 and A3. We present the top 5 positively-correlated fea-
tures and the top 5 negatively correlated features. To explain the correlations,
we present three hypotheses. These hypotheses are not alternatives and can all
be true together:

H1: The SERP for a query is ordered by a measure of relevance as determined
by the system, then additional exploration is unlikely to achieve user satis-
faction, but is more likely an indication that the best-provided results (i. e.
the SERP top) are insufficient to address the user intent.

H2: In the converse case of H1, when users find content that satisfies their intent,
their likelihood of scrolling is reduced, and they dwell for an extended period
on the top viewport.

H3: When users are involved in a complex task, they are dissatisfied when redi-
rected to a general mobile SERP, as opposed to receiving an explicit struc-
tured answer from the intelligent assistant (e. g. the transition Q4 → Q5 in
Figure 5.3). Unlike H2, the absence of scrolling on this landing page is an
indication of dissatisfaction.

The features in Table 5.5 are explained in more depth below. A large Stdev(F18)
characterizes the situation where roughly half of the available answers is observed
and the other half is not. This would occur when there is minimal or no scrolling
behavior, since answers at the top of the SERP are visible and the answers toward
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Table 5.5: Pearson correlations between satisfaction (SAT) and touch features.
Results are statistically significant (p < 0.05)

Feature Type Cor.

A2 (Eq. 5.5) for aggregating Touch Features

Stdev(F18) [FractionPerAns] 0.23
Min(F20) [1DReadTimePerPix] 0.20
Stdev(F19) [ReadTimePerAns] 0.19
Avg(F20)) [1DReadTimePerPix] 0.19
Max(F20)) [1DReadTimePerPix] 0.18

. . . . . .
F10 [NumUpSwipes] -0.10
F9 [NumSwipes] -0.12
F11 [NumDownSwipes] -0.12
F12 [SwipedDistance] -0.13
F15 [DistanceByTime] -0.18

A3 (Eq. 5.6) for aggregating Touch Features Aggregation

I
(
〈Q,SERP str〉

)
: Max(F18) [FractionPerAns] 0.35

I
(
〈Q,SERP str〉

)
: Stdev(F18) [FractionPerAns] 0.34

I
(
〈Q,SERP str〉

)
: Max(F19) [ReadTimePerAns] 0.32

I
(
〈Q,SERP str〉

)
: Avg(F18) [FractionPerAns] 0.31

I
(
〈Q,SERP str〉

)
: Avg(F19) [ReadTimePerAns] 0.31

. . . . . .
I
(
〈Q,SERPweb〉

)
: Min(F20) [1DReadTimePerPix] -0.35

I
(
〈Q,SERPweb〉

)
: Stdev(F18) [FractionPerAns] -0.28

I
(
〈Q,SERPweb〉

)
: Min(F18) [FractionPerAns] -0.32

I
(
〈Q,SERPweb〉

)
: Avg(F18) [FractionPerAns] -0.35

I
(
〈Q,SERPweb〉

)
:Max(F18) [FractionPerAns] -0.35

the bottom are hidden from view. F20 is well-defined only for observable content,
and when users do not scroll, this value will be identical for all items on the
SERP. As such, in the absence of scrolling, Min(F20) will be large, and therefore
a positive correlation with SAT is consistent with our hypotheses. F19, on the
other hand, is well-defined for all answers, observed or not, but will be equal to
zero for answers that are not observed. When there is minimal scrolling and a
long dwell on the top viewport, F19 will be positive and large for the observed
answers, and zero for the unobserved content, giving rise to a large Stdev(F19).
Avg(F20) characterizes the same behavior asMin(F20) when users do not scroll at
all, but, when users do scroll small distances, Min(F20) would drop substantially
whereas Avg(F20) would remain relatively stable; a positive correlation with SAT
is consistent with H2. A large Max(F20) implies that users paused and dwelled
on one portion of the page for an extended period, also consistent with H2.
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Table 5.5 (A2) shows that SAT is negatively correlated with (F9,. . . ,F12),
which describe user swipes. Swipe down, up, or both is is a sign of exploration of
the result set and a negative correlation of number of swipes and swipe-distance
with SAT is consistent with H1. F15 provides a measure of the speed of explo-
ration of the content. The observed negative correlation implies that fast swiping
indicates dissatisfaction, and it is consistent with users who are skimming through
and exploring the results without success, supporting H1. These results are con-
sistent with the findings of Lagun et al. [159], who concluded that scrolling is
negatively correlated with SAT.

For the aggregation A3 (Equation 5.6), we separate interaction with struc-
tured answers, I

(
〈Q,SERP str〉

)
, and interaction with general mobile SERP,

I
(
〈Q,SERPweb〉

)
. The correlation between SAT and F18, F19 calculated though

interaction with SERP str is even stronger. The same set of features calculated
for interactions with SERPweb is negatively correlated with SAT, which is con-
sistent with H3. Users who are redirected to SERPweb and do not scroll, likely
land there unintentionally as a consequence of a voice-misrecognition or loss of
context by the intelligent assistant. While Table 5.5 only shows the top features,
the entire list of correlations for A3 are consistent with the H1, in agreement
with our previous finding for the aggregation A2. Furthermore, we can see that
swiping actions during interactions with SERPweb have a higher negative correla-
tion than with SERP str. Here, users are plausibly frustrated and perform quick
swipes through SERPweb. The above observations lead us to the following con-
clusion—that users expect to find answers on the SERP without any ‘additional
effort’ (e. g. scrolling), and users are not satisfied if the intelligent assistant can-
not answer their request explicitly and redirects them to a general mobile SERP.
Therefore, the aggregation A3 is more sensitive to DSAT, and explains why it
performed better as a predictive model

Although our work shows that our method has a strong potential, there are at
least two limitations that can be improved in future work. The first limitation is
the collected data during user study which can be improved in terms of size and
diversity. One way to do that is to monitor users as they do their normal tasks via
additional instrumentation installed on their phones and prompt them to answer
questions about their satisfaction. Another area of improvement is using data
collected from multiple intelligent assistants. Most available intelligent assistants
support search dialogues and the features we use are independent of the task sub-
ject and hence should be useful regardless of which tasks are supported by which
assistants. Nevertheless, training and testing our models on data from different
assistants can be very useful for proving their generality. This is particularly chal-
lenging though given the difficulty of performing third-party instrumentation on
mobile devices.

To summarize, extensively experimenting with the user study data, we con-
cluded that touch and attention based features are extremely helpful for predicting
user satisfaction with intelligent assistants. Finally, we conducted feature analysis
and concluded that active user interactions with the mobile device (e. g., scrolling)
is a strong signal of user dissatisfaction with intelligent assistants.
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5.7 Conclusions

The chapter extends earlier work on desktop and general mobile search [90, 123,
159] and presents the first quantitative study for user satisfaction with the mod-
ern generation of intelligent assistants. Intelligent assistants allow for radically
new means of information access: making a real dialogue with a context using
voice commands and touch interactions. Evaluation of user satisfaction is ab-
solutely necessary for intelligent assistants development. As the popularity of
intelligent assistants rapidly grows, a strong need for better understanding and
precise evaluating of user satisfaction grows correspondingly.

Our main research question was: How can we automatically predict user sat-
isfaction with search dialogues on intelligent assistants using click, touch, and
voice interactions? First, we studied RQ 5.1: How can we define user satisfac-
tion with search dialogues? We studied search dialogues by analyzing real logs
of a commercial intelligent assistant and introduced two types of the dialogues:
single task search dialogues and multi-task search dialogues. We also illustrated
that the dialogue queries can lead to responses either in the form of a structured
interface or in the form of general mobile search, when a request is ‘out of scope’
of the search dialogue. We defined user satisfaction with search dialogues in the
generalized form, which showed understanding the nature of user satisfaction as
an aggregation of satisfaction with all dialogue’s tasks and not as a satisfaction
with all dialogue’s queries separately. The introduction of dialogue types and un-
derstanding which kinds of responses to queries exist, helped us to set up a user
study and to make feature selection for answering the next research question.

Next we investigated RQ 5.2: How can we predict user satisfaction with
search dialogues using interaction signals? To predict user satisfaction, we used
the following kinds of interactions: clicks (or ‘taps’ in terms of touches on mo-
bile platforms), other touch interactions and voice features. The baseline was
predicting user satisfaction using clicks and queries features. By conducting ex-
periments we provided empirical evidence that features derived from voice and
especially from touch interactions add significant gain in accuracy over the base-
line. To understand how to efficiently select features depending on different types
of queries, we proposed three techniques: using only features of queries resulting
in structured interface; calculating a single set of features for queries resulting
in structured interface and queries resulting in general SERP; and calculating an
own set of features for each group of queries resulting in structured interface and
queries resulting in general SERP. We conducted analysis and showed that the
third technique is the most accurate one to model user satisfaction. This tech-
nique improves accuracy from 71% to 81% over the baseline. Which features are
most important for modeling user satisfaction is shown in the answer to our final
research question presented next.

Finally, we analyzed the prediction quality of the classifier trained on various
selections of interaction features, answering RQ 5.3: Which interaction signals
have the highest impact on predicting user satisfaction with search dialogues?
We conducted the extensive feature analysis. We concluded that users expect
to find answers on the SERP directly without putting in any ‘additional effort’
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(e. g. scrolling). Our analysis showed a strong negative correlation between user
satisfaction and swipe actions. Additionally, we demonstrated that users are
not satisfied if the intelligent assistant cannot answer their query explicitly and
redirects them to a general mobile SERP.

Our general conclusion is that touch based features dramatically improve the
prediction quality of user satisfaction with search dialogue. Research on intelligent
assistants on mobile devices is a new area, and this chapter addresses some of the
first important and necessary steps. We proposed a method for evaluating user
satisfaction with intelligent assistants which can be applied in online evaluation of
ranking results, offline mining of user dissatisfaction and understanding directions
for their future development.
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6
Good Abandonment

Web search queries for which there are no clicks are referred to as abandoned
queries and are usually considered as leading to user dissatisfaction. However,
there are many cases where a user may not click on any search result page (SERP)
but still be satisfied. This scenario is referred to as good abandonment and presents
a challenge for most approaches measuring search satisfaction, which are usually
based on clicks and dwell time. The problem is exacerbated further on mobile
devices where search providers try to increase the likelihood of users being satis-
fied directly by the SERP. This chapter proposes a solution to this problem using
gesture interactions, such as reading times and touch actions, as signals for differ-
entiating between good and bad abandonment. These signals go beyond clicks and
characterize user behavior in cases where clicks are not needed to achieve satisfac-
tion. We study different good abandonment scenarios and investigate the different
elements on a SERP that may lead to good abandonment. We also present an
analysis of the correlation between user gesture features and satisfaction. Finally
we use this analysis to build models to automatically identify good abandonment
in mobile search achieving an accuracy of 75%, which is significantly better than
considering query and session signals alone. Our findings have implications for
the study and application of user satisfaction in search systems.

6.1 Introduction

In recent years, there has been a large increase in people using their mobile phones
to access the Internet, with it being reported that, in 2013, 63% of Americans used
their mobile phones to go online compared to 31% in 2009 [72]. Having immediate
access to mobile devices capable of searching the Web has led to important changes
in the way that people use search engines. For instance, previous research has
shown that search on mobile devices is often much more focused and that the
query length and intents differ from traditional search [127]. It has also been
found that mobile users might formulate queries in such a way so as to increase
the likelihood of them being directly satisfied by the SERP [166]. In addition to
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Knowledge 
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Figure 6.1: An example of a mobile SERP, showing the viewport, an answer and
images.

these differences, the mobile screen sizes are typically much smaller than that of
non-mobile devices. As a result of these differences, search engines have had to
adapt in order to be able to better satisfy mobile users.

One way this has been done is by search engines presenting answers on the
SERP in response to user queries. These answers typically come in the form
of boxes containing a fact and, when present, they have the ability to satisfy
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the user need immediately. On mobile devices, there are many times when this
may occur. For instance, a user may be out with friends and needs to find the
answers to questions that come up in conversation, such as what will the weather
be like tomorrow? What time does the movie start tonight? Or what year was
a celebrity born? Many of these types of questions can be answered by search
engines without users needing to click on search results. Figure 6.1 shows an
example of an answer that appears in the mobile search on Microsoft’s digital
assistant Cortana. The answer, which shows information about a plant, has the
potential to directly satisfy the user’s information need on the mobile SERP and
thus may negate the need for the user to click on any hyperlinks. Furthermore,
while it is clear that answers on a mobile SERP may satisfy a user, it is also
possible for other elements on the SERP to do this. For instance, users can be
satisfied by good snippets and images in SERPs.

Good abandonment refers to the case where a user is directly satisfied by the
SERP without the need to click on any hyperlinks and the user is said to abandon
the query [217]. This is in contrast to bad abandonment where a user abandons
their query due to being dissatisfied by the search results. It has been shown
that good abandonment is more likely in mobile search. For instance, a study
in 2009 estimated that 36% of abandoned mobile queries in the U.S. were likely
good compared to 14.3% in desktop search [166].

Traditionally, abandoned queries have been considered a bad signal when mea-
suring the effectiveness of search engines; however, recently there has been increas-
ing awareness that abandonment can also be a good thing [30, 54, 55, 166, 217].
However, most approaches for measuring search satisfaction and success have been
based on implicit feedback signals such as clicks and dwell time [77, 97, 98, 135,
136]. However, these approaches to measuring satisfaction are not appropriate
when good abandonment is taking place, especially in cases where mobile SERPs
are being designed with the explicit goal of satisfying users without them needing
to click. It thus becomes necessary to measure user satisfaction in the absence of
clicks and recent studies have investigated various click-less approaches for doing
this, such as those based on properties of the query [98] and the session [65, 217]
and those based on gaze and viewport tracking [159].

We take a different approach and hypothesize that a user’s gestures provide sig-
nals for detecting user satisfaction. Specifically, we focus on mobile search where
gestures are prevalent and seek to answer the following main research question:

In the absence of clicks, what is the relationship between a user’s
gestures and satisfaction and can we use gestures to detect satisfaction
and good abandonment?

In this study, we use the term gestures to refer to users’ click-less interactions
with their mobile devices, such as touch gestures, swipe gestures and reading ac-
tions. In addressing this main research question, we focus on three sub-questions:

RQ 6.1: Do user’s gestures provide signals that can be used to detect
satisfaction and good abandonment in mobile search?
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RQ 6.2: Which user gestures provide the strongest signals for satis-
faction and good abandonment?

RQ3 6.3: What SERP elements are the sources of good abandonment
in mobile search?

To our knowledge, this is the first work to consider the use of gestures to
predict user satisfaction in mobile search and to use it to differentiate between
good and bad abandonment. Furthermore, to our knowledge, this is also the first
work to measure the relationship between user gestures and good abandonment
in mobile search.

In summary, we make the following contributions:

• We construct gesture features for measuring user satisfaction in mobile
search.

• We build a classifier that can automatically differentiate between good and
bad abandonment and that performs significantly better than several base-
lines.

• We measure the correlation between user gestures and satisfaction.

• We identify the SERP elements that lead to good abandonment in mobile
search.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 6.2 discusses
related work and Section 6.3 presents the problem we address. Section 6.4 de-
scribes the data we collected for this study and Section 6.5 describes the gesture
features that we developed to detect satisfaction and good abandonment. Section
6.6 presents an analysis of the sources of good abandonment and satisfaction in
our datasets and Section 6.7 presents the results of experiments for measuring
good abandonment. Lastly, conclusions and plans for future work are discussed
in Section 6.8.

6.2 Background and Related Work

In this section, we will discuss related work relevant to the research described
in this chapter, covering three broad strands of research: we discuss satisfac-
tion in search in Section 6.2.1, which supplements our discussion in Section 4.2.2
and 5.2.3; detecting good abandonment in Section 6.2.2; and user gestures in
Section 6.2.3.

6.2.1 User Satisfaction in Search

Satisfaction is a subjective measure of a user’s search experience and has been
referred to as the extent to which a user’s goal or desire is fulfilled [131]. For
instance, satisfaction may be influenced by the relevance of results, time taken
to find results, effort spent, or even by the query itself [134]. Thus, satisfaction
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is different from traditional relevance measures in information retrieval, such as
Precision, MAP and NDCG, which are based on the relevance of results and not
on the overall user experience. However, similar to the case for relevance metrics,
such as NDCG, satisfaction can also be fine-grained [122] and personalized [96]
and it has been shown that search success does not always lead to satisfaction
[87].

Several methods for measuring and predicting user satisfaction have been pro-
posed. For instance, it has previously been shown that clicks followed by long
dwell times are correlated with satisfaction [77]. Hassan et al. [98] propose to use
query reformulation as an indicator of search success and thus satisfaction and
show how an approach based on query features outperforms an approach based
on click features, with the best performance being achieved by a combination of
the two. Like our proposed work, this work does not consider clicks; however,
it differs from ours since we consider gestures rather than query reformulation.
Furthermore, we focus on good abandonment rather than general satisfaction.

In [97], the search process is modeled as a sequence of actions including clicks
and queries and two Markov models are built to characterize successful and un-
successful search sequences. In [95], a sequence of actions is also considered, but a
semi-supervised approach is shown to be useful for improving performance when
classifying Web search success.

Kim et al. [135] consider three measures of dwell time and evaluate their use
in detecting search satisfaction. In [136] it is shown that the SAT and DSAT
dwell times for a page depend on the complexity and topic of a page. To address
this issue, the authors propose query-click complexities in modeling dwell times
on landing pages. Since we only consider abandoned queries in our study, landing
page dwell times do not exist; however, we do consider a similar feature based on
visibility and reading times for various elements in a SERP.

6.2.2 Good Abandonment

Diriye et al. [65] investigate the rationale for abandonment in search. In a survey
involving 186 participants, it was found that satisfaction was responsible for 32%
of abandonment. They also studied 39,606 queries submitted to a search engine
of which about 22% were abandoned and, for half of the abandoned queries,
rationale for abandonment were collected via a popup window. For the cases
where feedback was provided, it was found that satisfaction was responsible for
38% of abandonment.

In [219] it was found that 27% of searches were performed with the pre-
determined goal of having the search satisfied by the SERP and that 75% of
searchers were satisfied this way. In [166] it was found that, for queries that could
potentially lead to good abandonment, 56% were clearly or possibly satisfied by
the SERP on the desktop, and 70% on mobile. The authors hypothesized that
one of the reasons for the higher potential abandonment rates on mobile is be-
cause users may formulate queries in such a way so as to increase the likelihood
of them being answered on the SERP due to a clumsy experience in retrieving
webpages for display on mobile. In [51], the effect that answers have on users’
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interactions with a SERP is studied and it is observed that the presence of an-
swers cannabilizes clicks by reducing interaction with the SERP. A similar finding
was presented in [54] where it was found that high quality SERPs decrease click-
through rates and increase abandonment. For this reason, we consider features
that incorporate non-click interactions with answers, such as element visibility
duration and attributed reading time (see Section 6.5.1).

In [217], context is considered in predicting good abandonment. Query-level
features, such as query length and reformulation, SERP features that consider
clicks in neighboring queries and the presence of answers on a SERP, and session
features are used to identify good abandonment. In [55], topical, linguistic features
are used to detect potential good abandonment and achieved F-scores of 0.38, 0.55
and 0.71 for maybe, good and bad abandonment, respectively. Our work differs
from these approaches in that we use non-click gesture features for detecting good
abandonment.

6.2.3 Gestures for Relevance and Satisfaction

User gestures have been used in various ways to detect success and satisfaction
in search. One of the common approaches is to use scroll and mouse movement
behaviors in satisfaction prediction [49, 84, 85, 171]. In [85] post-click behavior,
such as scrolls and cursor movement, is used to estimate document relevance for
landing pages. In [88] similar features are used to predict session success. Our
work differs from this work in that we do not attempt to detect post-click satis-
faction, but instead predict satisfaction in the absence of a click. Furthermore,
scrolls and cursor movements do not exist in mobile search; however, the swipe
interaction performs a similar function and we use swipe interactions as signals
for detecting good abandonment.

The two studies most similar to ours evaluate the use of user interaction on
mobile phones for detecting search result relevance [90] and use eye- and viewport-
tracking to measure user attention and satisfaction [159]. User interactions on
mobile phones, such as swipes, dwell times on landing pages and zooms are used
in [90] to predict Web search result relevance. While our study uses similar
gesture features to [90], our study differs from this since, instead of predicting
relevance of landing pages, we differentiate between good and bad abandonment.
Furthermore, landing page interactions are used in [90], whereas we use gestures
on the SERP itself and do not take visited pages into consideration. Similar fea-
tures were combined with server-side features such as click-through rate in [87] to
predict search success. Once again, our approach differs from this work in that
we attempt to predict good abandonment. In [159] viewport- and eye-tracking
were used to measure user attention and satisfaction. The authors establish the
correlation between gaze time and viewport time and also studied the effect of
having relevant/irrelevant answers on the user behavior and the correlation be-
tween individual signals and relevance. The authors focus on SERPs containing
answer-like results since clicks on these answers do not occur frequently. Through
a user study, it was shown that users are more satisfied when answers or knowl-
edge graph information is present in the SERP. Our work differs in that, instead
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of only focusing on answers, we consider multiple sources of satisfaction and good
abandonment in mobile search; we also consider a large number of gesture-based
features beyond gaze and viewport times. Lastly, the authors in [159] suggest
building a model to predict satisfaction and good abandonment as a future appli-
cation; such an application is presented here, through a model for automatically
identifying satisfaction and good abandonment using gesture-based features in
mobile search.

6.3 Problem Description

In this chapter we seek to understand and differentiate between good and bad
abandonment in mobile search. We seek to identify the sources of good aban-
donment, to understand the relationship between user behavior and good aban-
donment and to identify click-less features that can be used for differentiating
between good and bad abandonment.

To address these problems we require a dataset of queries and satisfaction
labels, which we collect through a user study and through crowdsourcing. We also
require a set of gestures that can be used as signals for measuring satisfaction,
which we develop as part of this study. In the following sections, we present
the datasets that we created as well as the features we identified for measuring
satisfaction.

6.4 Data Sets

To collect data to understand good abandonment in mobile search, we conducted
a focused user study whereby users completed a set of search tasks and provided
satisfaction ratings. The user study setup is discussed in details in Section 4.4.
Further, we give a short overview in Section 6.4.1. This led to a dataset of high
quality user supplied data that we use for our analysis. However, this dataset
is relatively small; thus, we also collected a second dataset via crowdsourcing
that we use to validate our findings. Section 6.4.2 describes our crowdsourcing
procedure.

6.4.1 User Study

We recruited 60 participants from the United States where 75% of them were
male and 25% female. The majority (82%) of participants were from a computer
science background and the remaining 18% specified their background as either
mathematics, electrical engineering or other. English was the first language for
55% of the participants and the mean age was 25.5 (±5.4) years.

In the user study, 5 information-seeking tasks, which represent atomic infor-
mation needs [168], were designed in such a way that they may lead to good
abandonment. The tasks were not designed to encourage exploration, but rather
to allow the user to answer a question. They were:
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Table 6.1: SAT Rating Distribution

SAT Rating Number of Tasks

1 14
2 19
3 47
4 82
5 112

1. A conversion between the imperial and metric systems.

2. Determining if it was a good time to phone a friend in another part of the
world.

3. Finding the score from a recent game of the user’s favorite sports team.

4. Finding the user’s favorite celebrity’s hair color.

5. Finding the CEO of a company that lost most of its value in the last 10
years.

At the completion of each task users were asked to provide a satisfaction rating
on a 5-point scale, specify if they were able to complete the task and the amount of
effort required and provide feedback on which element of the SERP they found the
information they were looking for and the query that led to them being satisfied.

Data Description

In the user study, the total number of potential abandonment tasks was 274. A
total of 607 queries were submitted for these tasks, with the minimum, maximum,
mean and median number of queries per task being 1, 9, 2.2 and 2, respectively.
Of the 607 queries, 576 were classified as abandoned queries since they received
no clicks.

The SAT distribution (on a scale of 1-5) is shown in Table 6.1. As can be
seen from the table, SAT ratings of 4 and 5 make up the majority of the task
satisfaction labels. In this study, we follow the approach in previous studies
[87, 123] and binarize these values and consider ratings of 4 and 5 as SAT and
the remainder of the ratings as DSAT. With this binarization, there are 194 SAT
tasks and 80 DSAT tasks.

Label Attribution

Labels in the user study were collected at the task level. However, good aban-
donment takes place at a query level. Thus, a way is needed to attribute labels to
individual queries. Since users were asked to stop when they found the informa-
tion they were looking for, the method for doing this is based on the observation
that, if a user continues querying then they are likely not satisfied; however, when
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a user stops querying then they are either a) giving up the task or, b) satisfied.
Based on this observation, individual impressions were labeled as follows: If the
task was assigned a DSAT label, then every query for that task was assigned
DSAT. If the task was assigned a SAT label, then the final query for the task
was assigned the SAT label and every query before it was assigned DSAT. The
assumption here is that the queries lead to DSAT until the user meets his infor-
mation need at which point the query leads to SAT. After filtering queries for
which not all features were available, we retained a total of 563 queries of which
461 were abandoned queries.

6.4.2 Crowdsourcing

The data collected in the user study is of high quality since users could directly
provide information on their satisfaction; however, with only 607 queries, this
dataset is relatively small. We thus collected a second set of labeled data via
crowdsourcing, which is a common approach to collecting labeled data [240] and
that we use to validate our findings. This section describes the collection of that
data.

Approach

Since our focus is on good abandonment, we randomly sampled abandoned queries
from the search logs of a personal digital assistant during one week in June 2015.
We filtered the data such that: no adult queries were sampled; all queries orig-
inated from within the United States; all queries were input via speech or text;
and all queries generated a SERP containing organic Web results and possible
answers.

We made use of judges on a commercial crowdsourcing platform. Judges
were shown a video explaining the task and how to judge queries with good or
bad abandonment, for instance, by considering the query and the SERP and by
taking the query context into consideration. Judges needed to pass qualification
tasks in order to participate in labeling real data and the crowdsourcing engine
had built in spam detection. For each query randomly sampled from the logs,
judges were shown: the query, a screenshot of the mobile SERP returned for that
query, the previous query in the session and the next query in the session. Judges
were asked to provide two judgments: 1) their perception of user-satisfaction on
a 5-point scale and 2) if they believed the user was satisfied, which we defined as
the user finding the information they were looking for, which type of element on
the SERP satisfied the user. Though we asked judges to provide feedback on a
5-point scale, we binarized the labels in the same way as the user study data such
that a rating of 1-3 was considered DSAT and 4-5 was considered SAT. We had
up to 3 judges provide labels for each query and took the majority vote.

Data Description

We gathered a total of 3,895 labeled queries. Among the first two judgments
collected for each query, the judges agreed on the label 73% of the time. We
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measured inter-rater agreement using Fleiss’ Kappa [76], which allows for any
number of raters and for different raters rating different items. This makes it an
appropriate measure of inter-rater agreement in our study since different judges
provided labels for different items. A kappa value of 0 implies that any rater
agreement is due to chance, whereas a kappa value of 1 implies perfect agreement.
In our data, κ = 0.46, which, according to Landis and Locke [163], represents
moderate agreement. This relatively low κ is indicative of a difficult task. After
filtering queries for which not all features were available, we retained 1,565 queries
for which the judgment was SAT and 1,924 queries for which the judgment was
DSAT.

6.5 Gestures as Satisfaction Signals

Click signals are not available for measuring satisfaction in abandoned queries.
This section describes a set of click-less features that we developed as signals for
measuring satisfaction and thus good abandonment.

6.5.1 Gesture Features

One of the main contributions of this study is the use of gesture features for
detecting good abandonment and satisfaction on mobile devices. Specifically, we
focus on gesture features related to the way in which the user interacts with the
screen and features based on the elements visible to the user. As noted in [107],
capturing touch events is difficult in practice; however, it is possible to infer touch-
based interactions based on the mobile viewport, which is the visible region on
the device. For instance, if an element is visible in the viewport at some point
in time and then no longer visible, one can infer that a gesture must have taken
place.

Table 6.2 lists the features used in this study. As previously specified, we use
the term gestures to refer to touch- and reading-based actions. We also group
element visibility features with gesture features since the visibility of an element
may imply reading. We separate our features into 6 categories: viewport features
(VP); first visible answer features (FA); aggregate answer features (A); aggregate
organic search result features (O); focus features (F); and query-session features
(QS). We describe these features now.

Viewport Features

Viewport features, which are represented by features VP1-VP9 in Table 6.2, cap-
ture the user’s overall touch gestures with their mobile device. Swipes refer to the
gesture whereby the user swipes on their device screen to move the content that
is visible on the screen. We count the total number of swipes (VP1), the number
of up swipes (VP2) and the number of down swipes (VP3). We also count the
number of times the user changed swipe direction (VP4), i.e., a down swipe fol-
lowed by an up swipe or vice versa. We also measure the total distance in pixels
swiped on the screen (VP5) and the average distance per swipe (VP6). These
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Table 6.2: Description of features used in this study. The last two columns show
the correlation with satisfaction (SAT) for both the data gathered in the user
study and the data gathered via crowdsourcing. Missing values (-) indicate that
the correlation was not statistically significant (p > 0.05)

Feature Description User SAT Correlation Crowd SAT Correlation

VP1 Total number of swipe actions -0.08 -0.14
VP2 Number of up swipe actions - -0.04
VP3 Number of down swipe actions -0.08 -0.15
VP4 Number of swipe direction changes - -0.09
VP5 The total distance swiped in pixels -0.10 -0.14
VP6 The average swipe distance -0.10 -
VP7 The dwell time on the SERP - -

VP8 The mean dwell time on SERP
before or after each swipe - -

VP9 Total swipe distance divided
by time spent on the SERP -0.11 -0.11

FA1 Attributed reading time (RT)
for the first visible answer - 0.04

FA2 Attributed reading time per
pixel (RTP) of the first answer 0.10 0.08

FA3 The duration for which
the first answer was shown - 0.06

FA4 The fraction of visible pixels
belonging to the first answer - 0.15

A1-A4 Max, min, mean and SD
attributed RT for answers -/-/-/- 0.04/-/-/0.04

A5-A8 Max, min, mean and SD
attributed RTP for answers 0.11/0.11/0.11/- 0.08/0.06/0.07/0.04

A9-A12 Max, min, mean and SD
shown duration for answers -/-/-/- 0.04/0.05/0.05/-

A13-A16 Max, min, mean and SD
shown fraction for answers -/-/-/- 0.15/0.11/0.14/0.10

O1-O4 Max, min, mean and SD
RT for organic results -/-/-/- -0.15/-/-0.09/-0.12

O5-O8 Max, min, mean and SD
RTP for organic results -/0.10/-/- -0.13/-/-0.06/-0.12

O9-O12 Max, min, mean and SD
shown duration for organic results -/-/-/- -/-/-/-

O13-O16 Max, min, mean and SD
shown fraction for organic results -0.20/-0.19/-0.29/0.10 -0.20/-0.07/-0.22/-0.05

F1 Time to focus on an answer - -0.05

F2 Time to focus on
an organic search result - -

QS1 Session duration - -
QS2 Number of queries in session -0.16 -
QS3 Index of query within session -0.24 -
QS4 Query length (number of words) -0.17 -0.26
QS5 Is this query a reformulation? -0.11 -0.10
QS6 Was this query reformulated? -0.35 -0.15
QS7 Time to next query 0.16 -0.04
QS8 Click count - -

QS9 Number of clicks with
dwell time > 30 seconds - -

QS10 Number of clicks followed
by a back-click within 30 seconds - -
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features capture the number of SERP features seen by the user. We capture the
total time spent on the SERP (VP7) and also the average amount of time between
swipes (VP8), which captures how long the user spent looking at the screen after
it changed. Lastly, we capture the swipe speed (VP9) as it is has been shown
that slow swipes are associated with reading and fast swipes are associated with
skimming [90].

First Answer Features

One of our hypotheses in conducting this study was that the highest ranked visible
answer on a SERP, by nature of being highly ranked, has the highest likelihood
of satisfying the user. Thus, we capture a set of features that relate to the first
visible answer on a SERP. We estimate the attributed reading time for the first
visible answer on the SERP (FA1). We calculate attributed reading time for
answer e, ARTe as:

ARTe =
∑
v∈V

tv ×
AAe,v
V Av

, (6.1)

where V is the set of viewport instances, tv is the duration of time for which
viewport v was visible and AAe,v and V Av are the visible areas of answer e
and viewport, respectively, in the viewport v. We also attribute a reading time
to each pixel belonging to the first answer (FA2). We calculate the attributed
reading time per pixel for an answer e, RTPe as:

RTPe =
1

AAe,O
ARTe, (6.2)

where AAe,O is the pixel area of the answer e that was ever observable by the
user across all viewports corresponding to the impression.

We calculate the total duration for which the first answer is (even partially)
shown (FA3), which differs from attributed reading time since it is not scaled
according to the visible area of the answer. Lastly, we calculate the fraction of

visible pixels belonging to the first answer (FA4) as
AAe,O
AAe

, where AAe is the

physical pixel area of the underlying answer, observed or not.

Aggregate Answer Features

Features FA1-FA4 related specifically to the first visible answer on a mobile SERP.
Features A1-A16 are similar in this regard, except that they aggregate and provide
descriptive statistics based on the set of answers visible on a SERP. Specifically,
we calculate the min, max, mean and standard deviation of the following features
for the set of answers: attributed reading time (A1-A4); attributed reading time
per pixel (A5-A8); total duration shown (A9-A12); and fraction of visible pixels
(A13-A16).
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Aggregate Organic Result Features

We also aggregate the same set of features for organic search results by calculating
the min, max, mean and standard deviation of the following for visible organic
search results: attributed reading time (O1-O4); attributed reading time per pixel
(O5-O8); total duration shown (O9-O12); and fraction of visible pixels (O13-O16).

Time to Focus Features

We define two time to focus features. These features capture how long it takes
a user to focus on a page element where we define focus as occurring when an
element is visible for some minimum amount of time, which we set to 5 seconds.
When an element has been visible for 5 seconds, we set the time to focus as the
timestamp at which the element first became visible. We calculate the time to
focus on an answer (F1) and an organic search result (F2).

6.5.2 Query and Session Features

While the main contribution of this work is in the gesture features, it has previ-
ously been shown that other user behavior also provides strong signals for satis-
faction [96, 97]. Thus, we also use a set of features based on the query and the
user behavior within the session. these features are shown by features QS1-QS10
in Table 6.2 and are self-explanatory.

6.5.3 Endogenous and Exogenous Features

The features used in this study were designed to be exogenous, meaning that the
system does not have direct control over them but that instead the features are
based on user input, such as swipe actions and dwell times. This is in contrast
to endogenous features that the system can directly influence. For instance, the
number of answers shown on a SERP or the presence of a certain answer type,
e. g. weather, are examples of features that are likely to be endogenous. While
endogenous features are useful for measuring satisfaction, they present a chal-
lenge for search engine evaluation since a system change can be unintentionally
optimized for these features. As an example, if the presence of a weather answer
is an indicator of satisfaction, then an answer ranker may learn to always rank
weather answers highly thereby gaming the metric. Though we found endoge-
nous features to be very useful for detecting good abandonment, for the reasons
described above we choose to only use features that are mostly exogenous in this
study. It is important to note, though, that the classification of endogenous and
exogenous features is not absolute, but rather falls along a spectrum depending
on the search engine and metric, and that the classification will differ depending
on the circumstances.
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6.6 Good Abandonment, Interaction and User Satisfaction on
Mobile Devices

In this section, we present the reasons for good abandonment and show which
user gestures are correlated with good abandonment in Section 6.6.1. We also
investigate the relationship between satisfaction and other feedback collected from
users in Section 6.6.2 and 6.6.3.

6.6.1 Causes of Good Abandonment

The main contribution of this research is an investigation into the use of gesture
features to detect good abandonment. One of the first stages in doing this is
understanding the causes of good abandonment. This allows us to consider the
contents of a SERP when trying to determine if a query was abandoned because
the user is satisfied without the need to click. Thus, in the user study, we asked
users to provide feedback on the source of satisfaction. The users were asked to
select from among the following:

• Answer. An answer on the SERP.

• Search Result Snippet. The text appearing below a search result.

• Image. An image displayed on the SERP.

• Website. If the user visited a Website to satisfy his information need.

• Other. An element on the SERP that does not belong to one of the above
categories.

As can be seen from Figure 6.2, the majority of user satisfaction (56%) was
due to answers on the SERP. However, an important observation is that good
abandonment can be due to other sources on the SERP. For instance, images
made up for 7% of satisfaction and snippets made up 11% of satisfaction. Since
users were allowed to click on search results, websites were responsible for 25% of
satisfaction, which is less than half of the number of times users were satisfied by
answers. This analysis provides an answer to RQ3 6.3: What SERP elements
are the sources of good abandonment in mobile search? It confirms our hypothesis
that there are many sources of satisfaction on a SERP.

Figure 6.3 shows the user satisfaction associated with each of the sources of
satisfaction. The mean is represented by the dot and the median by the horizontal
line. As can be seen from the figure, the satisfaction ratings are highest for the
answers on the SERP, and the means for images and snippets are relatively close
to that for answers. The mean for websites is the lowest since users have to visit
websites without knowing if it will satisfy them.
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Figure 6.2: A comparison of the counts of the sources of satisfaction from the user
study.

Figure 6.3: Satisfaction associated with each source of information.
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6.6.2 Gesture Features and User Satisfaction

To better understand the relationship between gestures and good abandonment
and satisfaction, we calculate the Pearson correlation between the satisfaction
label and each feature. The statistically significant correlations (p < 0.05) for
the user study data and crowdsourced data are shown in the two last columns
of Table 6.2 where a missing value (-) indicates that the correlation was not
significant (p > 0.05).

As can be seen from Table 6.2 there are several features that are significantly
correlated with SAT. For instance, features from the crowdsourced data related
to swipes such as the total number of swipes, the number of down swipes and the
distance swiped are all negatively correlated with satisfaction. We note that one
limitation with this observation is that judges were only presented with screen-
shots of the mobile SERP and thus were unable to swipe to see if there was
additional information on the SERP not shown in the screenshot that may have
satisfied the user. That being said, a similar trend is observed for the user study
data where users were able to swipe. For instance, for the user study both the
total number of swipes and the number of down swipes are negatively correlated
with satisfaction. Furthermore, a similar finding was presented in [159] where it
was shown that scrolling is negatively correlated with user satisfaction. The fact
that the swipe action is negatively correlated with satisfaction suggests that the
more time that users spend physically touching and moving the viewport on a
mobile device, the less likely they are to be satisfied. One reason that this may
be the case is that, as shown in Figure 6.2, a lot of good abandonment is due to
answers and, when an answer is present on the viewport there may be less reason
for the user to physically interact with the SERP.

Features related to the reading and visibility of answers (features FA1-F4; A1-
A16), when statistically significant, are all positively correlated with satisfaction.
This implies that the longer users spend viewing answers, the more likely they are
to be satisfied. This is interesting when contrasted with feature VP7, which is the
total time spent on the SERP, and which is not statistically significant. The data
suggests that the time spent on a SERP is not a strong signal for satisfaction but
that the time spent viewing answers is.

The opposite effect is observed when considering the correlation between sat-
isfaction and the time spent reading and viewing organic search results (features
O1-O16). When significant, increased interaction with organic search results is
negatively correlated with satisfaction. Increased interaction with organic search
results may imply that users are spending more time on the SERP unsuccessfully
looking for information to satisfy their information needs.

The analysis above provides an answer to RQ 6.2: Which user gestures pro-
vide the strongest signals for satisfaction and good abandonment? Features re-
lated to swipe actions and interaction with organic search results provide indica-
tions of bad abandonment. On the other hand, extended reading-based interac-
tions with answers on a SERP are signals that suggest good abandonment.

Table 6.2 also shows that the correlation between satisfaction and features
based on the query and session (QS1-QS10). Our finding confirms existing find-
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Figure 6.4: The relationship between query number and satisfaction.

ings in the literature, such as the fact that query length and reformulation are
negatively correlated with satisfaction [98, 217] and, as in [217], we find in our user
study data that the time to a next query is positively correlated with satisfaction
though we observe the opposite effect in our crowdsourced data.

6.6.3 User Feedback and Good Abandonment

In addition to asking users how satisfied they were and where they found the
information they were looking for, we also asked them: (a) if they were able to
complete the task, (b) how much effort they put into the task and (c) which query
led to finding the answers, with them being able to specify first, second, third or
fourth or later. We find strong significant negative correlation of -0.65 between
satisfaction and effort, and a negative correlation of -0.08 between completion and
effort, indicating that less effort leads to more satisfaction and higher completion
rates.

Figure 6.4 shows the relationship between satisfaction and the number of
queries submitted by the user. As can be seen from the figure, there is a negative
relationship between the number of queries required to satisfy the user’s informa-
tion need and their level of satisfaction. This finding makes sense for information
seeking tasks, such as those used in this user study; however, we suspect that for
exploratory tasks this finding may not always hold; we leave this to future work.

6.7 Classifying Abandoned Queries

The previous section presented an analysis of the reasons for good abandon-
ment and which behaviors are correlated with satisfaction. In this section, we
present our approach to differentiating between good and bad abandonment in
Section 6.7.1. Our baselines are discussed in Section 6.7.2. The proposed models
to detect good abandonment is presented in Section 6.7.3. Finally, results are
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presented in Section 6.7.4 and discussed in Section 6.7.5.

6.7.1 Approach

We formulate a supervised classification problem where, given an abandoned
query, the goal is to classify the query as being due to good abandonment or
not. We use a random forest classifier, which is an ensemble classifier made up
of a set of decision trees [39]. Each tree is built with a bootstrap sample from
the dataset and splitting in the decision tree is based on a random subset of the
features rather than the full feature set [74]. In this study, the number of trees
in the ensemble is set to 300 since this was empirically found to perform well and
the number of features randomly selected is equal to

√
n_features. At each level

in the decision trees, variables are selected for splitting with the Gini index. The
Gini index is defined as follows:

IG(i) =

K∑
j=1

pj(1− pj) = 1−
K∑
j=1

p2
j , (6.3)

where K is the number of classes and pj is the proportion of instances belonging
to class j in node i. If a node i is pure (only contains one type of class), then
IG(i) = 0. The Gini index is used in decision tree learning for selecting the
variable to split on at each node, with the split that leads to the largest reduction
in the Gini index being selected.

We use 10-fold cross validation and use grid search to optimize for the number
of leaves, tree depth and number of leaves required to split for each training fold.
During training, we downsample the majority class so that our class representation
is even; however, we leave the class distribution unchanged in the testing data.
Since we do random downsampling of training data, we repeat each experiment
100 times and report the average. For our experiments, we make use of 3 baselines
and propose 2 new models.

6.7.2 Baselines

Click and Dwell with no Reformulation

This baseline is based on the common approach in the literature as labeling satis-
faction as occurring if a user clicks on a search result and then spends a minimum
of t seconds on a page and does not follow the query up with a reformulation.
Spending a minimum amount of time on a webpage is known as a long dwell
click and has been shown to be correlated with satisfaction [77]. In this study,
we set t = 30 seconds. Naturally, this baseline does not make much sense for the
detection of good abandonment since, by definition, abandoned queries do not
have any clicks. Nonetheless, it is useful to use this baseline for comparison so as
to show why click-based metrics are not appropriate.
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Optimistic Abandonment

Baseline 2 is an optimistic one whereby, if there is no click and no reformulation,
then it is assumed that the abandonment is good. We refer to this baseline as
optimistic since it optimistically assumes that all abandonment without reformu-
lation is good. For queries that receive clicks, the same approach as in Baseline 1
is used to measure satisfaction.

Query-Session Model

Baseline 3 makes use of features from the literature for detecting satisfaction and
good abandonment. Specifically, it is a supervised classifier based on features
QS1-QS10 in Table 6.2 that represent the query and the session.

6.7.3 Proposed Models

Gesture Model

This is a supervised classifier based only on the interaction features in Table 6.2,
which is all except features QS1-QS10. The purpose of this model is to only
consider the users physical behavior and gestures with the screen and investigate
their usefulness in detecting good abandonment.

Gesture + Query-Session Model

This is a supervised classifier that combines the interaction-features model and
the query-session model.

6.7.4 Results

We present three sets of results. First, we present results using only abandoned
queries from the user study. Secondly, since the user study dataset is relatively
small, to validate our approach we repeat the experiment using the crowdsourced
data. Lastly, even though the focus of this study is on good abandonment, it
is also useful to investigate the use of click-less interaction features for detecting
satisfaction in general. Thus, we also present satisfaction detection results on
all data from the user study, which includes both abandoned and non-abandoned
queries. For each experiment we report the overall accuracy as well as the precision
(P), recall (R) and F1 score for SAT and DSAT separately.

Abandoned User Study Queries

Table 6.3 shows the performance on abandoned queries from the user study. As
can be seen from the table, the highest accuracy of 75% is achieved by the model
that combines gesture features with query-session features and is significantly
better (p < 0.01) than the accuracy achieved by all other models. The approach
based on query and session features from the literature achieves an accuracy
of 73% and the gesture features alone achieve an accuracy of 70%. While the
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Table 6.3: Performance of various classifiers on only abandoned user study data
Classifier Acc SAT P DSAT P SAT R DSAT R SAT F1 DSAT F1

Click & Dwell 0.68 0.00 0.68 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.88
Optimistic 0.61 0.45 0.93 0.93 0.46 0.61 0.62
Query-Session (QS) 0.73 0.56 0.87 0.77 0.71 0.65 0.78
Gesture 0.70 0.53 0.84 0.70 0.70 0.60 0.76
Gesture + QS 0.75 0.59 0.88 0.78 0.74 0.67 0.80

Table 6.4: Performance of various classifiers on crowdsourced data
Classifier Acc SAT P DSAT P SAT R DSAT R SAT F1 DSAT F1

Click & Dwell 0.55 0.00 0.55 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.71
Optimistic 0.53 0.49 0.71 0.88 0.25 0.63 0.37
Query-Session (QS) 0.64 0.59 0.69 0.66 0.63 0.62 0.66
Gesture 0.64 0.59 0.69 0.65 0.62 0.62 0.65
Gesture + QS 0.68 0.63 0.73 0.69 0.67 0.66 0.70

Table 6.5: Performance of various classifiers on all user study data
Classifier Acc SAT P DSAT P SAT R DSAT R SAT F1 DSAT F1

Click & Dwell 0.66 0.27 0.68 0.67 0.94 0.10 0.79
Optimistic 0.61 0.44 0.87 0.84 0.50 0.58 0.63
Query-Session (QS) 0.69 0.52 0.84 0.72 0.68 0.60 0.75
Gesture 0.66 0.48 0.80 0.64 0.67 0.55 0.73
Gesture + QS 0.72 0.55 0.85 0.73 0.71 0.62 0.77
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accuracy achieved by the gesture features is not as high as that achieved by the
query-session features, it is still very interesting to note that, using only gesture
features, it is possible to differentiate between good and bad abandonment with
70% accuracy and that this approach is significantly better (p < 0.01) than the
other two baselines.

Table 6.3 also shows precision, recall and F1 scores for SAT and DSAT. As
would be expected, the first baseline based on click and dwell performs very badly
on SAT since there are no clicks. Thus, while it results in the highest F1 score
for DSAT, the F1 score for SAT is 0. The optimistic baseline overestimates SAT
and thus has low SAT precision but high SAT recall. However, this comes at the
expense of having the lowest DSAT recall and lowest accuracy overall.

The model that combines query-session and gesture features achieves the sec-
ond highest F1 score for DSAT and the highest F1 score for SAT. In fact, the
model performs either best or second best for every metric and the best overall if
one considers the accuracy or the F1 scores.

Crowdsourced Data

To validate our model, we also consider differentiating between good and bad
abandonment in the data gathered via crowdsourcing. Table 6.4 shows the per-
formance. As can be seen from the table, as was the case with the user study data,
the best accuracy of 68% is achieved by combining gesture and query-session fea-
tures and is significantly better than all other methods (p < 0.01). Interestingly,
for this data, the gesture features perform as well as the query-session features,
with both methods achieving accuracies of 64% and both outperforming the other
baselines. Overall, the query-session model and the gesture models achieve similar
performance across all metrics.

As was the case with the user study data, the click & dwell baseline is unable
to detect SAT since all of the queries are abandoned and have no clicks. Similarly,
the optimistic baseline performs relatively poor when it comes to its precision in
detecting SAT since it overestimates good abandonment in the data; however, for
this reason it achieves the highest SAT recall but the lowest DSAT recall.

The combination of query-session and gesture features achieves the highest
precision for both SAT and DSAT as well as the best recall and F1 score if one
averages the values for SAT and DSAT.

All User Study Queries

To show the appropriateness of interaction features for detecting other types of
satisfaction in addition to good abandonment, we also run a classification experi-
ment on all data from the user study, which includes some queries that had clicks.
Table 6.5 shows the performance on this data. As can be seen from the table,
the highest accuracy when not including gesture-interaction features is 69% and
is achieved by making use of the third baseline, which uses query-session features.
The other baselines achieve accuracies of 66% and 61%, respectively. When only
interaction features are considered, the accuracy is 66%, which is equal to the
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accuracy achieved by the click and dwell baseline, but less than the query-session
features. However, when gesture features are combined with query-session fea-
tures, the accuracy increases to 72%, which is statistically significantly better
(p < 0.01) than all the other approaches. This combined model also achieves
the highest SAT precision and F1 score, and performs second best for all other
metrics.

While this chapter has focused on detecting good abandonment, this experi-
ment has shown that the gesture features are useful for detecting satisfaction in
general. We expect this to be an interesting area for future research.

6.7.5 Discussion and Implications

We have presented various experiments for differentiating between good and bad
abandonment. Our main finding is that gesture features are useful for accom-
plishing this goal, often achieving the same or very similar performance to an
approach based on query and session features. Overall though, the best perfor-
mance comes from combining these gesture features with query-session features.
The reason for this is that gesture features provide us with signals that we may
not be able to get from the query or session. For instance, reformulation is usually
considered a strong signal for DSAT; however, the absence of reformulation does
not necessarily imply SAT as was the assumption in our second baseline, which
was an optimistic classifier. Instead, our findings suggest that combining signals,
such as the fact that the user did not reformulate, with information on how the
user interacted with the screen is more powerful.

While this study has focused on detecting good abandonment, our experiment
considering all of the user study data showed that interaction features were also
useful for detecting satisfaction when clicks existed and outperformed the baseline
based on a click followed by a long dwell. We believe that it will be useful
to consider gesture features for general satisfaction prediction and leave this for
future work.

The implications of our experiments is two-fold. Firstly, it is important to
develop click-less models that are able to capture satisfaction due to good aban-
donment. Secondly, we have shown that, while session and query features are
useful for differentiating between good and bad abandonment, the inclusion of
gesture features can successfully be used to improve good-abandonment detec-
tion.

As discussed in Section 6.5.3, in this study we focused on using exogenous
features, which are more difficult for the ranker to optimize for. This is in con-
trast to endogenous features, such as the presence of certain answer types or the
number of search results displayed on the page. However, to estimate an upper
bound on an accuracy that may be feasible to achieve with the collected data,
we also conducted an experiment where we additionally considered a set of en-
dogenous features. Specifically, we include the following endogenous features: the
number of answers and organic results on the SERP; the number of answers and
organic results that came into view; the fraction of the number of answers and
organic results that were visible; binary features indicating the presence of dif-
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ferent answer types on the SERP, such as weather, currency, etc. Using these
endogenous features, we achieve an accuracy of 78% on the user study data and
an accuracy of 70% on the crowdsourced data. Both of these models demonstrate
improvements over models where only exogenous features are used; however, as
previously discussed, it is often undesirable to use exogenous features since a
ranker may unintentionally optimize for them.

6.8 Conclusions

This chapter proposed the use of gesture features for differentiating between good
and bad abandonment in mobile search. We sought to answer three research
questions, the findings of which we summarize below.

RQ 6.1: Do user’s gestures provide signals that can be used to detect satis-
faction and good abandonment in mobile search?

By formulating a supervised classification experiment, we showed how user
gesture features perform significantly better than query and session features as
well as other click-based and optimistic baselines. We show this on a high quality
dataset collected through a user study and verify the results on a crowdsourced
dataset.

RQ 6.2: Which user gestures provide the strongest signals for satisfaction
and good abandonment?

Through a correlation analysis, we showed how time spent interacting with
answers on a SERP are positively correlated with satisfaction and good abandon-
ment. By contrast, swipe interactions and time spent interacting with organic
search results are negatively correlated with satisfaction.

RQ3 6.3: What SERP elements are the sources of good abandonment in
mobile search?

By analyzing data collected through our user study, we showed how good aban-
donment can be driven by many elements on a SERP, such as answers, snippets
and images and conclude that good abandonment is due to many factors.

An interesting problem for future work would be to attribute the good aban-
donment to a specific entity on the screen. For instance, one might consider the
attributed reading time for each element and use this information to infer which
element led to good abandonment. Furthermore, it will be interesting to analyze
how users’ behavior differs in the presence of different entity types on the screen.
This work has been performed exclusively on mobile devices, but many of the
conclusions are likely transferable to tablet or desktop search; we leave this for
future investigations.
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Part III
Predicting User Satisfaction

on the SERP-level

In the third and final part of this dissertation, we study behavioral dynamics—
changes in aggregated user behavioral features over time. We look for indicators
of a drop in user satisfaction, due to a SERP trained on historical data becoming
outdated as a result of changing query intents over time or due to external context
(e. g. news events). Specifically, Part III deals with the following research question:

RQ 4: How to define and to detect changes in user satisfaction with
retrieved search results?

Chapter 7 investigates how the query reformulation signal can be used to detect
drifts in user satisfaction with the current SERP for the query, using concept drift
detection approach from online supervised learning, and study its effectiveness on
search log data from Microsoft Bing. Chapter 7 is based on [145].

Chapter 8 extends this method focusing on failed SERPs and taking into
account more signs of user frustration (or lack of search satisfaction) such as: a
rate of search abandonment, a dramatic change in query volume, or a lowering
in average click positions, and conducts a large-scale evaluation with one year of
search log data from Yandex. Chapter 8 is based on [148].
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7
Query Reformulations

Informational needs behind queries, that people issue to search engines, are inher-
ently sensitive to external factors such as breaking news, new models of devices,
or seasonal changes as ‘black Friday’. Mostly these changes happen suddenly and
it is natural to suppose that they may cause a shift in user satisfaction with pre-
sented old search results and push users to reformulate their queries. For instance,
if users issued the query ‘CIKM conference’ in 2013 they were satisfied with re-
sults referring to the page cikm2013.org and this page gets a majority of clicks.
However, the conference site has been changed and the same query issued in 2014
should be linked to the different page cikm2014.fudan.edu.cn. If the link to the
fresh page is not among the retrieved results then users will reformulate the query
to find desired information.

In this chapter, we examine how to detect changes in user satisfaction if some
events affect user information goals but search results remained the same. We for-
mulate a problem using concept drift detection techniques. The proposed method
works in an unsupervised manner, we do not rely on any labelling. We report
results of a large scale evaluation over real user interactions, that are collected
by the commercial search engine within six months. The final datasets consist of
more than sixty million log entries. The results of our experiments demonstrate
that by using our method we can accurately detect changes in user behavior. The
detected drifts can be used to enhance query auto-completion, user satisfaction
metrics, and recency ranking.

7.1 Introduction

Millions of users interact with search engines daily to obtain fresh information
quickly while minimizing their effort. Users issue a query Q and a search en-
gine returns search result page (SERP ) that is a ranked list of URLs: SERP=
(url1, . . . , urli, . . . , urln).

The order of URLs in SERP is optimized to fit a history of user interactions
with a pair 〈Q,SERP 〉 [12]. However, events from the outside world and time
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can affect user behavior on the Web [157, 185]. To illustrate this drift in the user
information goals let us consider the following examples:

• The last Olympics games occur in 2014, so users are not interested in the
previous 2012 Olympics anymore (if users do not specify which games they
interested in: winter or summer then search engines returns information
about last available one). Therefore, if users issue the query ‘Olympic games’
in 2014 they need to find a page of the latest event. If the desired link is not
among the retrieved results then user satisfaction with the served SERP
decreases.

• After Microsoft releases a new ‘Windows phone 8’ users are not satisfied if
pages of previous models are in the top of SERP .

• After a cartoon ‘Despicable Me 2’ is released the audience pays less attention
to its previous release.

User satisfaction with a pair 〈Q,SERP 〉 can decrease dramatically if user infor-
mation needs change due to some event or decay/change of interest over time. In
this chapter, we answer the question:

How can we detect a drift in user satisfaction with the pair 〈Q,SERP 〉
using users’ interactions on the SERP?

We break up our main research problem into three different parts. Our first
concrete research question is:

RQ 7.1: What behavioral signal can be used to infer changes in user
satisfaction?

When users struggle to find an answer for Q they run a follow-up query Q′ that
is an expansion of Q. Query reformulation is the act of submitting a next query
Q′ to modify a previous SERP for a query Q in the hope of retrieving better
results [98]. Such a query reformulation is a strong indication of user dissatisfac-
tion [9]. We call this the reformulation signal. Our hypothesis is that a decrease in
user satisfaction with 〈Q,SERP 〉 correlates nicely with the reformulation signal.
In other words, the probability of reformulating Q will grow dramatically.

Let us consider the probability of reformulating a query ‘flawless’ during year
2013. A histogram of this probability is shown in Figure 1. We can clearly see
that a drift happened in December. When users ran this query before October
2013 they most probably were looking for a movie, called ‘flawless’. However, the
singer Beyonce released her new soundtrack also called ‘flawless’ in November
2013. Hence, this event affected dramatically the meaning of this query. As a
result, if the desired song was missing in SERP a majority of users reformulated
the query by expanding it with the term ‘Beyonce’.

Our second concrete research question is:

RQ 7.2: How can we detect changes in user satisfaction using refor-
mulation signal?
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Figure 7.1: The histogram of the probability to reformulate query ‘flawless’ in
2013 with one month granularity.

We propose an unsupervised approach for detecting drifts in user satisfaction
for pairs 〈Q,SERP 〉 by applying a concept drift technique [252] leveraging refor-
mulation signal. Concept drift primarily refers to an online supervised learning
scenario when the relation between the input data and the target variable changes
over time [80]. Furthermore, the reformulation signal is considered to be less noisy
and if reformulations are fresh and done only by users’ initiative then we can say
that a reformulation signal is not biased by information coming from the search
engine. Moreover, the proposed method produces:

• A list of drift terms, that users apply to reformulate queries when a drift hap-
pens. This list can be utilised for time sensitive query auto-completion [212].

• A list of URLs, that users mostly click on after reformulating initial queries.
This list can be used for a recency ranking [66, 113, 114].

Our third concrete research question is:

RQ 7.3: How effective is our approach on a realistic sample of traffic
of a major Internet search engine?

We validate our approach to detect changes in user satisfaction on six months
of search logs of a major commercial search engine1. We run our algorithm on
massive transaction logs to detect pairs of 〈Q,SERP 〉 where drifts happen. We
analyse accuracy of detection of drift terms and clicked URLs.

The specific contributions of this chapter include:
1In this chapter we use data from bing.com
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1. A definition of query reformulation signal as an effective way to detect an
alteration in user satisfaction.

2. An analysis and formulation of a drift detection in user satisfaction.

3. An unsupervised method for detection changes in user satisfaction.

4. A large scale evaluation over real user queries, showing a high accuracy of
the proposed method.

The remainder of this chapter is organised as follows. Section 7.2 describes
background and related work. A formal description of the proposed method to
detect changes in user satisfaction is presented in Section 7.3. Section 7.4 describes
a research methodology for a large scale exploratory analysis of real user behavior
logs from a commercial search engine. In Section 7.5 we describe obtained results.
In Section 7.6 we discuss potential applications, that can benefit within proposed
method, are described. We summarize our findings, discuss possible extensions of
the current work and conclude in Section 7.7.

7.2 Background and Related Work

Our work examines how to model and detect changes in user satisfaction that can
be a useful feature for a dynamic ranking. Huffman and Hochster [109] observed
a strong correlation between the relevance of results and user satisfaction using
navigational and non-navigational queries. Relevance is a complex concept (for
a detailed review see [198], [197]). In a simplified view relevance Rel can be
defined as a score for a pair of query Q and document D, where D in this case is
a link URL to the web page: Rel=‖〈Q,URL〉‖. However, it is logical to assume
that Rel have an altering nature because user preferences change due to external
events and passage of time. Dong et al. [66] proposed a classifier to detect recency
sensitive queries. This classifier gives a score, called ‘buzzines’, to a query Q and
Q is considered as a breaking-news one if its final buzzines score exceeds some
threshold. Moreover, recency ranking is proposed to overcome an issue with rank-
ing time-sensitive queries. It proposes Rel that takes a freshness of a document
into account. Dong et al. [66] proposed to incorporate recency features in a rank-
ing model. The ranking function includes recency features: (timestamp, linktime,
WebBuzz, page topic) and it gives a gain for ranking metrics. The paper [113]
suggests a temporal click feature, called ClickBuzz, that captures a spiking in-
terest in the pair 〈Q,SERP 〉. This method helps to exploit user feedback for
time-sensitive queries. The use of ClickBuzz in the ranking models leads to an
improvement in NDCG5. Our method can be considered as a supplement to
recency ranking, it detects moments when drifts happen and we need to adjust
our ranking function in order to produce up-to-date results.

User satisfaction has been researched extensively. User clicks are reasonably
accurate on average to evaluate user satisfaction with pairs 〈Q,SERP 〉 [11, 125],
using click-through information. This user satisfaction scenario is successfully
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applied to navigational queries. It is called query-level satisfaction. However, we
have to take into account the fact that user clicks are biased:

1. to the page position in SERP [56, 124];

2. to the quality of the page’s snippet [250];

3. to the domain of the returned URL [112].

Authors of the paper [14] claim that a search scenario for informational queries is
different. Users can run follow-up queries if they are unsatisfied with the derived
results. Reformulations can lead users to an answer. This scenario is called task-
level satisfaction [66]. Past research proposed different methods for identifying
successful sessions. Hassan et al. [97] used a Markov model to predict success at
the end of the task. Ageev et al. [9] exploited an expertise-dependent difference in
search behavior by using a Conditional Random Fields model to predict a search
success. On the other hand, separate researches are interested in situations when
users are frustrated. Feild et al. [75] proposed a method for understanding user
frustration with the pair 〈Q,SERP 〉. Authors gave users difficult information
seeking assignments and evaluated their level of dissatisfaction via query log fea-
tures and physical sensors. The authors demonstrated that the prediction model
gets the highest quality when it is built based on query log features, described in
the paper [239]. One type of user behavior that can be clearly associated with
frustration is search engine switching. Authors of the paper [86] showed that one
of the primary reasons users switched their search engine was due to dissatisfac-
tion with the results on the SERP .

In our work, we consider a scenario when user satisfaction at time ti with
〈Q,SERP 〉 turns into user frustration at ti+1 with the same 〈Q,SERP 〉. We
associate user satisfaction using the reformulation signal. If the probability of
reformulating query Q was close to zero at ti and grows dramatically at ti+1,
then a change happened in user satisfaction. Our scenario corresponds perfectly
to a definition of real concept drift. In dynamically changing and non-stationary
environments, the data distribution can change over time because of the phe-
nomenon of concept drift [202, 241]. The real concept drift refers to changes in
the conditional distribution of the output (i.e., target variable) given the input
(input features), while the distribution of the input may stay unchanged. For-
mally concept drift between time point ti and time point ti+1 can be defined
as [80]:

∃X : Pti(X, y) 6= Pti+1
(X, y), (7.1)

where Pti denotes the joint distribution at time ti between the set of input vari-
ablesX and the target variable y. In this work, we follow a lead of [32, 69, 104] and
reuse methods from supervised machine learning and statistical learning theory
to design and analyze suitable statistics for drift detection.

Changes in data distribution over time may manifest in different forms, as
illustrated in Figure 7.2. The presented types of concept drift are perfectly aligned
to the reformulation signal:
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Figure 7.2: Patterns of changes over time [80].

• A drift may happen suddenly/abruptly by switching from one concept to an-
other, that may correspond to breaking-news queries such as ‘nelson man-
dela’ (issued the day of his death).

• A drift can be incremental, e. g. a query ‘cikm conference’ may drift each
year, queries referring to a new model of a device may cause an incremental
drift: users incrementally move their preferences from ‘windows phone 7’ to
‘windows phone 8’.

• A drift can be gradual, e. g. relevant new topics change from dwelling to
holiday homes, while the user does not switch abruptly, but rather keeps
going back to the previous interest for some time.

• A drift can be reoccurring, e. g. seasonal queries: ‘30 % cvs coupon’→‘30 %
cvs coupon black Friday’.

• One of the challenges for concept drift handling algorithms is not to mix
the true drift with an outlier or noise which refers to a once-off random
deviation or an anomaly. In our case, it may be spam queries. We will show
an example of an outlier in Section 7.5.4.

To summarize, the key distinctions of our work compared to previous efforts
are: a clear and well-defined approach to detecting changes in user satisfaction
using the reformulation signal; an in-depth analysis of changes is searchers behav-
ior that results in accurate detection of drifts in user satisfaction. Moreover, our
framework works in an unsupervised manner, it does not require any labelling.

7.3 Detecting changes in user satisfaction

In this section we present an overview of a developed framework for detecting
changes in user satisfaction due to some external events and overtime decay. Our
framework uses the growth of the reformulation signal as an indication of user
dissatisfaction with the pair 〈Q,SERP 〉. In other words, if the probability to
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Figure 7.3: Overview of a framework for detection changes in user satisfaction
with search results.

reformulate a query Q to Q′ grows dramatically then users are no longer satisfied
with the pair 〈Q,SERP 〉. The desired results for the query Q have been changed
and now users expect to derive SERP ′ as the answer for Q.

The proposed framework monitors user interactions and it triggers an alarm
to the system when changes happen. Moreover, if indicated, our framework can
produce the following additional output per a query:

• a list of drift terms, which users added to reformulate the query Q;

• a list of drift URLs, which users clicked on after issuing Q′.

A detailed diagram of our framework is presented in Figure 7.3. In following
sections we will describe our framework in details:

1. how do we construct user behavioral logs (Section 7.3.1);

2. how to model the reformulation signal (Section 7.3.2);

3. how to detect drifts in the reformulation signal in an unsupervised manner
(Section 7.3.3).

7.3.1 Creating User Behavioral Logs

In this section, we describe how to derive user behavioral logs (in Figure 7.3) from
search interaction logs.

We consider the following scenario: we have a stream of queries submitted to
a search engine. In response to each query, the engine returns SERP . Users may
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decide to click on one or more URLs in SERP , reformulate their queries, or end
their sessions. These types of user interactions are stored in search interaction
logs.

We convert standard search interaction logs to the user behavioral logs where
we store information only about reformulations of issued queries. We use a query
expansion definition from [108, 118] to detect terms which users used for refor-
mulations.

An example of user behavioral entries is presented in Figure 7.4. Each entry
consists of four columns:

• Session ID is a session identification information;

• Timestamp is a time when an action is performed;

• Action is an action type, that a user performed: we record the following
action types: search, reformulation, and click on a SERP page.

• Action details are details of a user’s action: for the search action we record
an issued query, for the click action we record an identifier of clicked page,
for the reformulation action we record a reformulation term.

For example ‘2014’ is a reformation term for the initial query ‘cikm confer-
ence’ if users are looking for up-to-date information about the conference.

Session	  Id	   Timestamp	   Ac1on	   Ac1on	  details	  

123457	   1388494920	   search	   Query	  =‘flawless’	  
123457	   1388494980	   click	   Page	  Id	  =	  ‘755’	  
123457	   1388495060	   reformulaDon	   Query	  =‘flawless	  beyonce’	  =>	  ReformulaDon	  

=	  ‘beyonce’	  
123457	   1388495115	   click	   Page	  Id	  =	  ‘170’	  
123458	   1388495415	   search	   Query	  =‘cikm	  conference’	  
123456	   1388361661	   reformulaDon	   Query	  =‘cikm	  conference’	  =>	  ReformulaDon	  

=	  ‘2014’	  
123456	   1388361720	   click	   Page	  Id	  =	  “45”	  

……………………………………………….	  

……………………………………………….	  

Figure 7.4: An example of user behavioral log.
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User behavioral logs are suitable to collect a dictionary of the reformulation
terms:

DQ = {Kj}nj=1 , (7.2)

where Kj is jth the reformulation term used to change the query Q, n is the
number of the reformulation terms used for expanding the query Q.

In the next section, the dictionary of the reformulation terms will be utilized
for modelling the reformulation signal.

7.3.2 Modelling the Reformulation Signal

In this Section, we address our RQ 7.1: What behavioral signal can be used to
infer changes in user satisfaction? We describe how to build a reformulation signal
model, that is presented in our framework in Figure 7.3 as ‘Learn Reformulation
Signal’.

We build the reformulation signal (RS) of queries for a time period [ti, ti+w1],
using the user behavioral logs. RS of the query Q would be:

RS =
{
P[ti,ti+w1] (Kj , Q)

}n
j=1

, (7.3)

where w1 is the selected size of the inference window, P (Kj , Q) is a joint dis-
tribution of the query Q and its reformulation term Kj during the time period
[ti, ti + w1].

When time (ti + w1 + w2) comes we rebuild the reformation signal of Q for
the time period [ti + w1, ti + w1 + w2] using Equation 7.3:

RS =
{
P[ti+w1,ti+w1+w2] (Kj , Q)

}m
j=1

, (7.4)

where w2 is the size of a test window.
The presented model for the reformulation signal will be used to detect changes

in user satisfaction in the next section.

7.3.3 Detecting a Drift in Reformulation Signal

In this section, we investigate our RQ 7.2: How can we detect changes in user
satisfaction using reformulation signal? We present an algorithm for detecting a
drift in user satisfaction using the reformulation signal. Our goal is to detect
statistically significant changes. This action is depicted in Figure 7.3 as ‘Detect
Changes’.

Let us introduce a definition of a drift in the reformulation signal between
two periods at time [ti, ti + w1] and [ti + w1, ti + w1 + w2] using Equations 7.3
and 7.4:

∃Q′ : P[ti,ti+w1] (Kj , Q) 6= P[ti+w1,ti+w1+w2] (Kj , Q) , (7.5)

where P[ti,ti+w1] (Kj , Q) denotes the joint distribution of query Q and its refor-
mulation term Kj at the time period [ti, ti + w1] .
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Figure 7.5: Example of concept drift in probability to reformulate the query
‘CIKM conference’ using drift term ‘2014’.

It is important to determine what it means when the distribution has changed.
If the drift in the reformulation signal is statistically significant, then we assume
that user satisfaction with the following pair has decreased dramatically :

〈Q[ti+w1,ti+w1+w2], SERP[ti,ti+w1]〉, (7.6)

whereQ[ti+w1,ti+w1+w2] is the query issued at the time period [ti + w1, ti + w1 + w2];
SERP[ti,ti+w1] is search results, that were generated for Q at the time period
[ti, ti + w1], and it is still shown during the time period [ti + w1, ti + w1 + w2].

However, users are no longer satisfied and they reformulate Q using some drift
term Kj . The fact that the drift has happened at time (ti + w1 + w2) can be a
signal that we need to generate a new SERP[ti+w1,ti+w1+w2] for Q to improve
user satisfaction.

Let us consider an example of a drift in the reformulation signal for the query
‘cikm conference’ in Figure 7.5. Users were satisfied with SERP that was re-
turned by the query ’cikm conference’ at time ti. However, at time ti + ∆t a
probability to reformulate the query has been changed dramatically and the term
‘2014’ is the most frequent reformulation. Most likely users have changed their
behavior due to an upcoming conference event and they could not find the right
link in SERP that was optimized for clicks from the last year.

The proposed algorithm DDSAT for detecting changes in the query reformu-
lation signal to discover changes in user satisfaction is presented in Algorithm 3.
We will explain how DDSAT works next.

Let us clarify which an input and an output DDSAT has:

• DDSAT Input. Our current implementation of the algorithm is using a
fixed size of the inference window w1 that equals to one month. We also
experiment with two sizes of the test window w2: two weeks and one week.
We calculate an error threshold e, using the following formula as described
in [32]:

e =

√
1

2m
∗ σ2

W ∗ ln
4

δ′
+

2

3m
ln

2

δ′
, (7.7)
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where m is the harmonic mean of ||w1|| and ||w2||, σ2
W is the observed

variance of the elements in windowW = w1∪w2 and δ′ = δ
n , δ is a confidence

value and n is a total size of two windows. For experimentation, we run our
algorithm with the three different confidence values: δ = {0.05, 0.1, 0.3}.

• DDSAT Output. DDSAT returns an alarm as an output if the drift
happens.

Let us consider the method processDetectedConceptDrift() in Algorithm 3
that deals with the detected drifts. Moreover, the function processDetectedConceptDrift()
has two additional input parameters which show how the observed drifts influence
the current system:

• Parameter ‘extra’ is a boolean variable, if it is ‘true’ DDSAT will produce
two extra statistics:

1. a list of drift terms, which can be used for serving a fresh query sug-
gestion;

2. a list of drift URLs which can be used for reranking of SERP .

• Parameter ‘update’ is a boolean variable, if it is ‘true’ DDSAT will
update the reformulation signal.

Algorithm 3 Algorithm for detection drift in user satisfaction using the refor-
mulation signal (DDSAT )
Require: inference window w1;

test window w2;
error threshold e;
start time ti;
produce extra information extra← true, false;
learn new reformulation signal update← true, false;
U ser Behavioral Log (UBL);

Ensure: drift← true, false
1: {RSw1(Qk)}km=1 ←buildRefSignal(UBL[ti,ti+w1])
2: {RSw2

(Qk)}km=1 ←buildSignal(UBL[ti+w1,ti+w1+w2])
3: for Qm,Kj ∈ ULB do
4: if |µ(Pw1(Kj , Qm))− µ(Pw2(Kj , Qm))| > e then
5: drift← true
6: processDetectedConceptDrift(extra, update)
7: else
8: drift← false
9: end if

10: end for
11: return drift
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The presented algorithm DDSAT works in an unsupervised way, it does not
require any human labelling. It can be shown that DDSAT has a linear complex-
ity.

The proposed framework can be used as a monitoring tool, which alarms
when user satisfaction changes for a particular pair: 〈Q,SERP 〉. Our framework
also gives an explanation for detected changes, it returns the list of drift terms.
Moreover, it suggests a possible solution for serving up-to-date SERP and returns
the list of the most frequently clicked URLs after reformulating Q using the drift
terms.

7.4 Experimental setup

The ultimate goal of the presented framework is to detect changes in user satisfac-
tion. To answer our RQ 7.3: How effective is our approach on a realistic sample
of traffic of a major Internet search engine? we experiment with the search inter-
action logs of the commercial search engine – bing.com. We run our framework
over this dataset. In DDSAT algorithm we set to ‘true’ the parameters: ‘extra’
and ‘update’ of the method processDetectedConceptDrift(). The extra statistics
are used to setup a human assessment. Our evaluation scenario is described in
Section 7.4.2. The final results are presented in Section 7.5.

7.4.1 Data

Our experimental data comprises of search interaction logs of the commercial
search engine that were collected during six months: September 2013, October
2013, November 2013, December 2013, January 2014, February 2014. We only
include log entries for US-based traffic. We derive user behavioral logs from the
selected search interaction logs as presented in Section 7.3.1. Each month of data
consists of over 10 million records.

7.4.2 Evaluation Methodology

In this section we describe how we organize evaluation of our framework results:

1. the derived list of detected changes with drift terms;

2. the derived list of the most clicked URLs per drift.

First, let us present a format of the presented system output that needs to be
evaluated. Our framework returns results in the form presented in Figure 7.6. It
contains:

• Date - is a time period when drift happened;

• Initial Query - is a query that users issued;

• Drift term - is a term that cause the drift because users added it to
expand the initial query at time period depicted as Date.
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• URL - is a link that users clicked the most after issuing the reformulation.

Date	   Ini)al	  query	   Dri/	  Term	   URL	  

Oct.	  2013	   novak	  djokovic	   fiancee	   URL48	  
Oct.	  2013	   CIKM	  conference	   2014	   URL44	  
Jan.	  2014	   flawless	   beyonce	   URL578	  
Jan.	  2014	   feliz	  ano	  nuevo	   2014	   URL48	  

Jan.	  2014	   ct	  40ez	   2013	   URL109	  
Feb.	  2014	   when	  is	  fastnacht	  day	  	  	   2014	   URL48	  
Feb.	  2014	   mormons	  olympics	   2014	   URL409	  

……………………………………………….	  

……………………………………………….	  

Figure 7.6: Example of an output of the framework. Column URL is anonymized.

Human Drift judgments

For the evaluation, a group of annotators were instructed to exhaustively examine
the detected drift terms. The judges were well trained to understand time-related
and event-related drifts in user behavioral data. They were given relevant exam-
ples of drift, e. g.:

1. The latest Olympic games were held in February 2014 and users run related
queries such as ‘medals olympics’ (users were looking for information about
medals among USA 2014 Olympic team). However, if users were served with
results from Olympics 2012 then they had to reformulate the query using
the reformulation term ‘2014’ in order to find desired results. That is an
example of a gradual drift, because users got interested in 2014 Olympics
gradually over two years.

2. Another example would be a breaking news query such as ‘novak djokovic’ (a
Serbian professional tennis player) who got engaged at the end of September
2013. Users were interested in this news and tended to reformulate the query
by adding the reformulation term ‘fiancee’. That is an example of a sudden
drift. This kind of drifts have quite a short lifetime because users remain
interested during a limited period of time. However, it is important to serve
it right in time.

An example of an evaluation task for the annotators is presented in Figure 7.7
(A). The judges were asked to decide: Can the term T be a drift term for the
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Figure 7.7: Two fragments of an evaluation task for the annotators: (A) is the
task when we do not have most clicked URL because clicks are diverse and (B) is
the task when we can suggest URL and (B).

query Q? The judges were allowed to use external information sources to find
answers.

Every discovered drift, characterised by a drift term, is judged by three differ-
ent annotators using binary classes: ‘0’ = wrong and ‘1’= right. The final score
is calculated based on three judgments.

We use accuracy as a final evaluation metric that we refer as Drift Accuracy.

Human Judgments for Drift URLs

We calculate a statistic for URLs which users clicked in SERP ′ that is derived
after reformulation Q to Q′. If the probability of clicking on URL is greater than
0.5, then it is drift URL. If clicks are diverse we cannot produce any URL.

Judges, whom we asked to evaluate drift URL, answered the following ques-
tion: ‘Is URL relevant for the initial query Q at the time period T?’ In other
words, we asked human annotators to evaluate a tuple 〈Q,URL, T 〉 as proposed
in the paper [66].

Every discovered drift URL is also judged by three different persons using
binary classes. The final score is calculated based on three judgments. We use
accuracy as a final evaluation metric for drift URL, that we refer as URL Accu-
racy.

We described the large-scale evaluation of our method based on a real dataset
from the commercial search engine bing.com that was collected during six months.
As we will show next we can precisely identify drift in user satisfaction using the
reformulation signal.

7.5 Experimental Results

We now summarize the results for detection changes in user satisfaction using the
reformulation signal to answer our RQ 7.3: How effective is our approach on a
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realistic sample of traffic of a major Internet search engine? The proposed solution
is working in an unsupervised way and can be applied to large search interaction
logs. As a ground truth, we use the human judgments that are described in
Section 7.4.2.

7.5.1 Defining Sizes of Inference and Test Windows

It is important to note that we fix a size of the inference window w1 to one month
of data. For the test window w2, we experiment with three different sizes: one
week, two weeks, one month. As a final result, we will report for w2 equals two
weeks.

For our experimentation we use data described in Section 7.4.1, that can be
easily transformed to user behavioral logs. The algorithm DDSAT, proposed in
Algorithm 3, is running on derived data in the following way:

1. DDSAT starts at time ti (for our datasets: ti equals to 1st of September);

2. DDSAT builds the reformulation signal (RS) based on the time period
[ti, ti + w1] (for our datasets: the reformulation signal is built on September
2013);

3. DDSAT detects drifts in RS based on the time period [ti + w1, ti + w1 + w2]
and produces a list of detected drifts (for our datasets: first two weeks of
October 2013);

4. DDSAT reassigns ti to (ti + w1) and goes to 1.

We combine all detected drifts and drift URLs and evaluate them using method-
ology described in Section 7.4.2.

However, for other domains the sizes of w1 and w2 are dependent on many as-
pects such as volume of a traffic, type of a served content and so on. Implementers
with a domain’s knowledge should decide on how often running our framework.
However, we plan to extend the algorithm DDSAT so that it can determine on
the fly when there was a drift.

7.5.2 Defining confidence value

We evaluate the discovered list of the drifts in user satisfaction to check which
confidence level suits our needs best. The randomly selected part (30%) of human
judgments for detected drifts (Section 7.4.2) are used to calculate the accuracy
below. Our findings are the following:

• for the confidence value δ = 0.05 accuracy is 65%

• for the confidence value δ = 0.1 accuracy is 68%

• for the confidence value δ = 0.3 accuracy is 66%
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Table 7.1: The accuracy of the drift detection depends on the number of users who
issued reformulations. The metrics are calculated based on the results obtained
with the confidence value δ = 0.1.

Number of Users Drift Accuracy

[1000, 1300) 98%
[800, 1000) 67%
[500, 800) 80%
[250, 500) 82%
[1, 100) 66%

The rest of judgments (70%) are used to calculate a final accuracy for our drift
detection method in Section 7.5.3.

Hence, we use the confidence value δ = 0.1 for the future evaluation because
it gives us the highest accuracy.

7.5.3 Evaluating DDSAT

In this section we describe the experiments we conducted to evaluate the accuracy
of our method DDSAT. We evaluate two types of accuracy:

1. we present the accuracy of overall drift detection that is calculated based
on 70% of human judgments collected in Section 7.4.2;

2. we demonstrate the accuracy of detected drift URLs that is calculated based
on annotator’s judgments collected in Section 7.4.2.

Drift Accuracy

Drift accuracy is a percentage of times when the drift in user satisfaction is cor-
rectly detected using the reformulation signal. We calculate drift accuracy with
respect to the number of users who issue the reformulation. The obtained accu-
racy is presented in Table 7.1.

Of course, the best result is characterized by the greatest amount of users.
Rows in Table 7.1 for the number of users in a range [800, 1000) and [500, 800)
have a lower accuracy than the accuracy rate for the numbers of users in the
range [250, 500) because they include smaller number of detected drifts in user
satisfaction.

Drift URL Accuracy

Drift URL accuracy is a percentage of relevant URLs among the list of proposed
drift URLs. The obtained accuracy is presented in Table 7.2. The quality of
derived drift URLs is very high especially for the number of users greater than
250. We see in Table 7.2 the same situation as in Table 7.1 for the number of
users in a range [800, 1000) and [500, 800). They have lower accuracy than the
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Table 7.2: The accuracy of drift URL depending on the number of users who
issued reformulations. The metrics are calculated based on results obtained with
confidence value δ = 0.1.

Number of Users Drift URL Accuracy

[1000, 1300) 100%
[800, 1000 81%
[500, 800) 85%
[250, 500) 91%
[1, 100) 87%

number of users in the range [250, 500) because they include a smaller number of
detected drift URLs.

Our framework includes URL into the list of drift URLs, if the probability
of clicking on them after reformulating is higher than 0.5. Potentially, detected
drift URLs can be applied directly into a learned ranking function as a ‘freshness
feature’ or used for a re-ranking of current results.

To summarize our evaluation of DDSAT, we recommended to determine a
confidence value for the drift detection that gives the highest accuracy of the
detected drift. In our case, we obtained the confidence value δ = 0.1. The
proposed algorithm was evaluated from two points of view:

1. the accuracy of the detected drift in user satisfaction is high and it gets
especially precise if the number of users who issued reformulation is greater
that 250 (Table 7.1). We do not report the row ‘> 1000’ because it not
always realistic for smaller search engines;

2. the accuracy of how relevant detected drift URLs are. It is especially ac-
curate if the number of users who issued reformulation is greater than 250
(Table 7.2).

7.5.4 Detecting Anomalies in Results

In this section we show an example of outliers in a concept drift and how to deal
with this kind of anomalies.

User behavior on Web is not always reliable, it can be sometimes spurious.
It is important for the algorithm DDSAT to know how to remove this anomalies
from user behavioral logs data in order to return more accurate results of drift
detection.

For instance, ‘spurious behavior’ can be caused by Search Engine Optimization
(SEO) that is a process of affecting the visibility of websites or web pages in search
results of search engines. In general, SEO aims to push a site to a higher rank on
the search results page, and more frequently a site appears in the search results
list, the more visitors it will receive from the search engine’s users. In order to
achieve the goal, SEO considers how search engines work, what people search
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for, the actual search terms or keywords typed into search engines and which
search engines are preferred by their targeted audience. Optimizing of a website
may involve editing its content, HTML and associated coding to both increase
its relevance to specific keywords and to remove barriers for indexing activities of
search engines.

While we were analysing the list of derived drifts we noticed abnormal drifts,
e. g. the query ‘aol mailbox sign in’ was reformulated using the drift term ‘agnes
corky’. The reformulation was issued by more than 200 users. However, this drift
did not make any sense. This behavior most probably was simulated. However,
we noticed that only one click happened and that clicked page referred to the
website with the domain named ‘seotest’. Hence, we concluded that it is the
anomaly.

For the final results, this kind of anomalies need to be filtered out. They are
removed by using the following heuristic rule: ‘If the number of users who issued
reformulation: (U) is much greater than the number of user clicks on SERP ′

(search results after reformulating an initial query): (ClickU ) then the detected
change is the Anomaly’:

if U � ClickU then Anomaly. (7.8)

To summarise our experimental results, the proposed technique for detect-
ing changes in user satisfaction using the reformation signal works well on real
datasets. The observed results over large datasets (all traffic from the commercial
search engine bing.com during 6 months) are both substantially and statistically
significant. Furthermore, we have shown that results of our framework, such as
lists of URLs, can be potentially useful for ranking.

7.6 Applications

In this section we discuss potential applications where the results of the developed
framework can be used.

7.6.1 Learning to Rank

A key component of our system is the algorithm DDSAT that is monitoring user
engagement. It alarms when changes in user satisfaction happen with the pair
〈Q,SERP 〉. DDSAT alarm is a signal that user intent for Q drifted and we need
to change SERP to satisfy changes in user needs. Potentially, the detected drift
can be applied directly into a learned ranking function as a ‘freshness feature’
or used for re-ranking. Moreover, our framework produces a list of URLs, which
users prefer after reformulating the initial query. This list also can be incorporated
into a ranking model.

7.6.2 Query Auto-Completion

Query auto-completion is an important feature of online search engines that en-
hances search experience by saving users time which otherwise would be spent
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on typing. A time-sensitive approach has been proposed in [212] for query auto-
completion. Our framework also returns drift terms, which are reformulation
terms that cause a drift in the reformulation signal. Hence, this list can be used
for time-sensitive query auto-completion.

7.6.3 Automatically Detecting Under-performing Queries

Automatic detection of problematic queries, where search engines do not return
a required result and users are dissatisfied with their search results, has been
extensively studied [9, 75, 97, 134]. However, previous work largely utilises user
interaction features, topical and lexical attributes to detect such underperforming
queries. Time-sensitive nature of user satisfaction has not been considered.

In this chapter, we propose the method to identify drifts in user satisfaction
over time. The proposed framework monitors a system and it signals an alarm
when drift in user satisfaction with the pair 〈Q,SERP 〉 happens. Hence, when we
know a problematic query we can retrain our ranker in order to improve quality
of retrieved SERP . We can use the engagement on the reformulated query in
order to derive training pairs.

7.7 Conclusions

In this chapter, our main research question in this chapter was: How can we detect
a drift in user satisfaction with the pair 〈Q,SERP 〉 using users’ interactions on
the SERP?

First, we studiedRQ 7.1: What behavioral signal can be used to infer changes
in user satisfaction? We explored the utility of incorporating the query reformu-
lation signal in detecting changes in user satisfaction.

Next, we investigated RQ 7.2: How can we detect changes in user satisfaction
using reformulation signal? We leveraged the concept drift techniques to detect
changes in user satisfaction with the pair 〈Q,SERP 〉 over time due to some
events. The appearance of a drift requires a modification of the SERP to satisfy
shifted user needs. We introduced a novel Drift Detection in user SATisfaction
(DDSAT) algorithm, that accurately detects changes. The proposed algorithm
works in an unsupervised manner, it does not need any labelled data. DDSAT is
a part of the developed framework for detecting changes in user satisfaction. The
algorithm of the drift detection in user satisfaction which we presented in this
chapter can be incorporated in many search-related applications where freshness
is required, e. g. in recency ranking and query auto-completion.

Finally, we analyzed the prediction quality of DDSAT to answer RQ 7.3:
How effective is our approach on a realistic sample of traffic of a major Internet
search engine? We conducted a large-scale evaluation using data from the com-
mercial search engine bing.com. The dataset was collected during six months.
Our experiments show that the algorithm DDSAT works with a high accuracy.
Moreover, our framework outputs the list of drift terms and the list of URLs,
which can be used for the future re-ranking of SERP .
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Our general conclusion is that the drifts in reformulation signal reflect changes
in user satisfaction with 〈Q,SERP 〉.

We believe that the current implementation of the algorithm DDSAT can be
improved. The algorithm uses the fixed sizes of the inference and test windows.
However, it is not always suitable. For instance, the size of the test window for the
sudden drift can be way shorter compared to incremental drifts. We anticipate
that the size of the test window should be proportional to the reformulation
frequency. We would like to develop a method to identify dynamically the size of
the inference and test windows as future work. We also would like to identify the
type of the detected drift in Figure 7.2. It is important to know in order to define
the lifetime. If our algorithm detects the sudden drift (e. g. breaking news queries)
then its lifetime is much shorter compared to incremental or sudden drifts. We
would like to develop a method to identify automatically the type of the drift.
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Failed SERPs

Web search is always in a state of flux: queries, their intent, and the most relevant
content are changing over time, in predictable and unpredictable ways. Modern
search technology has made great strides in keeping up to pace with these changes,
but there remain cases of failure where the organic search results on the search en-
gine result page (SERP) are outdated, and no relevant result is displayed. Failing
SERPs due to temporal drift are one of the greatest frustrations of web searchers,
leading to search abandonment or even search engine switch. Detecting failed
SERPs timely and providing access to the desired out-of-SERP results has huge
potential to improve user satisfaction. Our main findings are threefold: First,
we refine the conceptual model of behavioral dynamics on the web by including
the SERP and defining (un)successful SERPs in terms of observable behavior.
Second, we analyse typical patterns of temporal change and propose models to
predict query drift beyond the current SERP, and ways to adapt the SERP to in-
clude the desired results. Third, we conduct extensive experiments on real world
search engine traffic demonstrating the viability of our approach. Our analysis of
behavioral dynamics at the SERP level gives new insight in one of the primary
causes of search failure due to temporal query intent drifts. Our overall conclu-
sion is that the most detrimental cases in terms of (lack of) user satisfaction lead
to the largest changes in information seeking behavior, and hence to observable
changes in behavior we can exploit to detect failure, and moreover not only detect
them but also resolve them.

8.1 Introduction

The information seeking behavior of users on the web is inherently sensitive to
changes happening in world [157, 185]. As the web reflects the world around us,
content is changing in predictable and unpredictable ways, affecting the search
intent and queries issued by users. Added to that, searchers express their com-
plex information needs in short queries, causing an inherent ambiguity in their
statements of request: the query intent is specific to the context of the user and
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the point in time. It is a formidable achievement of modern search engines that
they manage to keep up to pace with changing content, at equally formidable
costs in crawling and updating search engines indexes. In particular, for updating
rankers, click through information in interaction logs are crucial [11, 124]

Yet, there remain cases of failure where the organic search results on the search
engine result page (SERP ) are outdated, and no relevant result is displayed. This
can be caused by temporal query intent drift, where the desired pages for a query
are changing over time, and the historical transaction logs privilege the outdated
results. For example, if users were searching for ‘Malaysia airlines flight’ in
March 2014 they most likely wanted to see news about the Malaysian flight 370
that disappeared. However, if users issued the same query in July 2014 they
mostly likely were searching for information about the Malaysian flight 17 that
is presumed to be shot down. Figure 8.1 shows daily Wikipedia page views for
the MH17 and MH370 pages over 2014, with striking increases from 0 to 100s of
thousands of page views when the events happened.

The Malaysian Airlines example can be characterized as a “sudden” drift which
may cause the SERP to become outdated. Such changes can be associated
with the news, and received the most attention in research community [66, 67].
However, changes may happen over a longer period of time and not necessarily
bring an increase in the volume of traffic. For instance, if users issued the query
‘CIKM conference’ in 2014 they were satisfied with results referring to the page
http://cikm2014.fudan.edu.cn/ and this page got a majority of clicks. How-
ever, the conference site has been changed and the same query issued in 2015
should be linked to the different page http://www.cikm-2015.org/. The CIKM
example can be characterized as an “incremental” drift where the intent of the
original query is changing over a longer period of time.

In this chapter, we examine a generic approach to detect SERPs that become
out of sync with the query intent. Specifically, users issue a query Q and a search
engine returns search result page (SERP ) that is a ranked list of URLs:

SERP = (url1, . . . , urli, . . . , urln).

Our users are expected to click on some urli on the SERP that satisfies their
information need, and the order of URLs on the SERP is based on various features
and optimized to fit a history of user interactions with a pair 〈Q,SERP 〉. As
a result, the 〈Q,SERP 〉 shown at a given point in time will reflect the user
preferences over an earlier period of time. However, this gives no guarantee on
the quality of the current 〈Q,SERP 〉 as user preferences are sensitive to time and
events happening in the world. We aim to detect cases of SERP failure due to a
significant drift in query intent over time.

Our aim is to detect failed SERPs due to intent drift in an unsupervised
way not relying on signals from other sources than the web traffic, language inde-
pendent and not relying on rules or templates, independent of volume capturing
both head and tail query drift. Hence we use behavioral signals as indicators of
user (dis)satisfaction, such as click-through information [11, 125] and in particular
query reformulations [9, 96, 145]. Specifically, in this chapter, we are trying to
answer the following main research question:
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Figure 8.1: Wikipedia page views per day over 2014 for https://en.wikipedia.
org/wiki/Malaysia_Airlines_Flight_17 and https://en.wikipedia.org/
wiki/Malaysia_Airlines_Flight_370.

By analyzing behavioral dynamics at the SERP level, can we detect
an important class of detrimental cases (such as search failure) based
on changes in observable behavior caused by low user satisfaction?

We break up the main research problem into three different parts. Our first
concrete research question is:

RQ 8.1 How to include the SERP into the conceptual model of be-
havioral dynamics on the web? How to identify (un)successful SERPs
in terms of drastic changes in observable user behavior?

We conduct a conceptual analysis of behavioral dynamics from the SERP ’s
perspective, and introduce failure and success at the SERP level, analyzing their
behavioral consequences identifying indicators of success and failure. We then
analyze success and failure in the light of changing query intents over time, and
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identify an important case of SERP failure due to query intent drift, and suggest
an approach to detect a failed SERP due to query intent drift by significant
changes in behavioral indicators of failure.

Our second concrete research question is:

RQ 8.2 Can we distinguish different types of SERP failure due to
query intent drift (e. g., sudden, incremental), and when and how
should we update the SERP to reflect these changes?

We study different types of possible query intent drift inspired by the liter-
ature on concept drift [79]: sudden, incremental, gradual and reoccurring. It is
important to be able to classify the type of changes in user satisfaction, because
a sequence of actions a search engine should perform to normalize a situation
can be different. We identify relevant parameters, such as the window of change,
volume or popularity of queries, and relevant behavioral indicators, such as the
probability of reformulation, abandonment rates, and click through rates. For the
two main categories of intent drift, we define an unsupervised approach to detect
failed SERPs. We also show how the detected changes can be used to improve a
ranking of search results.

Our third concrete research question is:

RQ 8.3 How effective is our approach on a realistic sample of traffic
of a major Internet search engine?

We validate our approach on twelve months of search interaction logs of a
major commercial search engine. We run a simplified version of our algorithm on
a massive transaction log, and detected pairs of 〈Q,SERP 〉 suspected of failing
due to drifting query intents. We investigate the accuracy of drift detection and
the accuracy of the clicked URLs of the revision to include on the SERP of the
original query. We look at the effectiveness of our approach for both sudden and
incremental changes in query intent, by varying the duration of the window to
detect failed SERPs.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 8.2 introduces
earlier work on behavioral dynamics on the web, and behavioral indicators of user
satisfaction focusing on the SERP level. Then, Section 8.3 introduces the concept
of SERP success and failure, and outlines behavioral cues for their detection
SERP becoming out of sync over time. Followed by Section 8.4 zooming in
on different types of query drift causing failed SERPs, and outlining practical
ways of detecting them. Finally, Section 8.5 reports on extensive experiments
demonstrating the real-world utility of our approach.

8.2 Background and Related Work

In this section we will study related work, focusing on research on topic and
concept drift, on the behavioral dynamics of the web, and on user satisfaction
signals on the SERP level.
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8.2.1 Topic and Concept Drift

Topic or query drift has been studied for long in IR, usually in the context of
evolving information needs as may happen in routing tasks [15], or the opposite
negative effect of retrieving off-topic documents lower in the ranking [213]. In
particular in adaptive filtering, topic models are continuously updated when new
data comes available [19]. The focus is on a general topic or standing profile that
monitors a stream of data and selects relevant documents. Our focus is on the
SERP, serving results to a population of users with subtle or less subtle variation
in query intent, taking changes in the query intent into account over time.

Topic drift is distinct from concept drift [79, 202, 241] which, in a machine
learning setting, refers to changes in the conditional distribution of the output
(i. e., target variable) given the input (i. e., input features), while the distribution
of the input may stay unchanged. We will use a concept drift approach in the
next sections, to model changes in features indicating lack of search satisfaction,
and for determining thresholds for drift detection.

8.2.2 Behavioral Dynamics

The changes in query popularity over time have been studied extensively in prior
work. Moreover, researchers have also examined the relationship between query
behavior and events [184]. There are algorithms for identifying queries that are
related to breaking news and for blending relevant news results into core search
results [66, 164].

Prior work on behavioral dynamics is based on three factors: (1) on changes in
query dynamics and in this case authors are concentrated on the ‘head’ queries [157,
185, 186, 209]; (2) on changes in web content dynamics and user interaction with
dynamic content [157]; and (3) how information about changes can be used:

• to improve the ranking on the SERP [57, 66, 67, 164]; and

• to improve query auto-completion [212].

Additionally, Kulkarni et al. [157] explored how queries, their associated docu-
ments, and the intents corresponding to the queries change over time. Radinsky
et al. [186] have done an extensive study how time-series analysis methods can be
applied to predict dynamics on the web. Shokouhi [209] proposed using time-series
decomposition techniques for identifying seasonal queries.

In summary, the prior studies cited above examine how general changes in
content, specific content features, or query volume can be used to improve web
search experience. Although much has been done to understand user web search
behavior over time, few efforts have sought to construct underlying models to
understand changes 〈Q,SERP 〉 and even used to automatically fix the observed
problems. We present the construction of models for behaviors over time, that
can explain observed changes in user satisfaction with 〈Q,SERP 〉.
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8.2.3 User Satisfaction

User satisfaction with the SERP has been researched extensively. It is widely
adopted as a subjective measure of search experience. User clicks are reasonably
accurate on average to evaluate user satisfaction with pairs 〈Q,SERP 〉 [11, 125],
using click-through information. This user satisfaction scenario is successfully
applied to navigational queries. It is called query-level satisfaction. However, we
have to take into account the fact that user clicks are biased:

1. to the page position in the SERP [56, 124];

2. to the quality of the page’s snippet [250]; and

3. to the domain of the returned URLs [112].

Al-Maskari et al. [14] claim that the search scenario for informational queries
is different. Users can run follow-up queries if they are unsatisfied with the de-
rived results, and reformulations can lead users to the desired information. This
scenario is called task-level satisfaction [66]. On the one hand, earlier research
proposed different methods for identifying successful sessions. Hassan et al. [97]
used a Markov model to predict success at the end of a task. Ageev et al. [9]
exploited an expertise-dependent difference in search behavior by using a Con-
ditional Random Fields model to predict a search success. On the other hand,
separate researches are interested in situations when users are frustrated. Feild
et al. [75] proposed a method for understanding user frustration with the pair
〈Q,SERP 〉 based on query log and physical sensor features. Kiseleva et al. [145]
showed how to automatically detect changes in user satisfaction using the refor-
mulation signal.

Earlier, White and Dumais [239] gave users difficult information seeking as-
signments and evaluated their level of dissatisfaction via query log features and
physical sensors. They demonstrated that the prediction model gets the highest
quality when it is built based on query log features. One type of user behavior
that can be clearly associated with frustration is search engine switching. Guo
et al. [86] showed that one of the primary reasons users switched their search
engine was due to dissatisfaction with the results on the SERP . A recent study
[122] shows a method to predict finer-grained, graded satisfaction levels. This
chapter significantly extends earlier work [145], that was presented in Chapter 7,
analyzing behavioral dynamics at the SERP level, and explaining how and why
the changes are happening. In this work we propose a methodology to define
a type of changes in user satisfaction and how this information can be used to
improve a ranker.

Summarizing, in this section, we presented an overview of prior work on be-
havioral dynamics and user satisfaction on the web, with a special focus on the
SERP level. In the rest of the chapter, we will study variations in user satis-
faction with 〈Q,SERP 〉 pair over time, starting with a conceptual analysis of
success and failure at the SERP level in the next section.
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8.3 Success and Failure at the SERP

In this section we will study RQ 8.1 How to include the SERP into the conceptual
model of behavioral dynamics on the web? How to identify (un)successful SERPs
in terms of drastic changes in observable user behavior?

8.3.1 (Un)successful SERPs

We first introduce the notions of successful and unsuccessful SERPs as a concep-
tual model. Recall from the above that we looks at the pair 〈Q,SERP 〉, with a
query Q and a search engine result page (SERP ) consisting of a ranked list of
URLs in response to query Q. That is,

SERPq = (url1, . . . , urli, . . . , urln).

Let us further assume that queries are issued for a purpose and that the intent
of query Q can be represented as a non-empty set of desired pages INTENTq.
For example, conceptually speaking, a navigational query will have a singleton set
INTENTq, and an informational query will have a larger set of desired pages.
Over a population of users there may be a distribution of intents, each giving rise
to a different set of desired pages, and it is straightforward to incorporate this
into the conceptual model, but for simplicity and clarity we use a single set of
desired pages here.

We define a successful and unsuccessful SERPs in the following way:

Definition 6. (a) A SERPq is a successful SERP for query Q if and only if
∃urlq ∈ INTENTq such that urlq ∈ SERPq.

(b) A SERPq is a failed SERP for query Q if and only if ∀urlq ∈ INTENTq
such that urlq 6∈ SERPq.

A user issuing query Q may respond to the SERP in different ways. One of
the possible scenarios of user interaction with the SERP , which is widely studied,
is an event when users do not click on presented results. This case is called search
abandonment that is known as a metrics of how successful a SERP is. Research on
search abandonment [53, 54, 65, 217] studied two primary abandonment cases: bad
abandonment indicating user frustration and dissatisfaction; good abandonment
suggesting satisfaction without needing to click. Assume we have a successful
SERP in the sense of the conceptual definition above, and observe no clicked
result, this suggests a case of good abandonment. Good abandonment is quite
common in modern search engines because direct answers such as weather and
stock quotes are returned for queries with explicit intent. Moreover, snippets
can also satisfy users’ information needs directly. However, if we assume a failed
SERP , then a lack of clicked results suggests bad abandonment. Diriye et al.
[65] report roughly equal fractions of good and bad abandonment, hence the
abandonment rate is a secondary indicator of SERP success or failure.

The other possible scenario is for users to interact with a retrieved SERP .
Web search users often click on the SERP and/or follow up with other queries.
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Table 8.1: SERP Success and failure

Behavior Failed SERP Successful SERP

No clicks Bad abandonment Good abandonment
Clicked result DSAT clicks SAT clicks
Revised query Negative reformulation Positive reformulation

Many researchers have shown that clicks and reformulations can be used for a
variety of tasks. However, clicks are usually considered to be as positive sign
[11, 125] to detect user satisfaction with the pair 〈Q,SERP 〉. In the conceptual
model, we can distinguish between satisfaction (SAT) and dissatisfaction of clicks
based on the desired pages:

Definition 7. (a) A click on urli ∈ SERPq for query Q is a SAT click if and
only if urli ∈ INTENTq.

(b) A click on urli ∈ SERPq for query Q is a DSAT click if and only if
urli 6∈ INTENTq.

It is an immediate corollary that there cannot be SAT clicks on a failed SERP ,
and that we can expect SAT clicks, but cannot exclude DSAT clicks, on a suc-
cessful SERP . A practical approximation to detect the difference in satisfaction
is the use of dwell time, either with simple thresholds such as 30 seconds, or by
advanced classification models [136].

Apart from consulting the results on the SERP , users may also decide to
revise the query. Query reformulations have been used as indicator of search
satisfaction [9, 96, 145]. Query revision may happen both in case of successful
and unsuccessful SERPs. In case of the a successful SERP , for example after
interacting with some relevant results, a user may refine her query to explore a
further sub-topic or aspect of the query. In want of a better term, we call this
type of revision a positive reformulation. In case of an unsuccessful SERP , our
frustrated user may opt to formulate her query for example by spelling out her
information need more explicitly, in the hope to arrive at a successful SERP . We
call this type of revision a negative reformulation.

Table 8.1 summarizes the relation between the concept of successful and
failed SERP and indicators of user satisfaction such as search abandonment,
(dis)satisfied clicks, or query revisions. While the detection of failed and success-
ful SERPs in practice is non-trivial, the conceptual analysis allows us to simply
assume the existence of abstract concepts like the set of desired pages, and clear
up the exact meaning of core concepts and their dependencies and consequences.

8.3.2 Behavioral Dynamics of SERP Failure

We now look in detail at the impact of changing query intent over time on the
SERP , and how this affects the pair 〈Q,SERP 〉. Specifically, we look at the
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transition between a time point ti and a later time ti+1:

〈Q,SERPq〉ti → 〈Q,SERPq〉ti+1
.

Assume that at ti we have a successful SERP , hence it contains at least one page
satisfying the intent of query Q at that point in time. Due to a satisfaction click
on a result, the ranker will reinforce the SERP ’s content and will likely present
the same organic results at ti+1. Many queries such as navigational requests, are
very stable and resulting in a successful SERP at time ti+1. However, there is
also an important fraction of queries that has a changing intent due to something
happening in the world, which may cause the SERPq to become unsuccessful at
time ti+1.

This requires detecting when a SERP becomes out of sync due to changes
in the query intent. There are of course subtle changes in query intent over
time, leading to small changes in the click distribution with the SERP for a Q
as studied in previous work for updating rankers. But these do not lead to an
unsuccessful SERP as defined in the chapter. Hence we aim to distinguish cases
where the desired page is not part of the SERP , at least not part of top n of the
organic ranking (e. g., the top 10 results).

There are cases when users are looking for a desired page that does not exist,
either no longer exists or was not created or updated yet. For example, a newly
created page with a winner or an outcome of an election, users are looking for
the next version of iPhone, etc. Although even in these cases, there is usually a
surrogate desired page that explains that the page doesn’t exist, and may inform
or speculate on the time when the information will become available.

8.3.3 Detecting Failed SERPs

Our analysis leads to the following scenario when user satisfaction at time ti with
〈Q,SERP 〉 turns into user frustration at ti+1 with the same 〈Q,SERP 〉. In other
words we aim to detect situations when at time ti users were satisfied with a pair
〈Q,SERP 〉 and at some moment in time ti+1 users are no longer satisfied with
the same pair 〈Q,SERP 〉, due to changes in the query intent for example due to
some event happening in the world.

We consider the following types of behavior BFj on the SERP as a sign of
user frustration (lack of search satisfaction) with the SERP :

• BF1: search abandonment;

• BF2: query reformulation;

• BF3: DSAT clicks on the top-10 search results; and

• BF4: SAT clicks on the low ranked search results (> 10).

The intuition of our approach is that, over a population of users issuing a
query, if we see a sufficient amount of negative reformulations, DSAT and low-
ranked clicks, and bad search abandonment, then we flag the SERP as failed,
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and use information about the ultimately clicked page to update the SERP for
the original query—hence avoid failure for future requests.

In order to satisfy a requirement about sufficient number we use the phe-
nomenon of concept drift [79, 202, 241]. The real concept drift refers to changes
in the conditional distribution of the output (i.e., target variable) given the input
(input features), while the distribution of the input may stay unchanged. For our
problem we can formally define concept drift between time point ti and time point
ti+1 as:

∃BFj : Pti(BFj , 〈Q,SERP 〉) 6= Pti+1
(BFj , 〈Q,SERP 〉),

where Pti denotes the joint distribution at time ti between the set of input vari-
ables 〈Q,SERP 〉 and the target variable BFj . The approach is explained in detail
in the next section.

We not only intend to detect failure, but also to find and to inject the missing
page to the SERP . In case of revisions with following SAT clicks, or low-ranked
clicks, we have a clear indication of the “missing” page and boost it’s ranking so
that it will surface on for the original query’s SERP for future users issuing the
same query.

Summarizing, in this section, we introduced the concept of a successful and
failed SERP and analyzed their behavioral consequences identifying indicators
of success and failure. We then analyzed success and failure in light of changing
query intents over time, and identified an important case of SERP failure due
to query intent drift. This suggests an approach to detect a failed SERP due to
query intent drift by significant changes in behavioral indicators of failure. Our
general conclusion is that more detrimental cases in terms of user satisfaction lead
to larger changes in observable user behavior and hence more handles to detect
them.

8.4 Types of Drift in User Satisfaction

In this section we will study RQ 8.2 Can we distinguish different types of SERP
failure due to query intent drift (e. g., sudden, incremental), and when and how
should we update the SERP to reflect these changes?

8.4.1 Classifying Drift Type

This section proposes a method to detect the types of changes in user satisfaction.
The detection of the type of change is important because it defines a strategy to
fix a failed SERP that is a result of changes in user satisfaction. We focus on
two main types of the drifts: sudden and incremental, and will argue that the
other types (i.e. gradual and reoccurring) can be represented as a combination of
sudden and incremental types.

We use an increase in the query reformulations as a sign of user frustration with
a shown SERP . The main criteria to distinguish between sudden and incremental
drifts is the size of the testing window: (1) the sudden drift should be detected
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Figure 8.2: A representation of sudden and incremental types of the drifts.

during the short period of time and (2) the incremental drift can be characterized
by a much longer testing period. An example is shown in Figure 8.2. Moreover,
we are proposing a list of secondary metrics that can be used to characterize the
drifts:

1. if the drift is related to the query popularity (i.e., ‘head’ or ‘tail’ queries);

2. if the volume of initial queries is changing a lot;

3. if search abandonment is observed frequently on the initial SERP s. In
the context of an increasing number of query revisions, we will observe
predominantly bad abandonment cases.

Let us characterize in details the types of changes we are studying in this work:

Sudden change

This kind of change gets the most attention in the literature [57, 66, 157, 164, 185]
because they bring a most harmful and visible effect to user experience. This drift
can be characterized by a growth of query popularity over a short period of time
(e. g., ‘breaking news queries’), as shown on the left hand side of Figure 8.2. In
order to detect sudden drifts we use a short duration of the testing window (e. g.,
a couple of hours until a couple of days). Using the secondary metrics the sudden
drift can be defined as:

1. the sudden drift is likely concerning more popular or ‘head’ types of queries;

2. the volume of an initial query Q is changing during the testing period (we
also can detect a drift in an increase of Q volume);

3. search abandonment is a frequent behavior on the initial SERP for Q in-
dicating SERP failure, i.e., the required urlq is missing (as presented in
Definition 6).
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Figure 8.3: A representation of the gradual drift.

Incremental change

This kind of change is less often studied and can be characterized by a slow
change in query intent over a long period of time, as shown on the right hand side
of Figure 8.2. An example is the reformulation of the query ’CIKM conference’ to
include the specific year or location. This drift is more difficult to detect because
it does not necessary require an increasing query volume. However, changes in
the fraction of query reformulations [145] can be used to detect incremental drift.
Using the secondary metrics the incremental drift can be defined as:

1. the incremental drift is likely concerning less popular or ‘tail’ types of
queries;

2. the volume of initial queries is not changing much during the testing period
(we hardly can detect changes in an increase of volume);

3. search abandonment is a frequent behavior of initial SERPs that means
the initial SERP has failed. Also in case a required URL is present at the
SERP but at a low rank, users tend to reformulate their query rather than
explore further results on the SERP .

We identify two other types of query intent drift that can be represented as a
combination of sudden and incremental types.

Gradual change

This is a different type of change that is presented in Figure 8.3. It can be viewed
as a combination of the sudden and (or) incremental types of changes happening
over time. For example, we consider the query ‘novak djokovic’ (the famous
tennis player) that may change its intents over time. For example, it has a drift
in September 2013 on the term ‘fiancée’ because the tennis player got engaged.
Therefore, SERP for the initial query is missing information about his fiancée
and users tend to reformulate because they are interested in this topic.
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Figure 8.4: A representation of the reoccurring drift.

At some moment in time the couple celebrates their wedding and users’ in-
terest changes again. Therefore the news about the engagement of the famous
tennis player becomes outdated and users start to reformulate the query ‘novak
djokovic’ using the reformulation ‘wedding’ (if this information is missing from
the SERP ). As a logical continuation of this story the couple has a baby and
users are interested to see information about this news, etc. It is important to
note that the described changes are happening without any pattern, so some of
these drifts may be sudden and some may be incremental.

Reoccurring change

The final special case of drifts is presented in Figure 8.4. A specific characteristic
of the the reoccurring change is that it has a regular type of behavior [209]. The
example in Figure 8.4 shows that users reformulate the query ’movies premieres’
regularly according to dates. It is important to note that the reoccurring change
is a combination of the same type drifts (sudden or incremental).

It is important to track changes for queries over time in order to understand
if the SERP is fixed when it is needed. A positive drift is typical for those
cases where the reformulation signal is growing over time. Basically, the detected
positive drift is a sign of a failing SERP (shown as “+” in Figure 8.3). A negative
drift is typical for those cases where the probability to reformulate a query is
decreasing dramatically (shown as “-” in Figure 8.3). The negative drift may be
interpreted in the two following ways:

1. the system has reacted to the positive change first and changed the SERP .
Therefore the number of query revisions dropped down, which means that
the problem with user satisfaction has been fixed;

2. the system has not reacted to the positive change in the reformulation signal
but the moment has passed and users are no longer interested in a revision.
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A detailed algorithm how to identify if a detected drift has positive or negative
signs is presented in the next section.

8.4.2 Detecting Sudden and Incremental Drifts

Let us first define formally a set of features {Fj}4j=1 we use to detect changes in
user satisfaction with the pair 〈Q,SERP 〉: (1) a reformulation signal (RS), (2)
a search abandonment signal (AS), (3) a query volume signal (V S), and (4) an
average clicked position signal (CS):

• F1: RS(Q,Q′)[ti,ti+1] for the query Q and its reformulation Q′ is a proba-
bility to reformulate Q to Q′ within a particular time period [ti, ti+1]:

RS = P (Q→ Q′) .

• F2: AS(Q)[ti,ti+1] for the query Q is a probability to abandon (to give no
clicks) SERPQ within a particular time period [ti, ti+1].

• F3: V S(Q)[ti,ti+1] for the query Q is a frequency of this Q within a particular
time period [ti, ti+1].

• F4: CS(Q)[ti,ti+1] for the query Q is an average position clicked on SERPQ
within a particular time period [ti, ti+1].

We call F1 as a primary drift metric of drift and {Fj}4j=2 as a list of secondary
drift metrics. Each of them can be estimated straightforwardly based on observed
frequencies in the period: for RS, we calculate the probability of reformulation
per day, and we use for the period the (observed) average over days (µ).

The proposed algorithm DTDSAT to discover types of changes in user sat-
isfaction is presented in Algorithm 4. It is a straightforward application of the
adaptive windowing algorithm from concept drift detection [32], which calculates
a theoretically motivated threshold e for observing a significant drift, based on a
confidence value δ. We will first explain how DTDSAT works.

DTDSAT Input. We assume that we can detect the sudden drift within a
short period of time (w1) such as from three days up to two weeks. In contrast,
the incremental drift is detected on a larger time slot (w2) from more than two
weeks and up to one month. As the train window (∆t), we use a fixed period of
time for both considered types of drift. We calculate error thresholds: eRS , eAS ,
eCS , eV S using a standard method described in [32].

DTDSAT Output. The algorithm DTDSAT returns an alarm as an output if
the drift happens. Additionally, it produces an extra information about a detected
drift: a sign: (1) the ‘positive sign’ means we need to fix SERP ; (2) the ‘negative
sign’ means users are no longer reformulating Q, so no action should be taken.
A collected sequence of positive and negative drifts for Q can be used to build
a dynamic of changes for Q. This dynamic may help to understand if Q has a
gradual drift (e. g., Figure 8.3) or a reoccurring one (e. g., Figure 8.4) over some
longer period of time (e. g., 6 months or 1 year).

The Algorithm 4 includes the following methods:
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Algorithm 4 Algorithm for Detection the Type of Drift in user SATisfaction
(DTDSAT ). We leave out variables, i.e., drift stands for driftQ,Q′,w, for read-
ability.
Require: the train period ∆t = [ti, ti+1];

the test window w = {w1, w2};
the error thresholds: eRS , eAS , eCS , eV S ;

Ensure: drift← true, false;
drift_positive← true, false;
serp_fail← true, false

1: for {Q,Q′}Nk=1 do
2: ∆RS = µ(RS∆t+w(Q,Q′))− µ(RS∆t(Q,Q

′))
3: if |∆RS | ≥ eRS then
4: drift← true
5: if ∆RS > 0 then
6: drift_positive← true
7: ∆AS = µ(AS∆t+w(Q))− µ(AS∆t(Q))
8: ∆CS = µ(CS∆t+w(Q))− µ(CS∆t(Q))
9: ∆V S = µ(V S∆t+w(Q))− µ(V S∆t(Q))

10: if (|∆AS | ≥ eAS or |∆CS | ≥ eCS) then
11: serp_fail← true
12: urlQ ← getMissingTopURL()
13: driftType← getDriftType(|w|,∆V S)
14: fixSerp(urlQ, driftType)
15: else
16: serp_fail← false
17: end if
18: else
19: drift_positive← false
20: end if
21: else
22: drift← false
23: end if
24: end for
25: return drift, drift_positive, serp_fail

• a method getMissingTopURL() returns a missing urlQ as defined in Defi-
nition 6. It gets urlQ based on a statistics about the most frequently clicked
URLs after issuing drifted reformulation Q to Q′.

• a method getDriftType(∆AS ,∆CS ,∆V S) takes into account a statistics
about the secondary metrics of drifts in order to estimate a type of drift.
There are cases when our system detects a drift on RS but none of the
secondary metrics has changed. We called this situation a ‘positive refor-
mulation’. In this case we are not dealing with failed SERP .
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• a method fixSerp(urlQ,driftType) that will produce a list of URLs that users
mostly click on after running query revisions. The top URLs from the list
of candidates to be included on the SERP served for the original Q, and
avoid future user frustration and the need to revise their queries.

Summarizing, in this section, we studied different types of possible query intent
drift inspired by the literature on concept drift [79]: sudden, incremental, gradual
and reoccurring. We identified relevant parameters, such as the window of change,
volume or popularity of queries, and relevant behavioral indicators, such as the
probability of reformulation, abandonment rates, and click through rates. For the
two main categories of intent drift, we define an unsupervised approach to detect
failed SERPs caused by drift. We also showed how the detected changes can be
used to improve a ranking of search results.

8.5 Experiments and Results

In this section we will study RQ 8.3 How effective is our approach on a realistic
sample of traffic of a major Internet search engine?

8.5.1 Experimental Data

Our experimental data consists of of massive raw and unfiltered search logs of the
commercial search engine yandex.ru that were collected during the whole year
2014. Our audience consists of about 25 million users per day. Our traffic consists
of approximately 150 million of queries per day. In our experimentation, we are
dealing with a multilingual traffic that has at least five dominant languages.

8.5.2 Evaluation Methodology

We now describe our methodology to evaluate the quality of the drifts detection
algorithm.

Our algorithm is unsupervised, and detects drift in query intent based on a
concept drift technique using a simple, theoretically motivated threshold, needing
only a single linear pass through the data. To the best of our knowledge, there is
no alternative approach to detect failed SERPs that could function as a baseline.
We run our algorithm of Section 8.4 in a simplified form on the logs. First, we
choose three fixed windows of 3, 7, and 14 days rather than calculate the optimal
window based on the threshold. Second, we use the change in the probability of
a revision (∆RS) as the criterion to select data. Third, we use a single threshold
(eRS) based on δ = 0.1, with values in the range of [0.2, 0.5], as we did not observe
major differences between the settings.

As an approximation, we define the drift type by the size of the test window,
so a three days windows size is related to a sudden drift type. However, it is im-
portant to note that a fresh intent classifier (based on mostly a query popularity)
is already working within the search engine. Let us call it FIC. Therefore, most
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popular changes in query intents might picked up by FIC and SERP is already
fixed for ‘head queries’. As was shown in [164] this can be done within a very
short period of time.

For evaluation, we selected randomly about 150 examples from different batches.
Therefore, in total, we selected 450 examples of drifts for a test set which we use
to report the final results. Each detected drift in our test set was evaluated by
three judges and we report overall scores. As an evaluation metrics we use accu-
racy rates. In the current settings we are more interested to obtain rather precise
results.

In order to evaluate the obtained results we set up the following evaluation
task. Every judge is supplied with the definition of sudden and incremental types
of drift. We gave to the judges the following explanation for the drift labels:

1. Drift is detected: ‘real’ drift in users intent i.e. new target intent replaces
the old target intent: e. g. Q = ‘referendum in Crimea’ has a drift on its
revision Q′ = ‘referendum in Crimea 16 march’ in March 2014 (due to
some events happening in the world); similarly Q = ‘Sochi’ has a drift on
its revision Q′ =‘Sochi 2014’ in February 2014 (due to Olympics games
that took place in the city Sochi in February 2014);

2. Drift is detected: ‘new drift’ in users intent i.e. an another/new target
intent added to a multifaceted query: e. g. Q = ‘Happy New Year wishes’
has a drift on its revision Q′ = ‘Happy New Year wishes 2015’ in December
2014 (due to the fact that people are trying to find the next year); similarly
Q = ‘RoboCop’ has a drift on its revision Q′ = ‘RoboCop 2014’ in February
2014 (due to the release of the new movie);

3. Positive reformulation is detected: it signals about a shift in users intent
but we suppose that SERP is not broken in this case: e. g. Q = ‘schedule of
matches of the World Cup 2014’ has a detected positive reformulation Q′ =
‘schedule of matches of the World Cup 2014 on tv’ in June 2014; similarly
Q = ‘voice 22.11.2014’ has a detected positive reformulation Q′ = ‘voice
22.11.2014 watch online’ (‘Voice’ is the popular TV show);

4. It is not a drift;

5. There is not enough information to judge.

In order to evaluate the quality of our procedure to fix failed SERPs we asked
judges to check the suggested @url and answer the question ‘Would this @url be
useful on the initial SERP for the query @Q at the particular moment in time
@∆t?’. Judges were supplied with the following set of labels:

1. Yes, it would be useful to insert the @url to the SERP for the @Q during
the time period @∆t;

2. No, it does not make sense to insert the @url to the SERP for the @Q
during the time period @∆t;
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Figure 8.5: A fragment of an evaluation task for the annotators. We suggest the
most clicked url after a query revision.

3. There is not enough information to judge.

The interface for our labeling procedure is presented in Figure 8.5. As it
turned out, judges were struggling to distinguish between the first two categories
of Figure 8.5, hence we decide to collapse these two categories into a single case
of drift due to a failed SERP , consistent with the algorithm in Section 8.4.

8.5.3 Experimental Results

We detect 100s of thousands of revisions over a whole year, and over 200,000
unique 〈Q,Q′〉 pairs. This is a considerable number, but of course still a small
fraction of the overall traffic. The set of revision terms is rather varied, with a
revision term occurring in 3-4 unique pairs of 〈Q,Q′〉. Familiar patterns like ‘year’
revisions (i.e., ‘2014’ or ‘2015’) account just a around 2-3 % of the revisions, and
around 17-18 % contains any number. This suggests we capture a wide variety of
revisions, beyond those that could be detected based on rules and templates. For
the non-numerical revisions, we also see queries and revisions in many languages,
show-casing the general applicability of the unsupervised approach.
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Table 8.2: Accuracy of drift detection (including positive reformulations)

Window Drift_Accuracy URL_Accuracy

1 3 days 0.58 0.87
2 7 days 0.66 0.97
3 14 days 0.91 0.91
4 Combined 0.72 0.92

Table 8.3: Accuracy of failed SERP and positive reformulation detection

Window Drift (Failure) Positive Reformulation

1 3 days 0.17 0.41
2 7 days 0.41 0.20
3 14 days 0.80 0.11
4 Combined 0.47 0.25

Table 8.2 shows the results of the drift detection approach for three test win-
dows with 3 days, 7 days, and 14 days, where we look at all cases of drift (failed
SERP and positive reformulations) versus the ‘no drift’ judgment, and on the
judgment on the utility to include the URL clicked after revisions on the SERP
of the original query. We observe a 72% accuracy for the drift detection and a
92% accuracy for the usefulness of the URL to be included on the original page’s
SERP . While the detection doesn’t work flawlessly, these accuracies are a clear
indicator of the value of the approach to detect failed SERPs. To put this perfor-
mance into perspective, these number are based on the simplified algorithm based
on the probability of query revisions and the theoretical threshold, rather than
optimized tuning. The high levels of accuracy for the picked up URLs confirm
that these are of interest to be included on the SERP of the original query.

Looking at the breakdown over the duration of the test windows, we see a
considerable increase in accuracy for the longer test periods, reaching up to 91%
accuracy for the 14 day window. This leads to two observations. First, the ap-
proach seems to benefit from more observations to make more reliable judgments,
and a revision pattern observed over two weeks is obviously a clearer signal. This
also suggests the value of our approach for the detection of incremental change.
Second, we expected to obtain high accuracy for popular or head queries in the 3
day window, but observed mostly queries with 1-3 revisions per day. A plausible
explanation is that these are picked up and corrected by the SERP already, as
recency ranking tools are employed in the search engine that can respond within
hours. A possible resolution is to use smaller and adaptive windows, as is done in
the concept drift literature, or defining window size in terms of an absolute mini-
mum number of revisions leading to very short window sizes for popular queries.

In Table 8.3 we break down the two cases of drift: due to a genuine shift
in intent towards a new direction, hence indicating a failed SERP, or due to
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Figure 8.6: Frequency of detected reformulations over time.

the exploration of another aspect or facet of the original request beyond what’s
presented on the initial SERP. We observe 47% accuracy for the failed SERP
detection relative to all detected 〈Q,SERP 〉 pairs, hence the remaining 25%
are positive reformulations. In particular in these 47% of the cases it would be
important to consider, including the URL clicked after revision into the SERP of
the original query. As observed above, the detection accuracy goes significantly
up over the larger duration of the detection windows. Over 14 days, no less than
80% of the detected cases indicate a failed SERP due to query intent drift. As
observed above, our approach is very effective to detect cases of incremental drift,
but less effective to pick up sudden drift over the shortest period.

In this section, we limited ourselves by varying time windows of detection due
to patterns of sudden and incremental drifts. Figure 8.6 shows the frequencies of
detected query reformulations over time. What we observe is that we detect the
same drifts on consecutive days, but also that the revisions may disappear after a
period of time. Anecdotal evidence suggests that this can be both due to another
drift in query intent, for example for revisions specific to events or months of the
year, or due to updates of the SERP served for the original query. This supports
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8.6. Conclusions

to importance of detecting both positive and negative drift patterns, and also to
look at gradual and reoccurring drifts.

Summarizing, in this section, we ran a simplified version of our algorithm on a
massive transaction log, and detected over 200,000 pairs of 〈Q,SERP 〉 suspected
of failing due to drifting query intents. We observed a reasonable accuracy of drift
detection (72%) and a high accuracy of candidate URLs to be included on the
SERP of the original query. For incremental change over the longer detection
period of 14 days, we detected failed SERPs due to query intent drift with an
80% accuracy. Under the specific conditions of the recency optimized search
engine, the performance for detecting sudden change over shorter periods was less
effective.

8.6 Conclusions

This chapter investigated how the dynamic nature of web content and user intents
have consequences for the SERP to be displayed for a particular query. There
remain cases of failure where the organic search results on the search engine
result page (SERP ) are outdated, and no relevant result is displayed. This can
be caused by temporal query intent drift, where the desired pages for a query
are changing over time, and the historical transaction logs privilege the outdated
results. Our main research question was: By analyzing behavioral dynamics at the
SERP level, can we detect an important class of detrimental cases (such as search
failure) based on changes in observable behavior caused by low user satisfaction?

We presented an overview of prior work on topic and concept drift, behavioral
dynamics, and user satisfaction on the web, with a special focus on the SERP
level. We conducted a conceptual analysis of success and failure at the SERP
level in order to answer our first research question: RQ 8.1 How to include
the SERP into the conceptual model of behavioral dynamics on the web? How
to identify (un)successful SERPs in terms of drastic changes in observable user
behavior? Specifically, we introduced the concept of a successful and failed SERP
and analyzed their behavioral consequences identifying indicators of success and
failure. By analyzing success and failure in light of changing query intents over
time, we identified an important case of SERP failure due to query intent drift.
This suggested an approach to detect a failed SERP due to query intent drift by
significant changes in behavioral indicators of failure.

We continued our analysis of different types of drifts in query intent over time,
answering our second research question: RQ 8.2 Can we distinguish different
types of SERP failure due to query intent drift (e. g., sudden, incremental), and
when and how should we update the SERP to reflect these changes? Inspired by
the literature on concept drift [79], we studied different changes in query intent:
sudden, incremental, gradual and reoccurring, and identified relevant parameters,
such as the window of change, volume or popularity of queries, and relevant be-
havioral indicators, such as the probability of reformulation, abandonment rates,
and click through rates. For the two main categories of intent drift, we defined
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8. Failed SERPs

an unsupervised approach to detect failed SERPs caused by drift, requiring only
a single pass through a transaction log.

Finally, we ran experiments on massive raw search logs, answering our third
research question: RQ 8.3 How effective is our approach on a realistic sample
of traffic of a major Internet search engine? We ran a simplified version of our
algorithm and detected over 200,000 pairs of 〈Q,SERP 〉 suspected of failing due
to drifting query intents, observing a reasonable accuracy of drift detection (72%)
and a high accuracy of candidate URLs to be included on the SERP of the original
query. For incremental change over the longer detection period of 14 days, we
detected failed SERPs due to query intent drift with an 80% accuracy but, under
the specific conditions of the recency optimized search engine, the performance
for detecting sudden change over shorter periods was less effective.

As future work, we are further developing the conceptual model, and are
running further offline experiments exploring further window sizes, and further
features of user dissatisfaction. We are also planning to do online evaluation
of how the discovered drifts are useful for fixing SERPs. In addition to the
unsupervised methods of this chapter, we are also experimenting with tuning the
optimal parameters and threshold based on behavioral features and initial results
suggest further improvements.

Real data is messy and has many intricate dependencies, such as continually
changing ranking, personalization, customization and localization, and specific
tools to update the ranker fast on other signals (i. e., recency ranking). This
makes data-driven research a difficult enterprise, and we strongly feel that this
should be coupled with theoretical and conceptual analysis. We made a first
attempt at this in the current work, where we conduct conceptual analysis to
clarify the meaning of core concepts and their relations and dependencies. And
as a conceptual model, work with an idealized model that abstracts away from
other factors outside the scope of our interest. For example, we observed in the
experimental data relatively few or popular queries as those are tackled within
hours by recency ranking methods. We viewed the experimental part more as
initial validation experiments, mostly used to inform the conceptual model as
well as identify the most useful features in the context of real world traffic. For
this reason we did not “optimize” for the data using supervised methods, but
collected a single set of data for three time windows and analyzed this to assess
the value of the variables in the conceptual model, and to further develop our
model. We strongly belief that conceptual and experimental research should go
hand in hand, and without denying the value of “things that work in practice”
we should put equal value on experiments that contribute to our conceptual or
theoretical understanding.
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9
Conclusions

This chapter concludes this dissertation by revisiting research questions from
Chapter 1 and discussing our main findings (Section 9.1), and sketching direc-
tions for future research (Section 9.2). We focus on the main findings and general
lessons, additional detailed findings are in the the conclusion sections of the indi-
vidual chapters.

9.1 Main Findings

The work included in this dissertation emerged from the observation that user
searching and browsing behavior online is inherently sensitive to context. We ex-
plored the main research question: How to discover, model and utilize contextual
information in order to understand and improve users’ searching and browsing
behavior on the web? In a series of empirical studies, we investigated a number
of concrete research questions, which we will discuss in turn.

9.1.1 Useful Contextual Information

Our first research question was:

RQ 1: What are the general characteristics of useful contextual in-
formation?

To answer this research question, we introduced a formal definition of useful
context. We formulated the context discovery as an optimization problem and
called it the contextual principle. We provided intuitive proofs showing that that
the problem of finding the best model can be solved by considering the sub-
problems of finding optimal contextual models. This result provided us with
theoretical judgment for customization and exploitation of contextual information
in predictive analytics.

Further, the contextual principle is directly used in Chapters 2 and 3. In
Chapters 4, 5, and 6 while experimenting with intelligent assistants, we did not
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use the contextual principle directly but assumed that introducing additional
contextual information by expanding the feature set, e. g. user interaction signals,
speech recognition quality etc, would improve the prediction of user satisfaction.
In Chapters 7 and 8 we applied the contextual principle in monitoring settings,
focusing on cases where a change in user intents is happening due to some implicit
context (e. g. news event) resulting in a decrease of user satisfaction with the
SERP.

Our main finding for RQ 1 is that we can characterize useful contextual
information in an abstract, formal way, within a typical machine learning or
optimization problem underlying most web applications.

9.1.2 Explicit Contextual Information

Our second research question was:

RQ 2: How to identify useful contextual information from the avail-
able list of explicit contexts?

We started our investigation of this question in Chapter 2, where our main goal
was to predict the next user action during his website browsing [33, 206, 256].
Predictive methods help to infer user preferences in order to understand how we
can engage users. We built contextual Markov models based on the StudyPortals
using the geographical location as explicit contextual information.

However, according to the contextual principle of Chapter 2, our experiments
showed that geographical location has no useful contextual information in this
setting. The set of local models trained separately for each geographical location
was not outperforming the global model trained based on the whole log. A possi-
ble explanation is that the general audience of StudyPortals consists of students
who have a certain level of education, approximately same age and having high
proficiency in English.

Our finding is that location is not a universally useful contextual information,
and adding context is no panacea making it non-trivial to determine upfront what
the potential value of contextual information for a given web application.

We continued our investigation of RQ 2 in Chapter 3, where our main goal
was to serve complex exploratory recommendations to satisfy their user’s needs.
Standard personalization and recommender systems rely on rich user profiles but
the majority of users are new or visit highly infrequently—we face a continuous
cold start recommendation problem (CoCoS). We specifically studied this problem
in the context of one of the largest travel websites Booking.com and its Destina-
tion Finder service. We introduced and characterized the CoCoS that happens
when users (UCoCoS) or/and items (ICoCoS) remain ‘cold’ for a long time, and
can even ‘cool down’ again after some time due to some external contextual sig-
nals. Since users visit infrequently and have volatile interests, we cannot rely on
historical user interactions. In this setting, mining situational profiles to which
we can map an incoming user is an effective way to deal with data sparsity and
changing user interests.
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We presented an approach for discovering and using contextual user profiles
that uses the contextual principle. We demonstrated based on offline data that
users in different contextual profiles exhibited different behavior. We used the user
agent data and time related information to discover generic contextual profiles. By
setting up an online A/B testing evaluation, we compared our contextual travel
recommendations to a non-contextual ranker corresponding to the current live
system. We observed an increase in user engagement, with higher click-through
rates (20%) and higher clicks per user (21%).

Our finding is that our contextual ranking approach showed a dramatic in-
crease in user engagement over a non-contextual baseline, clearly demonstrating
the value of contextualized profiles in a real world application that suffers from
CoCoS.

Our main finding for RQ 2 is that applying the contextual principle to dis-
cover useful contextual information from standard features available in every web
transaction logs is a straightforward approach that can have a clear impact on
ranking quality in practice.

9.1.3 Implicit Contextual Information

Our third research question was:

RQ 3: How to discover users’ behavioral aspects as contextual infor-
mation?

We started our investigation of this question in Chapter 2, where we were
looking for ways to improve next action prediction while users are browsing a web
site. The users’ historical data was summarized as the user navigation graph. We
discovered two groups of nodes in the navigation graph that reflect different types
of user behavior using the community detection technique [35]: (1) an expert
user, who is experienced with the website interface or searches extensively to find
required information; and (2) a novice user, who needs more time to learn about a
website or is not interested much in its content. Applying the contextual principle,
we discovered changes in user intents that are happening during a single web
session. The discovered implicit contexts dramatically improved the prediction
accuracy of user trails.

Our finding is that if we can identify implicit useful contexts then the local
Markov models outperform the single global Markov model, and that even if
context is not useful, the local models will still perform as good as the global
model.

We continued with RQ 3 in Chapter 4 by investigating key behavioral as-
pects that determine user satisfaction for different scenarios of intelligent assis-
tant usage. We proposed three main types of scenarios of use: (1) controlling the
device; (2) searching mobile web; and (3) search dialogues. The scenarios were
identified on the basis of two main factors: (1) their proportional existence in the
logs of a commercial intelligent assistant; and (2) the way requests are handled at
the intelligent assistant backend (e. g. user requests are redirected to the different
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services and they serve different interfaces). We designed a series of user studies
tailored to the three scenarios of intelligent assistants use, with questionnaires
on variables potentially affecting to user satisfaction. The tasks used in the ex-
periment were based on an extensive analysis of logs of a commercial intelligent
assistant. We collected participant’s responses on their satisfaction with the task,
their ability to complete a task, and the estimated effort it took. We found that
effort is a key component of user satisfaction across the different intelligent assis-
tants scenarios. We demonstrated the presence of ’good abandonment’ in the web
search scenario, and concluded that to measure user satisfaction we need to in-
vestigate the other forms of interaction signals beyond clicks or reformulations as
used in desktop search. We looked at user satisfaction as ‘a user journey towards
an information goal where each step is important,’ and showed the importance of
session context on user satisfaction. Our experimental results showed that user
satisfaction cannot be measured by averaging over satisfaction with sub-tasks.
Hence, frustration with some steps in a user’s ‘journey’ can greatly affect their
overall satisfaction.

Our finding is that the factors contributing to overall satisfaction with a task
are different between the scenarios: for the device control scenario, task comple-
tion is highly correlated with user satisfaction—it either worked or it did not;
for information seeking scenarios, user satisfaction is more related to effort than
task completion; and for information seeking scenarios, we found that task-level
satisfaction cannot be reduced to query or impression-level satisfaction.

We continued the investigation of RQ 3 by analyzing prediction of user sat-
isfaction with search dialogues taking into account contextual information such
as touch gestures and voice interaction. We defined user satisfaction with search
dialogues in the generalized form, which showed understanding the nature of user
satisfaction as an aggregation of satisfaction with all dialogue’s tasks and not as
a satisfaction with all dialogue’s queries separately. To predict user satisfaction,
we used the following kinds of interactions: clicks (or ‘taps’ in terms of touches
on mobile platforms), other touch interactions and voice features. The baseline
was predicting user satisfaction using clicks and queries features. By conducting
experiments we proved that features derived from voice and especially from touch
interactions add significant gain in accuracy over the baseline. To understand how
to efficiently select features depending on different types of queries, we proposed
three techniques: using only features of queries resulting in structured interface;
calculating a single set of features for queries resulting in structured interface and
queries resulting in general SERP; and calculating own set of features for each
group of queries resulting in structured interface and queries resulting in general
SERP. We conducted analysis and showed that the third technique is the most
accurate to model user satisfaction. This technique improves accuracy from 71%
to 81% over the baseline. Additionally, we analyzed the impact of each class of in-
teraction features, aiding to our understanding of the causes of (dis)satisfaction.
This showed that users expect to find answers on the SERP directly without
putting in any ‘additional effort’ (e. g. scrolling). Our analysis showed a strong
negative correlation between user satisfaction and swipe actions. Additionally, we
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demonstrated that users are not satisfied if the intelligent assistant cannot answer
their query explicitly and redirects them to a general mobile SERP.

We continued our study of RQ 3 in Chapter 6 by investigating if gesture
features are useful for differentiating between good and bad abandonment in mo-
bile search. By formulating a supervised classification experiment, we showed
how user gesture features perform significantly better than query and session fea-
tures as well as other click-based baselines. We showed this on a high quality
dataset collected through a user study (discussed above) and verify the results
on a crowdsourced dataset. We also conducted an A/B experiment, whereby
our good abandonment aware model was able to detect a significant decrease in
our metric. Through a correlation analysis, we showed how time spent interact-
ing with answers on a SERP are positively correlated with satisfaction and good
abandonment. By contrast, swipe interactions and time spent interacting with
organic search results were negatively correlated with satisfaction. By analyzing
data collected through our user study, we showed how good abandonment can be
driven by many elements on a SERP, such as answers (and even different types
of answer), snippets and images and conclude that good abandonment is due to
many factors.

Our finding is that touch based features dramatically improve the prediction
quality of user satisfaction with search dialogue and the detection of good aban-
donment for mobile web search.

Our main finding for RQ 3 is that introducing users’ behavioral aspects as
contextual information is beneficial to improve user experience in various web
applications, and that interaction behavior even at the micro-level holds important
contextual cues.

9.1.4 Dynamic Contextual Information

Our fourth research question was:

RQ 4: How to define and to detect changes in user satisfaction with
retrieved search results?

We investigated how the dynamic nature of web content and user intents
have consequences for the search engine result page (SERP) to be displayed for a
particular query in Chapters 7 and 8. In particular, there remain cases of failure
where the organic search results SERP are outdated, and no relevant result is
displayed. This can be caused by temporal query intent drift, where the desired
pages for a query are changing over time, and the historical transaction logs
privilege the outdated results. We presented an overview of prior work on topic
and concept drift, behavioral dynamics, and user satisfaction on the web, with
a special focus on the SERP-level. We conducted a conceptual analysis of how
to include the SERP into the conceptual model of behavioral dynamics on the
web. Specifically, we introduced the concept of a successful and failed SERP
and analyzed their behavioral consequences identifying indicators of success and
failure. By analyzing success and failure in light of changing query intents over
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time, we identified an important case of SERP failure due to query intent drift.
This suggested an approach to detect a failed SERP due to query intent drift by
significant changes in behavioral indicators of failure. Our general conclusion is
that more detrimental cases in terms of user satisfaction lead to larger changes in
observable user behavior and hence more handles to detect them.

We continued our analysis of different types of drifts in query intent over
time that consists of two parts: First, how to distinguish different types of SERP
failure due to query intent drift. Second, when and how should we update the
SERP to reflect these changes. Inspired by the literature on concept drift [79],
we studied different changes in query intent: sudden, incremental, gradual and
reoccurring, and identified relevant parameters, such as the window of change,
volume or popularity of queries, and relevant behavioral indicators, such as the
probability of reformulation, abandonment rates, and click through rates. For the
two main categories of intent drift, we define an unsupervised approach to detect
failed SERPs caused by drift, requiring only a single pass through a transaction
log. We also showed how the detected changes can be used to improve a ranking
of search results.

To evaluate our methods, we ran experiments on massive raw search logs
from Microsoft Bing (USA traffic) and Yandex (Russian traffic). Our extensive
evaluations showed that the proposed methods demonstrated high accuracy to
detect changes in user satisfaction with the pairs 〈Q,SERP 〉. We also concluded
that our methods are language independent.

Our main finding for RQ 4 is that real data is messy and has many intricate
dependencies, such as continually changing ranking, personalization, customiza-
tion and localization, and specific tools to update the ranker fast on other signals
(i. e. recency ranking). This makes data-driven research a difficult enterprise, and
we strongly feel that this should be coupled with theoretical and conceptual anal-
ysis. We made a first attempt at this, where we conduct conceptual analysis to
clarify the meaning of core concepts and their relations and dependencies. And
as a conceptual model, work with an idealized model that abstracts away from
other factors outside the scope of our interest. For example, we observed in the
experimental data relatively few or popular queries as those are tackled within
hours by recency ranking methods.

9.2 Future Work

This dissertation resulted in insights and techniques for enabling contextual in-
formation to improve searching and browsing behavior. Beyond these, it opens
up many interesting and important directions for future work. Below, we outline
three main areas: rich situational context on mobile devices (Section 9.2.1), mean-
ingful interpretations of rich interaction features (Section 9.2.2), and exploratory
contextual suggestions (Section 9.2.3).
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Figure 9.1: The usage of mobile on the web versus desktop. The presented statis-
tics is taken from [220].

9.2.1 Situational Contextual on Mobile Devices

Recent years have witnessed a rapid explosion in the usage of mobile devices on
the web. According to recent surveys, web browsing on mobile devices increased
from 8% in September 2011 till 40% in September 2015 as presented in Figure 9.1.
According to the largest search engine, mobile search surpassed desktop search in
2015 [82]. Searching and browsing behavior on mobile devices is different than
on desktop for several reasons, but our understanding of these differences is still
fragmented at best.

An obvious difference of user behavior on mobile devices are indeed “mobile”
and used at various locations. Therefore, we are dealing with much a richer space
of potential user situation compared to the relatively static desktop environment,
e. g. while driving, in the bus, on the way, a slow connection etc. These conditions
can have a great impact on user satisfaction with intelligent assistants. Similar
experiences can be satisfying in one situation, e. g. a user needing to find a closest
gas station while sitting in a hotel lobby with a fast wi-fi connection and the
intelligent assistant is able to understand his request only the second time, and it
can be totally frustrating in another situation, e. g. when the same user is driving
and running out of gas.

In future work, we could study meaning situational context in far greater
detail, allowing us to reason about how a user’s current environment impacts
his satisfaction. Moreover, answering RQ 4 we showed that user behavior is
inherently sensitive to changes in the environment. This impacts the mobile
search even more due to the constantly changing environment.
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9.2.2 Interpreting Multimodal Interaction Logs

Unlike traditional desktop computers with large displays and mouse-keyboard in-
teractions, touch enabled mobile devices have small displays and offer a variety of
touch interactions, including swiping and zooming. A new generation of intelligent
assistants, powered by voice, such as Apple’s Siri, Microsoft’s Cortana, Google
Now, etc. have become a common feature on mobile devices. It has resulted in a
new way of interacting with search tools which we called search dialogues. In this
mode, a conversation takes place between the user and the intelligent assistant:
the user speaks to the intelligent assistant, it responds and the user speaks back,
frequently referring to the subject of the previous request. This conversational
search is a more natural way for people to communicate and is often faster and
more convenient (e. g. while driving) than typing. In this dissertation we have
started an exploration of this new search interface by using interaction signals to
infer user satisfaction. Answering our RQ 3 we have shown that users’ behav-
ioral aspects are extremely important to predict user satisfaction with intelligent
assistants.

In future work, we can infer many potentially meaningful contextual cues from
the fine grained interaction data. For example, the speech signal has information
on gender, first versus second language speaker, indoors or out doors, etc., and
the touch signals may tell whether our user is left- or right-handed, revealing
personality characteristics, the position of the user’s hands on the device, etc. The
increasing number of sensors in mobile devices present a sheer endless number of
new opportunities.

9.2.3 Exploratory Contextual Suggestions

Recent years have witnessed the emergence of various proactive systems such
as Google Now and Microsoft Microsoft Cortana. In these systems, relevant
content is presented to users based on their context without a query. Similar
ideas featured prominently on a recent IR research agenda [16]. Interestingly,
despite the increasing popularity of such services, there is very little known about
how users interact with them. In the literature it is called information cards, and
it was demonstrated that the usage patterns of these cards vary depending on
time and location [211].

Current information cards are static and focus on exact answers, yet more
complex information needs require a more dynamic and exploratory results. An
example of such system be able to respond to queries like What should I do
tonight? serving dynamic information cards where suggestion are based on:

• where is a user? what are his current preferences and mood?

• what is happening around a user that would suit a user at this moment of
time?

Two important open problems are when to proactively surface such recommenda-
tions, and how to facilitate interactive search over such dynamic and personalized
information cards.
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In future work, we can develop systems that integrate information cards into a
conversational search interface, surfacing dynamic information cards without the
need to enter a query, but making the browsing behavior over dynamic information
cards a way to ellicit an underlying complex situational query.
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Summary

Using Contextual Information to Understand Searching and Browsing
Behavior

Modern search still relies on the query-response paradigm, which is charac-
terized by a sharp contrast between the richness of data in the index, and the
relative poverty of information in the query, usually expressed in a few keywords
to capture a complex need. This is particularly true in online search services,
where the same query may be observed from many users, with considerable vari-
ations in their search intents. Contextual information is the obvious route to
try to restore the balance, and behavioral data related to user’s searching and
browsing activities provides new opportunities to model contextual aspects of
user needs. The importance of contextual information in search applications has
been recognized by researchers and practitioners in many disciplines, including
recommendation systems, information retrieval, ubiquitous and mobile comput-
ing, and marketing. Context-aware systems adapt to users’ operations and thus
aim at improving the usability and effectiveness by taking context into account.
In this thesis we consider two types of behavior: searching, when users are issuing
queries and we are trying to improve the search engine results page (SERP) by
taking the context of sessions into account, and browsing, when users are surfing
a website and we are predicting their movements using context. Finding ways to
better leverage contextual information and make search context-aware holds the
promise to dramatically improve the search experience of users. We conducted
a series of studies to discover, model and use contextual information in order to
understand and improve users’ searching and browsing behavior on the web.

Our main contributions are the following: First, we focused on the system’s
centric view of context-aware information interaction, and defined a general frame-
work for discovering context, and the notions of optimal contextual models and
useful contextual models. Second, we studied the impact of behavioral aspects of
users, as captured in search trails, discovering groups of similar trails (and hence
similar users) based on next action prediction using data from an online study
choice portal, and discovering clusters of similar contextual endorsements using
data from booking.com. Third, we studied methods to infer user satisfaction for
voice-controlled intelligent assistants. We considered two important scenarios of
intelligent assistants use: web search and search dialogs. Web search on mobile
devices leads frequently to good abandonment where users infer the required in-
formation without clicking on search results. Search dialogues are a new way of
interaction with intelligent assistants where users use voice and a system is able
to keep a context of the conversation. We showed that touch interaction is useful
to determine user satisfaction. Fourth, we looked at the impact of changes in
behavioral aspects over time, using changes in frequency of query revisions and
SAT/DSAT clicks to detect changes in user satisfaction and drifts in query intent,
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and identify revision terms and URLs to be used in query completion or SERP
re-ranking, using data from Microsoft Bing and Yandex. Our results capture im-
portant aspects of context under the realistic conditions of different online search
services, aiming to ensure that our scientific insights and solutions transfer to the
operational settings of real world applications.
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Gebruik van Contextuele Informatie om Zoek- en Browse-gedrag te
Begrijpen

Moderne zoekmachines zijn nog steeds afhankelijk van het query-response
paradigma, dat wordt gekenmerkt door een scherp contrast tussen de rijkdom van
de gegevens in de index en de relatieve armoede van informatie in de query, die
meestal in slechts een paar trefwoorden een complex behoefte uitdrukt. Dit geldt
met name voor online zoekdiensten, waar een zelfde zoekvraag kan worden gesteld
door een groot aantal gebruikers met onderling verschillende informatiebehoeften.
Contextuele informatie is de voor de hand liggende manier om te proberen om
het evenwicht te herstellen, en interactielogs met zoek- en browse-gedrag van
gebruikers bieden nieuwe mogelijkheden om contextuele aspecten van de infor-
matiebehoeften van de gebruiker te modelleren. Het belang van de contextuele
informatie is onderkend door onderzoekers uit vele disciplines, waaronder aan-
bevelingssystemen, informatie retrieval, mobiel zoeken, en marketing. Context-
gevoelige systemen passen zich aan aan activiteiten van gebruikers en zijn dus
gericht op een verbetering van de effectiviteit en bruikbaarheid door rekening
te houden met context. In dit proefschrift beschouwen we twee soorten gedrag:
zoeken, wanneer gebruikers zoekvragen stellen en we proberen om de zoekma-
chine resultaten pagina (SERP) te verbeteren door de context van sessies mee te
nemen, en browsing, wanneer gebruikers surfen op een website en we proberen
hun klikpaden te voorspellen met behulp van context. Manieren die contextuele
informatie beter gebruiken hebben de potentie om de zoekervaring van gebruikers
drastisch te verbeteren. We hebben een reeks van studies uitgevoerd om con-
textuele informatie te ontdekken, modeleren en te gebruiken voor de verbetering
van, en een beter inzicht in, gebruikers zoek- en surfgedrag op het web.

Onze belangrijkste bijdragen zijn de volgende: Ten eerste hebben we ons
gericht op systeemkant van contextgevoelige informatie-interactie, de definitie van
een algemeen raamwerk voor het ontdekken van context, en van de begrippen van
optimale en nuttige contextuele modellen. Ten tweede hebben we ons gericht
op de gebruikerskant door een analyse van gebruikersgedrag zoals vastgelegd in
zoekpaden, voor het ontdekken van groepen van vergelijkbare zoekpaden (en dus
vergelijkbare gebruikers) gebaseerd op een volgende-actie-voorspelling voor de in-
teractielogs van een online studiekeuze website, en het ontdekken van clusters
van soortgelijke contextuele aanbevelingen met de interactielogs van booking.com.
Ten derde bestudeerden we methoden om de tevredenheid van een gebruiker van
spraakgestuurde intelligente assistenten af te leiden. We onderzoeken twee belan-
grijke scenarios van gebruik: web zoeken en zoekdialogen. Web zoeken op mobiele
apparaten leidt vaak tot “good abandonment”, waarbij de gebruikers de informatie
vinden zonder door te hoeven klikken op de zoekresultaten. Een zoekdialoog is
een nieuwe manier van interactie met een intelligente assistent, die gebruik maakt
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van spraak en in staat is om de context van het gesprek bij te houden. We tonen
aan dat aanrakingsinteractie nuttig is om de tevredenheid van de gebruikers te
bepalen. Ten vierde hebben we gekeken naar de impact van veranderingen in
gedragsaspecten over verloop van tijd, waarbij veranderingen in de frequentie van
query-revisies en SAT/DSAT-klikken helpen om veranderingen in gebruikerstevre-
denheid en query-intentie te detecteren, en query-revisie-termen en -URL’s helpen
voor query-suggestie of het verbeteren van de SERP, met behulp van gegevens van
Microsoft Bing en Yandex. Onze resultaten behandelen belangrijke aspecten van
context onder realistische omstandigheden van verschillende online zoekdiensten,
met als doel om ervoor te zorgen dat onze wetenschappelijke inzichten en oplossin-
gen toepasbaar zijn onder de realistische omstandigheden van online toepassingen
in de echte wereld.
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